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Governor Preston
C. Haynes Presents
Coveted Scroll

Disrtict

G. B. PENNEBAKER
HAS CHARGE OF MEET

The Murray Lions Club received its official charter from
Lions International when it was
presented
by District Governor
Preston C. Haynes of Bowling
&leen at the charter night festivities held at the High School
gymnasium Tuesday night.
Approximately 125 people attended the ceremonies which started at 8 p. m. and lasted until 11
p. m.. with representatives from
Paducah, Mayfiel d, Eddyville,
Wickliffe, Fulton, Bruceton. - and
Paris. Tenn., and Bowling Green
present.
The invocation was given by
the Rev. A. V. Havens and the
by
Mayor
address
welcoming
George Hart. The response was
given by W. G. Browning. president of the Fulton Club. The program was opened by Dr. G. B.
Pennebaker. who officiated in the
absence of S. A. Ruskjer, who wan
ill, and who was general chairman
for the Charter Night. Lion Fred
Shultz was .toastmaster for the
evening, and after a series of joke
telling by many of the Lions present introduced Preston C. Haynes
who presented the charter. The
charter was accepted on behalf of
the club by T. T. Elkins, president
of the local club.
All decorations were in the club
colors of Royal Purple and Gold.
Music was furniahed by Prof. Leslie Putnam and a quartet of his
Murray College students. John
Polk. a member of the Paducah
club, and his quartet rendered
several numbers.
.The meal was furnished by the
Parent-Teachers Association and
the Majorettes, in costume served.
The members of the new Murray
Lions Club are as follows: T. T.
Elkins. Ray B. Brownfield, Wm.
B. Davis, Boyd Gilbert, Woodfin
Hutson, Raleigh Meloan. E. Paul
Shultz,
Joe
Fred
L'Heureux.
Baker, R. L. Carney, L. L. Dunn,
M. W. Hickok, Robert A. Jones,
Pennebaker, S. A. Huskier,
G.
Bryan Tolley, Joseph Berry, Hat,1119 old C. Curry, M. G. Forster. Hal
--Houston. I... W. Lennox, Dewey
-RiejEfre. Frank Albert Stubblefield, P E. Thiamas. Leslie R. Putnam. and J. 0.'bicMillan.

Young Democrats
Have Victory Meal

es

In a banquet meeting at the National hotel last nignt. the Young
---- Democratic Club celebrated the
Democratic victory in the recent
election ,and instructed its delegates how to vote in the state cons
vention to be held in Louisville
Friday and Saturday.
Hiram Tucker, president of the
club in the county, acted as toastAt the business session, a Young
club was
'Democratic Women's
formed, with a representative selected to aid in organizing form
each of the magisterial districts.
Miss Myra Bagwell was named
chairman of the Murray district;
Helen Ragsdale, Liberty: Mrs. Lucille Potts, Brinkley; Dulcie Mae
. Swann, Swann: Mrs. Charlie Denham, Hazel: Mrs, Chnrlie Stubblefield, Concord; and . Mrs. Whit
Imes, Wadesboro.
-

Murray Postoffice to
Close November 23
Harry I. Sledd, postmaster at
Murray, announced today the postoffice will remained closed all
day next Thursday, November, 23,
Thanksgiving
in observance of
Day.
Although before his retirement
as Governor. Senator A. B. Chandler publiely proclaimed November 30 as,the day. the. Kentuckians
would observe as Thanksgiving
the po,stoffices of the state come
Under
Federal regulations and
consequently observe the Presidential proclamation setting November 23 as Thanksgiving Day.
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Laverne Rattaree
Dies in Concord
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEIR

Laverne Rattaree„New Concord,
32-year-old resident, died of tuberculesis Tuesday. Funeral services
were at the home. and burial was
in the sRattaree cemetery Wednesday. His widow and four chil_
dren survive him.
RIMY °CRY SELLS ENGLISH
SETTER, REGISTERED, FOR 5100
John Rudy Oury last week sold
a fine English setter, Twinkle
Toes Tony, to a marl in Georgia
for $100.00. This dog was registered and three years old. It was
the same dog whose picture appeared in the - Ledger & Times a
-"-rev/ weeps- *gni •
Mr. Oury stated that he hoped
in making a sale like this, it
would encourage
. other .sportsmen
- and dog breeders to raise registered stock, is it greatly increases
the market value. 1-le is a prominent member of the local Sportsmen's Club. ,

a

Double tragedy stalked in the
Carlos Crouse household, located
in the Utterback school community two miles north of Murray,
over the weekend.
A daughter, Elizabeth Crouse, 19,
committed suicide about 7 o'clock
Saturday night, discharging a 20gauge shotgun in her stomach, and
dying instantly.
Twenty - four
hours later, her father was dead,
suffering a stroke of paralysis just
before his daughter's funeral and
dying at 6:30 Sunday' afternoon.
The mother, Mrs. Lola Crouse,
is in a serious condition suffering
froea shock. A coroner's jury conducted ,by
Coroner Max Churchill late Saturday night gave a verdict of suicide early Sunday morning. It
was the first of two suicides occurring here over the week-end.
J. H. Bell, shot himself in the
head Sunday.
Miss prouse, using
a 20-gauge
shotgun, shot herself in the abdomen, the charge ranging upward. She died immediately.
The act occurred in the girl's

bedroom, just after other members
of her family had retird. Before
his own stroke, Carlos Crouse said
he and other membors of the family heard a shot and a scream
simultaneously, and ran to investigate. Elizabeth was lying across
the bed. Blood was everywhere.
The gun lay where it had fallen
on the floor. Some believed, the
girl had used her foot to release
the trigger on the gun, after placing its barrel against her body.
Cause for the deed was net
known. Mmbers of the family said
Elizabeth had been acting strangely the last few days, but had not
appeared despondent.
Pharmacists in Murray said they
had refused to sell Miss Crouse
carbolic acid Saturday afternoon
because her actions had aroused
suspicion. One drugstore operator
called a taxi and sent her home.
She was a former employe of the
Murray Hosiery Mill.
Miss Crouse was a member of
the Spring Creek Baptiet church.
Burial services were conducted at
the Cole's Camp Ground cemetery.

eciares "Life Has Meant Nothing
to Him in Many Yeays";
Mr. Crouse, the father, 52, was
a farmer of the Utterback comSeeks Great Beyond
munity. He appeared strong and
Calloway county's second suihealthy.
Funeral services were
conducted Monday afternoon at tide in two. days occurred Sunday
Cole'e Carnsi Ground by the Rev. Isfternoon at 3 o'clock when Jim
aff. Bell. 70, a resident of Concord,
Lloyd Wilson.
Survivals of Mr. Crouse are his ahot 'himself through the right
widow, Mrs. Lola Cruuse, the temple with a 18-gauge shotgun.
mother of Elizabeth; three daughHe was found lying at the side
ters, sisters of Elizabeth, Mrs. of a road near Concord by RayAttie Myrtle Peel, Bonnie Hazel mond Harnlip late Sunday afterCrouse, and Robbie Lis Crouie; boon
Three sons, brothers-of the girl, , In his pocket was a note, adRaymond, Joe, and Bill Crouse; Oressed to his half brother, Ben
two brothers, uncles of Elizabeth,
part of which read: "Life
Robert Crouse and Roy Crouse;
not been worth anything to
and three sisters, aunts of the girl,
for many years. so I guess
Mrs. Eunice Tidwell, Mrs. Ersie
t when you read this I will
Smith, and Mrs. Omie Chambers.
it; the Great Beyond, whatever
Mr. Crouse also had two grand- t may be".
children, Mason, Jr., and Dottie
Max Churchill, coroner, after
Dean Crouse.
'conducting an inquest, said the
Pallbearers for
Miss Crouse act was suicide. The county's first
Sunday afternoon were Tom Cri- suicide of the weekend was Miss
der, Curt Wilson, Junior Lampizabeth Crouse, 19, of the Utterkins, Benny Spann, arid Paul Fuck community.
trell. Flowergirls were Mrs. Curt
Funeral-services were conductWilson, Dorothy Wells, Bertha
for Mr. Bell Tuesday EaterWells, and Odell Woods.
oon at Concord. He is survived
y the half-brother to whom he
addressed the note and another,
Joe Bell of Jeffersontown. Ky.;
four half-sisters: Mrs. Essie Blalock, Murray, Mrs. Clay Garland,
of the county, Mrs. Clarence Falwell of Brandon, and Mrs. John
Is Found liead in Cornfield; Steely. Paducah; and two stepsons,
Coroner . Says -Death is
Stanley Futrell, Murray, and VirAccidental
gil Futurell, Chicago.

Second Lecture of Series on !William F. Clark
Relations to be Heard Tonite Dies, From Fall

1- -

Continues With
Rotary Institute

FEW CHANGES ARE
MADE IN CHARGES
OF M. E. CHURCHES

United After 22 Years

All Pastors in District Re.
main Same for Ensuing Year
CONVENTION TO BE
IN JACKSON IN 1940
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Mrs. Jane Roberts Mrs. Lucy Smith
Dies at Elm Grove
Dies in Detroit

"Beauty and Beast"
To be Presented at
College November 21

Hoptown Beats
Tigers 12-0 Here

f

Faxon High Wins
Vote-Getting Race
In Recent Poll

•

J. W. Waters Not
Deacras Reported
-- By.'tjs Las_ Week

Honor Roll for
over Cropping
Grows m Calloway

Shelby Davis Dies
From Shot Wounds

Mrs. Sallie Dunn
Is Seriously Ill
At Dexter Home

Balance of Power, Not Democracy,
is Issue in War, Declares Cutshall

Murray _Loses to Louisiana
by 19-0 Score Here Saturday

Couple to Observe
72nd Anniversary

4

Stubblefield Child
Dies Thursday; Is
Buried at Concord

Couit Adjourns
Until Monday

Farley Hit by Train
Asks For Ambulance

Torn Swift Dies
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The annual Memphis conference,
Marking its onion with the new
Methodist church, closed in Paducah Sunday with the official
reading of conference pastoral appointments.
All .superintendents of the conference's eight districts were reappointed. The conference will hold
its 1940 meeting in Jackson, Tenn.
A plan was considered, and a
Carl Benjamin Parker, 24, Akron, Ohio. is reunited with his mother, committee appointed, to work out
a plan
Mrs. Pearl llolland, Mayfield, after 22 years. She had not seen her son on a to rearrange the conference
basis of six divisions.
since she and her husband, Abe Parker, were separated when the boy
A new charge to be known as
the
Paducah
was 2 years old. Carl located his mother through the aid of relatives,
circuit was formed of
principally through the aid of his cousin, John Parker, son of Bob the Massac from Lowes Circuit,
Palma from the Calvert City CirParker of this county.
cuit, and Oak Grove, and Little'vine Circuit. The Calvert City
Circuit was changed to the Calvert
City, Gilbertsville, and Oakland
Circuit.
The name of the Guthrie Avenue
chvch in Paducah was changed
to the Mantic Wallace Memorial
Was Sister of Revs. J. E. Skinner Body is Brought Here Sunday; church.
and Cord Skinner; Burial
The meeting's first sparks flew
Burial Takes Place in
Prof. Guy W. Sarvis will be. the
is In Ivy Cemetery
Thursday night during a spirited
Salem Churchyard
second speaker on the Rotary
argument
over a suggestion to reA coroner's. jury here Tuesday
of international
Club's institute
Funeral services for Mrs. Rhoda
Funeral services for Mrs. Lucy duce the number of districts in the
morning
decided
that
William
understanding, speaking in the
Jane Roberts, 85. who died Sun- B. Smith, wife of Hafford Smith, conferencs, now totaling eight.
Finis Clark, 60, who was found
The question was brought up by
Murray College Auditorium today at the home of her daughter, who died of asthma in childbirth
dead Monday afternoon in a cornon
o'clock
iThursday)
at
8
night
Mrs. E. Vinson, in the Elm Grove in a Detroit hospital Friday, and the Rev. J. M. Jenkins of Murray,
field on the farm of Dave Parks
"The Situation in the Far East".
community, were conducted Mon- her child, who was born dead. who said present district lines
four miles south of Murray, came
day afternoon by the Rev. R. F. were conducted Sunday afternoon "were laid out in horse and buggy
He was preceded by Dr. E. Guy
to his death -as the result of a
"Beauty and the Beast", a mari- Gregory at the Elm Grove Baptist at the Salem Baptist church near days." The Rear. Earl G. Hamlett.
Cutshall, who opened the series
fall"
and
was
consequently
"accionette
show
portraying
the
famous
church. Burial was in Ivy ceme- Lynn Grove. Burial was in the Memphis, district superintendent.
last Thursday night with a lecture
fairy tale under the sponsorship of
dental".
spoke in behalf of Mr. Jenkins'
on "Organizing the World for
Salem cemetery.
.the Portfolio Art club, will be tery.
Clark
was
the
fourth
person
in
Peace".
Mrs. Roberts is survived by two
Mrs: Smith, a member of the suggestion.
the county to be found dead in presented in the college auditorium
The Rev. Frank B. Jones, superTuesday night at 8 o'clock, it was daughters, Mrs. Vinson and Mrs. Baptist church, .was
Erich I. Grimwade will congraduated
this county within three days. The announced
today by Mrs. M. E. M. W. D.,Wicker, both of this coun- _from Murray State College with intendent of the Paducah district,
tinue the lecture series next
first two were Miss Elizabeth Hall, head of the department.
disapproved the plan. saying that
Thursday night with a discussion
Crouse. 19, and J. H. Bell, 70, suiAccording to Mrs. Hall, every ty; and by two brothers, both an A. B. degree in 1930. Mem- confusion would result from a reof "Britain's Stake in European
cides, and Elmo Wall, colored, part of -the performa.nce has betn ministers, the Rev. J. E. Skinner, bers of her graduating class at duction in the number
of
Crises", and will be followed on
who it was believed died from a designed and executed by mem- Jackson, Tenn., former pastor of Lynn Grove high school were The matter was placed in districts.
the hands
bers of the club. • "We promise the Murray and Hazel Baptist honorary pallbearers and flower
December 7 by Dr. Allen D. Alstroke.
of
a
committee
for
study
until the
into fairyland and churches, and the
Rev. Cord girls.
bert, who will close the institute
He was a member of the Elm to take you
next
conference.
said.
back."
.she
Skinner, Smith's Grove. Ky.; and
with a talk on "The Struggle for
Grove Missionary Baptist church,
Survivers•are het husband, parAppointments
in
the
Paris
and
by five grandchildren and seven ents, two .3x-others. and four sis- Paducah
Raw Materials".
Survivals are a daughter, Mrs.
districts follow:
great grandchildren.
Charlie Rowland. Murray; a son,
ters.
Prof. Guy W. Sarvis is head of
Paris District
Wildy Graves Clark, Largo, Fla.;
Mrs noberts was married in
the department of sociology at
DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT:
two sisters, Mrs, Mattie Gordon,
He
1877 to P. H. Roberts. Her husOhio .Wesleyan University.
C. N. Jolley; Almo circuit, R. R.
Arrnona, Califs and Mrs. Peachie
band preceded her in death six
received his education at Drake
Smith: Atwood circuit, C. L.
Cheatham, Largo. Fla.; and -on%
Years ago.
University and the -UniyenatT -99
Holmea;
Sandy circuit, 0. J.
brother, Luther Clark, Largo, TUC Murray Gridders Go to linsselvlikt
Chicago. For fifteen years he
Smith: Cottage Grove circuit., E.
He was the grandfather of 14 chil_ Tomorrow for
D. Farris; -Dresden station, H. W.
was. in educational work in
Game
dren.
Davis: Dresden circuit. J B. UnChina, part of which time he was
derwood; Gleason station. E. V.
professor of economics,'then proUnderhill:
Gleason circuit. H. P.
virtual
Playing
quagmire
in
a
We
are
very happy to report Mat I
fessor of sociology, and then dean
Hopkinsville scored a 12-0 triumph
the Rev. J. W. Waters, 86. of Rip- Blankenship. supply; Hardin cirat the University of Nanking,
•
cuit.
W.
T.
M. Jones: Hazel circuit,
over Murray high school's Tigers
ley. Tenn., a Methodist minister, K. G. Dunn;
China. His period of activity in
circuit R. F.
in a conference gridiron game here
did not die last Wednesday as was Blankenship; Kirksey
China came during the upheavals
Manleyville circuit,
try
tiARVIIS
,Friday afternoon. Rain fell heavily
reported in our paper. buf has im- J. F. Morelock; Mansfield circuit,
which led to the foundation of
The county agent's offiee triday proved to
Delaware, Ohio
throughout the conflict.
the extent he is able Henry Smith, supply; McKenzie
the present Chinese government
So far outclassed were the men released names of .15 farmers who to be up and visit relatives.
station, A. N. Goforth: McKenzie
and brought him ih touch with
this
week have completed sowing
Holland
of
Coach
that
they
Preston
We
extremely
regret the publica- circuit, A. B. Rogers; McLettioresChinese students many of whom
The Schools in the Liberty Mag- did not make a first' down. as the all. their 1939 cultivated land to tion of erroneous
reports, but are ville and Liberty All, W. D.
are now the political leaders in
isterial district under the leader- Hoptowners plowed through the winter cover crops. thus gaining glad that in
Burke; Murray station. J. Mack
this instance the report Jenkins;
China.
ship of Holman Jones, principal of mud and water that in places was the cover crop honor roll listed was
Murray circuit, H. I..
erroneous.
Lax:
North Big Sandy circuit. W.
Faxon
High School. won first ankle deep for 11 firsts.
by County Agent J. T. Cochran
In addition to this fifteen years
T.
Shelby
Davis,
Pafford:
agent
for
Standard
Paris, First church, H.
prizes
in
the
election
contest
sponserved
of service in China, he
The Christian countians scored in for which they will receive a cerL.
Thompson;
Paris.
Second
two years in India in YMCA work Oil Company here, was found dead sored by the Democratic Central the first quarter when. after Tom- tificate of merit.
church,
Humbert
Wejr, junior pasat
10:30 this morning in a weed committee in last week's election.
The total, added to last week's
and spent a great deal of time in
tor. M. E.' Deakins; Paris circuit,
my Gray on a reverse had carried
the
plot
plant.
Just
Death
back
of
This district was the only one in the ball 30 yards to a first down figure of 38. brings the number of
Japan. He has traveled extensE. B. Rucker: Puryear and Buchanan. J. M. Boykin: Student Emively in the Orient and also in came as the result of a shot fired the cohnty to show a gain over on Murray's 1-yard stripe. Almy farmers who have 100 per cent of
from
a
20-gauge
shotgun,
enterory
1936
election,
showing
the
approxiUniversity. H. E. Trevathan,
Africa. His lqng contacts with
plunged over for the marker their 1939 cultivated acreage unMcKenzie station quarterly conmately 130 more votes cast than standing up. Beavers' boot for the der cover crop control to 53.
the peoples of the Orient have ing his breast.
ference; District Missionary secHe was f,,und by his wife. He in. 1936. The Faxon voting precipct extra
Those who made the honor listgiven him the background and
point 'was lose.
Mrs. Sallie Dunn, Dexter, 73- retary, E. V. Underhill,
understanding of developments in had been dead approximately 10 was the only one in the county
Almy scored again in the third ing this week are Jim H. Washer. years-old, is in a serious condition
Paducah Distriet
that area of the world and he minutes. At his side was a 2.0- showlng more votes polled than in period on a line buck. after a J P. Paschall, J. M. Venable, and as the result of a stroke of paralysis
DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT:
has naturally been in demand as range double-barrelled 'shotgun. the primary election last August, steady march by his teammates Lowell Palmer, all of Kirksey; C. 'suffered Saturday night, it was reF. B: Jones: Arlington and Mila speaker and interpreter of the There was only one shell in the showing a gain of 14 votes more. places the ball on Murray's five. S. Guthrie and Harold Douglas, vealed here today.
burn. W. L. Atkins; Bardwell and
Faxon high school won first
barrel. It had been fired. Indipeoples of the Far East.
Fumbles were frequent by both Lynn Grove: Fred Collie, ClarMrs. Dunn's condition today was Wickliffe. T. 9. Riddiek:
Barlow
prize of $50 and the Other 6 schools teams due to the slippery ball, and ence Dyer, and Milburn Adams, said to
Since his return to the United cations pointed to suicide.
be unimproved. High blood station. M. L -Davis; Benton staIt was the fourth unnatural in the Faxon Magisterial district no punts of any denomination regis- Faxon; Henry Burkeen, Brooks pressure. aided by diabetes,
States, Professor Sarvis ha's served
tion.
Roy
D.
aggraWilliams;
BirmingChapel; Stark Erwin and W. S. vates her condition. Her entire ham circuit, A. E. Phillips; Brewtered large gains.
as a member of the faculty at death this week, the third person won $10 each.
The Tigers will take on Russell- Trevathan, Hazel; R. Sr McDaniel, right side is paralyzed. She has ers circuit. J. W. Lewis; Calvert
Hiram College, Hiram. Ohio, and to die of gunshot whunds. Others . The Concord district under the
leadership
of
Ernest
Fiser.
were
prinMiss
Elizabeth
Crouse and
ville's strong aggregation in Rus- Vancleave; and J. D. Ahart and lived in Calloway county all her City. Gilbertsville and Oakland,
at Vanderbilt University in NashS. T. Bagbv; Clinton station. J. W.
3. H. Bell, Coroner Max Church- cipal of the Concord High School. sellville Friday.
Harvey Wood, Murray.
ville, Tenn.
life.
Fowler: Corinth and
Lovelaceshowed the lowest net loss under
ill is now holding an inquest.
ville. J. R. Cecil, supply: East
the 1936 vote, and won second place
Clinton
circuit,
H.
C.
Jones:
Hickmoney Concord High School winory Grove circuit, F. C.*Hardison.
ning $25, and the seven other
supply; Kevil circuit, V. H. Burschools in the county $5 each.
nett; LaCenter circuit. E. R. Roach:
This contest is conducted in genLone Oak station, W. Q. Scruggs;
Lowes circuit, J. T. Barrett: Mayeral elections by the Democratic
field First church. E. L. Robinson;
Central Committee to spur the stuMayfield circuit C. A. Riggs; Padents and faculties of the various
ducah—Aldergate, W A. Lamb:
county schools to aid in getting
a
Broadway.
J. B. Hortin; Fountain
Gudauskas. and out the vote.
With the oppisition's backs per-'f'ions. Morris
Avenue. E. F. McDaniel; Marlie
forming like workhorses behind others showed. up Well for MorMemorial,
J. T. Bagby;
Wallace
Dr. E. Guy Cutshall, Lincoln,
The speaker declared the biggest buffer." but Britain did not plan
an invincible line, the Murray ray.
North Side and Arcadia. C. A.
Neb.,
former
president
weapon
against
of
Nebrasfor
modern
wars,
one
Germany
to
'constitute
a
menThe Thoroughbreds meet TranThoroughbreds gave over undisBaker: Trinity, C. H. Rayl; Paduka Wesleyan University, held 500 which might-be effective in stifl- ace equally as great as li
pxs
icia. cah eirceit Athel Shepherd. supputed leadership of the SIAA con- sssIvania University here Saturday
Murray
faculty ing them eventually, was that of "IfGermany falls," the s
State College
er ply; Sedalia circuit. Lester B. Eafesrenee here Saturday afternoon afternoon.
members. Rotarians. and visitors neutrality among neighbor nations, predicted, "then Communism will son: Tyler. Reiclland and Lebanon.
to Louisiana Normal of Nachientranced for two hours here last who would continue to grow as spread through Europe like wind L. Z. Hurley; West Clinton circuit,
toches, La., as the southern DemBENTON, Ky., Nov.'l8-H. M. Thursday" night in a discussion the warring nations went down. and will not stop until it crosses M. H. Alexander; Wingo circuit,
ons triumphed 19-0.
.
-.S. T. Parham; Missionary secretary,
"Uncle" Marion Holland and Mrs., concerned with "Organizing the Finally. those nations at war the Channel.
It was the uncanny running
Roy D. Williams; Student Emory
Holland. the county's oldest mar- World for Peace". It was the might ask: Why sheuld we be
Broadway
Trion,
J.
P.
University,
ability of three lads from the
"England knows this, and her
ried couple, observed their seventy- first lecture of the Rotary-spon- fighting, taxing our people, ruinand
Migues,
bayous.—Wiggins.
Problem now is to decide just quarterly conference.
second wedding anniversary Sun- sored Institute
of International ing our culture, while the rest how much Germany must be
for
accounted
Boucher.—which
day at their home in the Mt. Car- Understanding, which
will in- of the world is laughing at us whipped to remain England's
Murray's downfall. with Wiggins
proLittle Miss Jeretta Stubblefield. mel community. Mr. Holland is 95
and Migues running 42 and 58 5-year old daughter of Mr. and and Mrs. Holland 89. A special clude h lecture earn Thursday and is growing rich at our ex- tector against Russia and at the
night
through
And
finally,
he
pense?
December
said.
they
7.
same time no menace to Engyards respectively on the second Mrs. 011ie and Linda Stubblefield dinner also was enjoyed.
Prof. Guy W. Sarvis, Deleware. would stop fighting and realize land."
play of the second and third quar- of near
The Hollands have resided on Ohio. head 'of the department of the joke
ncord, died Thursday of
them.
was
on
score
touchdowns,
and the
ters for
He said
with sorrow
that
last week after a 4 months' illness, the same plot of land for nearly sociology of Ohio Wesleyan UniAfter all, he asked, "What is
in the third quarter stood 12-0, and was buried at 2 o'clock Friday three-quarters of a century.
versity, will be the speaker to- England fighting for? What are "propoganda is the biggest enemy
With no indictments as yet
with the Louisianans yet to reg- afternoon in the Concord cemeS. K. Holland, former superin- night.
discussing "Developments France and Germany fighting of peace". War was not a new touchingon major cases, the grand
ister a firstdown.
thing
in Europe—a new
one and petit juries of circuit court
tery. Funeral services were con- tendent of the Kentucky Houses in the Far East".
for?"
Empire
only,
he
said,
was
After the first two scores. the ducted
started usually every generation.
Concord of Reform, Greendale, et a son.
at the
New
That America would profit most, the answer.
the Church of Christ.
advansed
Southerners
to
but propaganda was the principal adjourned here Wednesday until
from
during
isolation
a
policy
of
Treaty'
He
of
Versaillisted
the
Murray 8 on Wiggins' pass to Tymedium
of setting it off. Without Monday morning after closing a
Little Miss Stubblefield is surabnormal times in Europe and les as a rank. bit of injustice on
ler, who ran 35 yards before be- vived by her Oarents; by both
slogans,
no country ever started more or less listless two days of
from normal association during the part of France and England,
ing pulled down. It was Louisi- maternal and
into
war.
"England's slogan is criminal procedure.
paternal
grandnormal
times
exview
was
the
and asked what would have hapThe grand jury today returned
ana Normal's- first firstdown. In parents. Mr. and Mrs. R. H. White
'We're fighting for Peace'". he deCutshall.
pressed
who
deby
Dr.
pened
if
England's
40.000,000
people
two attempts 'through the line. and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Stubclared., "But so was the slogan of indictments against W. T. Wilkerall
the
clared
years
that
of
in
placed
in
the
were
position
of
son. Eual Scott. Amos Sumners,
Wiggins tore - across for the score. blefield.
Lup Farley, Murray, was struck British
continental Germany's 80.000,000 person s. ancient Rome. as it is always the and Hampton Ellis charging them
history
a
The Thoroughbreds had everyPallbearers were Marvin Wrath- by the 6:19 passenger train as it soldier in war time had not set Peace would have lasted, he said, slogan of the nation that has all with "carnally krervini! a female
thing their own way in the first er. Burton
it needs already".
Young, .Wendell All- pulled through Mayfield last Friunder the age of le": Edison Harquarter, taking advantage of fre- britten. Milburn Evans, Lassiter day night. He lay sprawled out foot on British soil. He said Eng- no longer than it took the English
He pictured a world peace based ris. assault and battery.
quent Louisiana fumbles to play Hill. and Leon Smith. Flower- from the tracks where the train land's policy had been one of iso- to get the guns ready.
lation
insofar
as
her
30-mile
sepDemocracy
issue
in
was
on
not
the
regional equity. with France.
The court fined Abe Todd $50.
in the Demons' ter-itory, threat- girls were
.i aratioh from the mainland made- the war in Europe. he declared. perhaps.—with the moral support Van West and Luther Suggs $75
Pattie Mae Hill. Doro- had knocked him. A crowd gatjr
ening constantly to score, but the thy Sue Stubblefield, Myrtle Fay ered.
possible,
whole
and
on
her
that
'ici'df
but
an
p0Seer.
equitable
or
Ert,gram—,
as
the
'nation
eiterTefathis 15,-0n
eaCh.SlidMae
nreessary pinch was nO
.
1
"Well, somebody eail a c
--Oreoner...:4 progress was based: If England, Germany's 80,000,000 people had ,cising the connecting strands of
McCuiston, Janette Smith, Dorethy
charges of assault and battery;
able when advantage to score was Ann Hendon, and
a bystander said.
June Farley.
as close as she was to th con- to live. "Every person." he stated, world
hegemony. Through
its Flint Mohundro and Hardin and
imminent.
Farley opened his eyes, raising stant European turmoil, could stay "has the right to breathe and to policy of friendship
with all na- Quentin Manning 820 each for
• Speth, giant 225-pound sophohimself on on; arm. "Coroner, out as she did, and if the Nether- work".
tions on the
North and South using "abusive and insulting lanmore back, was the only Murray
hell," he growled "Call an am- lands within earshot- of the last
He charged that English Tories American hemispheres, America guage".
Tom
.flailey. , etarlad
Man whose ground-gaining conTom Swift, 76, who died Friday bulance."
war's guns could do.the same, it aided Hitler in his rise to power could lend an example for peace With bandiag and confederating,
sistency was dependable. Tyler at his home near Kirksey, was
Exaiminatioh revealed he had was far more feasible .to beHeve —aided him deliberately. "Eng- that the rest of the world
Might
was
fined
$150:
lby Lanning,
In the line or Louisiana was best, buried in the Mt. Carmel cerne- suffered no more serious damage
the United States csulei also stay rand was afraid of Russia, and do well to follow, the intermition- charged with a similar offense,
but- Captain Downey, Love, Sal trry Saturday.
than a broken arm.
out.
wanted Germany. to act as the al authority said.
was dismissed.
a••
•

-
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LIONS CHARTER IS Double Tragedy Stalks Carlos Crouse Family J. H. BELL COMMITS
PRESENTED AT FETE as Daughter is Suicide, Father Dies ofStroke SUICIDE ON SUNDAY
TUESDAY EVENING
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Relrna Wells, Mrs. Alma McNeely, t the following officers were elect- field; the Rev. F. F. Trowata, Mrs. Church in Anna, 1.11., with the
Mrs. Earl! Burkeen, Mrs. Lillie ed: Miss Francei Whitnell. presf- Trowata, Mrs. Roy Evans. MIS. pastor of the cherch officiating.
Friends of Mrs. T. 0. Turner
Mr. and Mrs. Williams left imRoss, Mrs. Lola Barnett, Mrs. Flag- dent; Mrs. Henry Andrews, vice- Emmett cosby. Mrs. T. L Mount,
enjoyed her birthday dinner at her
mediately eftee, the.. tereinoise-sees
-once Ititrdiaon, Mrs. Opal Hop- president: Miss Bona Padgett re- Mra--new home on Elm Street Monday
Monday, November 20
kins. Mrs. Oma Houston Mrs. Eva cording secretary; Mrs. Nat Gibbs. Staninger, Mrs. W. C..Pittman. Mrs. St. Louis where they spent several
evening, November 13.
The Monday afternoon bridge Burkeeu, Mrs. Hilda Maupirt. Up.
treksurer.._
Fred James. con- C. A. Byrn, Mrs. W. P. Barron, days before returning to Anna in
Those enjoying the hospitality club will meet wen Mrs.
F. P. Mare Nobles, Mrs Opal Lovett, responding seceetary; Mrs. One Mrs. Jane Galloway, Mrs. G. M make their home.
were Mr. and Mrs. Fred James, Inglis at her home.
Mrs. May Miller. Mrs. Octa Guer- Whitnell, Mission and Bible Merritt, Mrs. Ray Morgan, Mrs.
Mr. Williams and Ills bride are
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Lampluns,
Tuesday. November 21
in. Mrs. Alice Lee, Mrs. Enril Study; Mrs. w. E. Whitnell, Emmett McNeely, Mrs. Minnie Bar- expected to spend this week
Maxine and Graves Dale LampThe circles of the Alice Waters Hillman, Mrs. Bettie Colson. Mrs. World Outlook Agent; Mrs. Euin ton, Mrs. F. C. Burnett, Mrs. W. in Murray with his mother, -end
Mrs..
kins Calista Butterworth Jones, MiSsionary
Society will meet' at Fannie Mae Donalson, Mrs. Willie Swann, superintendent of sup- H. Haley, Mrs. J. T. Hale, Mrs. Fannie Williams.
Bessie Brandon, Bea Purdom, Mrs. 2:30
follows:
as
p.
in.
Hargrove,
B.
'Williams
Mrs. Bessie Wells, Mrs. Plies; Mrs. Fred James chairman Glenn Moore, Mrs. C.
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
Vickie Martin and Katie Martin,
The Baker circle will meet at Zula Walker, Mrs. Stella Rags- Christian
Social Relations: Mrs. Mrs. H, A.Gilliam, Mrs. George McWilliam Padunan and daughter, the
afternoon each -week
With sric Elliott
home of Mrs Norman Klipp dale'. Mrs. Treva Falwell, Mrs, Harmon Whitnell. superintendent Keethen. Mrs. L. H. Dodson. Mrs. UDC
Sylvia. and Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. with Mrs.
Charlie Hale asslettrig Rovene Walker, Mrs. Juanita Mc*, Baby Special; Mil. H. L. Lax, R. D. Robertson, Mrs. Louis RobThe UDC held the regular meet.
• Turner. ,
hostess.
Mrs Lucille Hares, Mrs. Rosie superintendent
Spiritual
Life erts, Mrs. B. C. Sullivan. Mrs Rob- mg Wednesday afternoon at the
After the boatallul dinner was
Mfalliwell Musk Club Meets
Mrs. Adams Entertains Club
Mrs. Jeff- Farris will be hostess Holland. Mrs. Eula Clark, Mrs. Group.
ert Hester, Mrs. J. H. Happy, Mrs. home of Mils• Henry Elliott with
HINIMay Evening
Mrs Loren Adams was hostess served, conversation was enjoyed at her home to the .)ale
R. H. McIntyre. Mrs. C C. Brown, Mrs. Neva waters and Mrs. Homer
Mollie Brandon, Mrs. Ala Mcmeeting
The
was
concluded
around
the
huge
fireplace
MarMartha
and
Hood
in
Bell
the
Miss
Wednesday evening at a buffet
The Putnam circle will meet it Clure, Mrs, Treys Holland, Mrs. with a prayer by Mrs.
,hostesses.
Mrs. R. A. Pogue. Mrs. Lizzie Williams assisting
Lax.
lon Sharborough were hostesses supper for members of her sewing spacious living room.
the home of Mrs J. -D. Sexton Caine Smith, Mrs. tula Wells,
The hours were given over' to
Delicious
were Crossland, Mrs. Lula Benjamin,
refreshments
Saturday evening at the borne
dub and their husbands. Fall dosswith Mrs. Leslie Putnam assist- Mrs. Ellie Holland, Mrs. Willie Mae served by the hostess, assisted by Mrs. J. Hinkle Benjamin,. Mrs. the discussion of the State UDC
the latter for the November meet- ers were used to decorate the
ing.
Holland, Mrs.. Iva Morris, Mrs. Mrs. Harmon Whitnell, to the Emile Kirby and Mrs. Noah Cald- convention which was held in
ing of the MacDowell Music Club rooms and, following the delightful Honsehold Shower Honors
-well.
Murray In October. Various reJewell Morris, Mrs. Alice Mor- eleven members present.
Mrs. Galon Jackson
was supper, games were enjoyed.
Au , interesting program
Mrs.
Hall
Hood
will open her ris, Miss Irene Brandon, Miss
ports were heard, and letters
• • .• •
givers "Snow." by Edward Eiger
Included in the hospitality were
A surprise household shower -home for the regular meeting of
Hosts
Outland
Are
Mrs.
visiting delegates were read.
and
Mr.
from
Carrie Brandon, Miss Anunittai KM Gilbert Celebrates
was sung by a trio composed of Mr. and Mrs. W. M Reeder, Mr. was given on Wednesday night,
Her
At Chili Supper
The hostesses served a party
Maytit Ryan. Mary Frances Mc- and Mrs. Marvin Wrather. Mr. and October 18, in honor of Mrs. Galon the Music .Club at, seven -thirty Hillman. James Hughes Walker,
84th
Birthday
Sunday
Wildy Graves Hillman, Charles
Mr and Mrs Pogue Outland had plate to the fifteen members pre,
Elrath and Miriam McElrath with Mrs. Shelby Haddon. Mr. and Mrs. Jackson at the home of her par- o'clock.
Relatives of Mrs. Ida B. Gilbert
Miller, and Graves Ward Mor- helped her celebrate her 84th birth- guests Wednesday evening at then ent
Wednesday. November 22
Frances Sledd ,at the piano.. Mrs. C. C Farmer, Mr. and Mrs. Chesley ents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elkins.
The Wednesday afternoon bridge ris.
W. E. Derryberry spoke on Eng- Butterworth..Mr. and Mrs Robert
day at the home of her daughter, home for a chili supper.
The guests were entertained with
Those sending gifts were Mrs. Mrs. Clyde Collie, where she is
Bridge was played hater in the
club will meet at 2:30 o'clock with
lish music and at the conclusion Smith Mr. and Mrs. Foreman Gra- good music by Fitzhugh
and Bar- Mrs. Woocifin
Clay McClure, Mrs. Annie Boyd, staying in Jackson, Tenn., Sunday. evening and prizes were awarded.
Hutsosi
of the program played several piano ham, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Doran, ber Jackson, refreshments
were
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
numbers. Mrs. Derryberry was Mrs. H. E. Penticost and Mr. and served
Thsnaday, November 23 ' Mrs. Eelala Elkins, Mrs. Dannie
A huge white and green cake
to Mrs. Tom Linville, Kt
presented with flowers from the Mrs. Loren Adams
The Magazine Club will meet Edwards, Uri. John York, Mrs. was lit with 84 candles. Those at- J. R. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
Calloway Circuit Court
and Mrs. Lanion Hendon and baby,
Woarren.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frank Meakel Smith,
Ethel
Darnell.
Fulton.
Joanne
club by
The third
Mrs. L. H. Pogue, tending from here were Mr. and
Admr. of Estate of
Mr. sand Mrs. Lige Linville, Mrs. with Mrs. Wallace McElrath in
Kirk,
and
White
Porter
Mr.
Mrs.
K
J.
number on the Program was a
Mn.
Walston,
Mrs. Annie Mrs. Irve Brewer and son, Gene;
Hiram L. Smith, Deceased. and
Bert Dodd, Mr. and Mrs. Horace the B. and P. W. Club rooms at
and
hosts.
the
piano solo, "Danse Negre," Cyril Woman's Club Holds Business .
Cathey.
Mrs.
Maynard
Ragsdale,
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Smith; Mr.
Meakel Smith' and Wife, !Viable
Miller. R. C. Miller. Mr. and Mrs. two-thirty o'clock.
Meeting
Mrs. Eva Mae McDaniel, Mrs. and Mrs. Elmer Gilbert and son.
Scott, by Louise Putnam. Eleanor
•.
•
Smith,
'John Smith. Mrs. D. L. Jackson,
Elsie Duncan, Mrs. Ruby Wells, Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. Guy Poyner,
Hire presented 'Water Wagtails"
The'home of Mrs Herschel Corn
Woods-Houser Wedding Is
Plaintiffs,
Mr. and Mrs. Toscoe Collins and Lynn Grove P-TA Sponsors
Mrs. Mary
Morris, Mrs. Gertie Paris, Tenn., and others.
by Cyril Scott, and a trio number -was the scene Thursday afternoon
Vs. Order of Reference
Hallowe'en Party
Announced
Wells. Mrs. Clydie Roberts, Mrs.
was given by Louise Putnam, so- of the regular.business meeting of daughter Jacqueline. Mrs. Beulah
presents
Many
given
were
the
The Lynn Grove P-TA spon- Bernice Turner,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Woods, Eunice Smith Wilson, Et Al,
Mrs. I. H. Ad- honoree.
prano, Martha Lou Guier, flutist. the Murray Woman's Club with the Lamb, J. C. Lamb, Mr. and Mrs
Defendants
Carl Farris. ll4es. S. L. Hargis. Bil- sored a Hallowe'en community ams, Mrs. Bernice Roberts,
of Kirksey, announce ,the mararid Marjorie Fooshee. pianist, Old Garden. Department as hostesses.
Mrs.
It is ordered that this cause_ be
party Tuesday evening, October Rene Whitlock,
riage of their - daughter, Martha
English airs and rounds were sung
Miss Alma Ro8:- Lynn Groie Young People to
Mrs. Joe Lovett presided over lie Hargis. Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Bucreferred
George
30.
to
4.
Hart.
'Master
Odell, to Boric Houser, son of Mr.
be the club.
erts 'Mrs. John Grogan, Mrs. Ola
the meeting during which routine hanan and children. Mrs. Garvin'
kieet
Commissioner of this Court to take
IESS Allison. of the physical
Williams, Mrs. Hattie Ragsdale,
The hostesses served a dainty business was disposed of and com- Linvik and baby, Mr. and Mrs.
The Lynn Grove Young People's and Mrs. S. B. Houser, of Kirk' proof of claims against
ucation
the
department
of
Murray
estate
Hurt
Hugh
and
Fay.
ha
Mr.
and
party plate at the conclusion off mittee reports were heard.
Mrs. Mamie Dyer, Mrs. Trudie Organization will meet Sunday icy, which took place Wednesday
of Hiram L. Smith, deceased, and
the program._
Mrs. G. T. Hick.s, in tbe absence Mrs. Otto Farris, Mr. and Mrs. State College, directed the group Brandon, Mrs. Holman Jones, Mrs. evening at 6:30 to discuss, in prep- afternoon. November 15, at fiveof Mrs. John W. Carr who is state Clifford Dodd. Mr. and Mrs. Fran- games and contests. The affair Lois Holland, Mrs. Evelyn Rob- aration for Thanksgiving, "Our thirty eclock at the home of the all persons holding claims against
said estate will present their
Sandwiches erts.
chairman, presented the suggested cis Wilkerson. Mr. and Mrs. Ivan was well attended.
American Heritage: Free Speech"; Rev. and Mrs. L. H. Pogue, PenFriends Compliment Mr. and
character education program for Henderson. Mr. and Mrs. Harde- and punch were served at a small
hymn, "Faith of Our Fathers'''. ny, with the Reverend Mr. Pogue claims, duly proven. before said
Master . Commissioner on or begain
assiation..
to
the
Mrs. Farley
the year which was unanimously man Nix and Betty Ann. Mr. and
Bible reading. Matthew 19:17-33, reading -the -impressive, single ring
Members reprAenting the local !Rattle Belle Mays Cirete Meets
'Mr. and Mrs. Bob Farley. who approved by the club. A large Mrs. Keys Farris, Elbert Houston.
Isaac Ford; leader's introduction, ceremony. Attendants were Miss fore the 30th day of November,
The Millie Belle Hays Circle of
_ have recently moved into town and placard of the ten commandments Mr and Mrs. Luther Freeland. group at the fall conference at
and Orville 1939, or be forever barred from Josephine Crawford; prayer, Lee Louise Thurmond
collecting same in arty other manare It home on Third and Poplar was displayed and it was stated Miss' Alta Davis, Misses Sybil Sim- Heath November 10, were Mrs. the' Methodist Missionary Society Clark, talk. "Is Free Speech a WoodS,
streets, were complimented Friday that the committee hoped to have mons. Clarke Allbritten, Dorothy B. C. Swann. president; Mrs. Nix met at the home of Mrs. Rue Beale Privilege or a Right?" (Mine
Mrs. Houser is an attractive ner except through this suit.
Monday
evening
with
Mrs. L. J. Swanh: talk, "The American
Witness my hand as Clerk of
evening by o stroll') of friends with at least one placard placed in every Wilson. Mary Sue Miller. Sue Sim- Harris. Mrs. Clifton Key, Mrs.
Heri- brunette and is very popular in
. a surprise house-warming and school tn. the state, and also to .mons. Rachel Jackson. Francis Fleetwood Crouch, Mrs. John My- Hortin assisting Mrs. Belle.
tage. Earl Douglas; vocal trio, Ten- her home community and has said Court. this 14th' day of November,
Mrs.
ers.
1939.
Clois
Butterworth,
Mrs.
Mrs. Kirby Jennings had charge nie Rogers, Odine Swann and taken an active part in social.
- kitchen shower. The guests arrived urge Sunday school attendance Linville, Dot Linville, Faye HenC. L. MILLER,
about seven-thirty bringing useful throngh -the ,public schools. Two don, Blanche' -Hendry. Sue Hen-- Cefics Jones. Mrs. Pearl Jones,- of the program which was "En- Emma Douglas; closing h y m n. civic, and church _work.
Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court
larging-Horizons for the Protestant "America the Beautiful"; benedicand ettractive gifts and dainty re- club members personally subscribed don. Eva Frances Wilkerson. Ber- and Mrs. May Ford.
Mr. Houser, formerly of this
by Lucille Johnson, D. C.
The principal speaker on the Church." The scripture from Ro- tion.
freshrneets which were served later to buy placards for the school room lene • Wisehart, Adolean Hughes..
county but now of Detroit, holds
Mrs.
Francis S. mans was read by Mrs. Elliott
in the everung.
and it is expected that others will Eva Lamb. Sylva Dell -Shoemaker. program was
a responsible position in that city.
Wear Mrs. J. B. Wilson gave the South Pleasant Grove Missionary •
About eighteen close friends of do likewise. The following commit- Ruby Farris, Maude Hendrix, Judy Hays of Washington. D. C.
After the ceremony the young
A delectable plate was.served.
meditation from the World OutMisand Mrs. Farley were present. tee was appointed to solicit the Cgleman, 'Gray Farley. Bobbie
Society Meets
couple left for Detroit where they
look,
main
The
topic.
-Enlarging The women of the Pleasant Grove will make their home.'
•_ • • • •
help of other organizations in put- Fancy. Kate Houston. ltudrie May
Horizons for the - Protestant auxiliary met the second day of
ting over this project in the schools Smith. Louise Williams: Messrs. Surprise Birthday Dinner
Club Meets With Mrs. Valentine
• • • •
Honors
Church"
presented
H.
was
E.
Brandon
by
Mrs. Roy November for all day retreat, conLinville.
Ralph
of
Calloway
Winchester.
Leon
county:
Mrs.
G.
T.
• Mrs. Ottis Valentine was. hostessi
On Sunday, November 12. friends Farmer.
cluding the week of prayer. There Mr. Cannel Missionary Society
o Tuesday morning to members of'Hicks. Mrs. Ronald Churchill and Ewin Winchester, Prentice Dunn.
The nominating committee pre- were 16 members present aria all
Jim Burton- E. H. Lair, Leroy and relatives very pleasantly surher bridge club and one additional Mrs. R. A. Johnston.
Holds Meeting
Mrs. W. E. Derryberry entertain- Eldridge. John W. Dunn. J. C. prised H. E. Brandon of Hazel by sented its names for officers for enjoyed a splendid day. Mrs. Mag-g
—ciest. Mrs James Overby.
The Mt. Carmel Missionary Sothe
coming
year.
gathering
They were elected gie Boyd, Mrs. Ermine Hayes and ciety met Tuesday afternoon to obat his home to help him
Mrs. ,Johnnie Parker received ed those present with a most inter- Dunn. Clifford Fatris. James Max
esting discussion of social customs Grogan, Barber Jackson. Fitzhugh celebrate his 65th birthday. A as follows: Chairman, Mrs. Rue Mrs. Elks Paschall presented the serve "The Week of--Prayer." The
the prize for high score.
Beale:
vice
beautiful
chairman,
Miss Lula prograrri of the morning. Mrs. program follows: song. "I Love to
iii
meal
was
England
served
at
as
compared
noon
Jackson.
with
D.
those
Hendrix,
J.
Roberts
'A party plate was served at the
Clakton Beale; scretary. Miss Kath- Hartie Ellis, Mrs. Leila Erwin and Tell the Story"; scripture.
of the L'nited States. At a later Hendon. Bill. Edd Hendon. Bill to about- 50 people. '
conclusion of the game.
•
Miss
Accurately and Carefully
leen Patterson; treasurer. Mrs. L. Mrs. K. G. Dunn presented the pro- Noma Dell Lyles;
meeting .Mrs. A. M. Wolfson. Miss Cook. Lathen Craig. Mr. and Mrs.
prayer. Mrs.
Alice Waters and Mrs. A. F. Yancey Galon Jackson. Mr. and Mrs. Hen- Handkerchief Shower Coinplimeats J. Hortin; local treasurer, Miss gram of the afternoon.
•
Compounded of Purest
Gertie Bedwell; meditations, Mrs.
Mrs. Jones
Myra Bagwell.
'
will present Seprogram on the cus- ry Elkins and Mary June.
Each member contributed to the Lula Dunn; prayer, Mrs. Lula
Drugs
During
MI's.
the
C.
social
H
Redden
hour
26
was
toms of Belieurre China and Mexico
memhostess,
Mrs.
Hayes'
memorial fund.
Those sending gifts were Mrs..
Dunn; the Angelus, Mrs. Edna
s,.
Their next regular meeting will Swift, providing for our workers,
Lucile G. Jones, MnS. Myrtle Mc- Friday night to the Wear-Helm, bers were served refreshments by
Good Painting and respectively.
Dunne the social'
Clure. Mr. ,and Mrs. T. W..Hous- class of the First Christian church the hosts. This number included be with Mrs. Lee Carraway on Mrs. Gertie Bedwell.
Decorating -tea course was sery
a com- den. Mrs. Koska Jones, Mr. and in spegial compliment to Mrs. Lola two new members. Miss Lela Cain November 23.'
s After the program the group
• • ,• •
mittee from the 'Garden -DepartIt's Easy to Be'
elected new officers. They are:
Albert Miller. Mr. and Mrs. Jones who left Monday for Padu- and Mrs. Fred Loomis
ALWAYS CHEAPEST! ment. The table was covered. with Mrs.
A
cah
large
where
she
number
will
of
spend the
gifts of cloth- Mrs. westren Entertains Club
• president, Mrs. Lula Dunn; viceHugh Miller. Mr. and Mrs. Seth
winter.
ing
were
brought
a lace cloth and held a centlitriece, Cooper. Mr. and MIS.
to
the
meeting
Mrs.
R.
A. Wearren was hostess president. Mrs. Hontas Lyles, sec0. D. Gast:
Alluringly
Al'an appreciation of her ears. for Wesley House in MemphiS Saturday afternqon at Collegiate retary-treasurer, Mrs.
of chrysanthemums flanked.. b risen. M. Amine Morgan. Mrs
Emily Swift,
tree
Tenn.
'to
the
dais,
Maim
ourr.Ing tapers in crystal hplders.
Jones
waa
!nn
to
the
Sunshine Friend bridge local treasurer,- Mrs. Emma Ldu
.
.
bel Stom. Mr. and Mrs. George
'Mrs. Fred Otzuries.. presided at the Lieville. Mrs. Emma' Alexander, honored with a surprise handkerclub. The prize for high score was Tucker; Bible study leader, Mrs.
Feminine!
Chief shower.
e
Woodmen Circle Has
Ftea
won by Mrs. Pogue Outland and Edna Swift: -scriptural- life leaden':
Mr. Sod Mrs.. Harvey,- McCuiston
Games were a pleasant diversion
Supper
Meeting
for
There was .a. large attendance.
low score by Mrs. Porter White. Mrs. Gertie Bedwell: social service
and Hulk, Mrs.- Jim -Allbritten. of
. . .
the evening, and dainty 'refresis• • • •'
Grove No, 126 of the Supreme Gifts were exchanged among the leader. Mrs. Montas Llyes, superMrs. PortereClayton, Mr. and Mrs. zhents
were
served.
There
guests.
were
Forest Woodmen Circle .entertainMrs. Thurman is Hostess at
intendent of ,publicity, Miss Noma
•
Talmage Methoston. Misses Myrt- about
twenty-five present.
A dainty party plate was served Dell Lyles; prayer, Mrs. Edna
Quieine
ed members of the Lynn Grove
leen Cooper. Malls Hargis. Mayme
• • • • •
at
the
conclusion
of
the
game
to
Swift.
and
Pottertown
groves
with
a
Mrs LAS_ Thurman -was-hot:Sass Morgan. Mildred Armstrong. Kate Club Meets With Mrs. Mclean
• •. • •
'Supper in the club room of the members and the following visitors:'
at an all-day quilting party last Jackson. Barbara McCuiston, Mrs.
Mrs. R. R. Meloan was hostess
Mrs Thomas Banks, Jr., and Mrs.
Mrs. Churchill is Hostess To
Ye-s.. In the long run you get • Thuesday at her home on North Vick Elkins. Mr. and 'Mrs. Lee Friday afternoon at bridge, her Business and Professional Woman's Gingles
Wallis.
lot more for your money when
Entre Nous Club
10th street. Friends and members Parker and Master Billy Jackson. guests including members of the Club on Thursday evoing, No:
• • • •
it
vernber 9, at 7 o'clockniThanksyou have the job done CARE- of Sugar Creek'Baptist church Many lovely gifts were presented Friday afternoon bridge club
Mrs. Ronald Churchill had as
and giving motives were carried out Missionary Society Meets
came and quilted two quilts. 'one- the honoree.
FULLY and EXPERTLY. Our
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield and
her guests Wednesday afternoon
At Mrs. Fulton's
in the table deccrratiens and a deof whien was a friendship quilt
set-eke is known in this cornMrs.
Wells
Overby.
members
•
Mrs. Marvin Fulton opened her
of the Entre Nous Sew•
qt
.
lightful
served
to
nmaity for its reliability. Let's presented by these women to Elder
The high score prize was awarded forty-nine plate was
Men like this all-important
persons including mem- home Tuesday afternoon for the ing Club and several additional
Isar over" your needs right' land Mrs. Thurman.' A delightful Mrs. S. A. Purdom Ceiebrates-Mrs.
Beale
and
the
low
friends.
score
meeting
The
of
the
Missionary
hours were spent in
'Society
quality in women and it's EASY,
Seventy-Ninth Birthday
bers
of
the
Murray
grove.
covered dish luncheon *as -served
'ow!
prize to - tkirs. Marvin Whitnel.
Mrs. S. A. Purdom celebrated
Those from Lynn Grove present of the First Christian church. She needlework and conversation and
to achieve when you come here
at noon and an enjoyable day wa.;
A delightful party "plate was
plate was
her 79th birthday on November served
were
Mrs. Walsie Lewis. Mrs Lu- was assisted in entertaining by a delightful party
spent.
at the...conclusion of the
regularly for expert beauty
Mrs.
served.
J.
H.
Coleman.
Mrs.
0
.13.
8.
received
'many
She
'gifts.
ther Parks, Mrs. Conn Moore,
nice
Those present were Mrs. Vera
game.
Those present were Mrs. Hall
eine of all kinds We gfie you'
Those calling during the day
Mrs. Mattie Howard, Mrs. Gordon Boone, and Mrs. Shelby Davis.
Murray Paint &
• • • s.•
. Adams. Mrs. Nannie Falwell. Mrs
Crouch. and Mrs. Otto Swann Special guests included members of Hood. Mrs. Nat Ryan. Mrs. E. S. personalized ' service at liters
Elva Sumner. Mrs. Euva• Burton. were Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Roberts, Birthday Club Moneta..
the
Missionary
Society
Diuguid,
of
the
First
Jr.. Mrs. Clifford MeluWallpaper Co.
Pottertown guests were Mrs. WalMrs. Iva Morris. - Mrs. Mary Jane Mr. and Mrs. William Purdom. Mrs. Farmer
modest prices Call for an apChristian church at Mayfield who gin, Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Mrs. A.
Castaway. Mrs. =a Gatland. Mrs- Mr. arid Mrs. Linasey Roberts.
Members of "the Birthcliye Club ter Hutchins, Mrs. Clifton Rob- presented the program.
F.
•Yancey,
Mrs. Jack Farmer, pointment today!
Ola McClure, Mrs. Robert F. Mrs. -Dave Hopkins and children. entertained
with a hamburger erts, and Mrs. Roy Boatvrright,
Mrs. A. V.
Parker, Mrs. Lucy Tutt, Mrs. Char- Miss Catherine Purdcm. Mr. and supper Saturday evening at the Miss Megehee of Cayce, Ky., and welcomed the Havens presided and Mrs. Wells Purdom. Mrs. Marvin
visitors. The theme Fulton, Mrs. K. C. Frazee. Mrs..
Sammie .Goodman
member of the Cayce Grove was .of the
lie Hele, Mrs. Hilda Meispin. Mrs. Mrs.
a n d home of.Mrs Ronald Churchill in
program was "The Church-- Joe Lovett, Mrs. N. P. Hutson.
PHONE 314
'J
!ma Falwell, Mrs. Vera Falwell, daughter. J. D. Purdom. Mrs. Julia honor of the birthday of Mrs. John a so a guest.
Its Inner Life." The devotional was Miss Emily Wear and Mrs.
H. I.
Mrs. Jewell Morris
Mrs. Lois Waterfield. guardian led by Mrs
Morris, Mrs. Nola Swift. Mrs. Gertie Bedwell. Mrs. Farmer. The honoree received a
E.
H.
Staninger
and
Sledd.
Owen. "Mrs.-Hula
Mhz Lila Jones. Mrs. T. 0. Turner, lovely gift from the club and a f the Murray grove and district the prayer by Mrs. W. C. Pittman
4
• • •
Luna Elkins. Mrs. Virdie Win- Mrs. Dave Parks. Mrs Raymond pleasant, informal evening was manager Of ,District 2 of Kentucky, A quartet from
the Mayfield so- West-Witijains Marriage Takes
JEAN WEAKS'
chester., and the hostess. Charles Outland. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie spent.
resided as 'toastmistress and an ciety presented a lovely,
number.
Place Saturday
Hale and Berry Winefte4ter, were Hood. Mrs. Will Kirkland, Mrs.
impressive program of ritualistic "The Spiritual Life of the
There were fourteen present.
SHOP
BEAUTY
Home"
The marriage of Miss Jane West
guests for lunch.
Dallas Outland, Mrs. W. A. Steele,
.: • •
•
work was done by members of was discussed by Mrs.
W. H. and Robert Mills Williams was
Miss Bessie Brandon. Miss Dula Euzelian Clan Has Supper-Meeting the grove. Members -of the local Brizendine. and
Rear Peoples Bank Bldg.
'The Inner Life
Graham: Mrs: Ora Houston. Miss
drill team assisted by - Mrs. Lucy of the Church" by Mrs. Roy Evans. quietly solemnized on Saturday.
Monday Evening
November 11, at the Lutheran
Huth Houston. Mrs. Garnett Jones,
Members of the Euzelian class Coleman had charge of ARV- ser- Mrs. F. C. Burnett's subject was
Mrs. 4. C: Wallis, Mrs. Charlie of the First Baptist church enjoyed vice.
'
-The Church and the Home in
Moore. Mrs. Elbert Lassiter. Mrs. a delightful Dutch treat supper
A Christmas party will be given Far Lands:" The Rev. F. F. Trow- •_.
Fettus Futrell. Mrs. Alvin Futrell. Monday evening at the home of at the next regular meeting of the 5ota, pastor of the Mayfield
church,
Mrs. Wallis Futrell. Miss Ruth Mrs. C. C. Farmer, The delicious Murray grove which will be -In spoke briefly.
Lassiter. MTS. Diltz Holton. Mrs. menu was served buffet style from the club room on Thursday evAt the conclusion of the program
Keith Morris. Mrs. Linn Valentine. a table with a centerpiece of tiny ening. Decerrit5er 14.
a dainty tea course was served.
•
Miss Lula Holland. Mrs. Walter yellow chrysanthemums flanked on
T4ere.,,,,yiere about eigt1W,Present
nGitrrtsosr----Mrs:` it -D. TherritOIS either side with burning yellow &AUW .Will Meet-With
including the following from MayMiss' Betty Thornton, Mrs. Vickie candles in crystal holders. The
Art Department
Martin. Mrs. ',Cetus- Butterworth guests were seated at small tables
The Murray -Branch of the Amer- and daughter, Miis Roth Cutchin. throughout the rooms.
Se a n Association • of University
Miss . Bettie.. Beale. Miss 'Cappie
Following the supper Mrs. Ralph Women had its regular meeting iii
Beale. Mis.s Geneva Evans. Miss Churchill conducted devotional ex- the art department at the college
Roselle Hargis. Miss Halline liar- ercises and Mrs. Robert Jones pre- on Tuesday evening at 7 o'clock.
tits. Mrs. Wybert Morris. Mr. and sided -over a short business session, Mrs. Mary Ed Hall. head of the
Mrs: Van Clark Mee' Odert _Gar- ,,,There were about forty-feve pros- fine arts division and former presiTata 11:111e713Fft- TkirdOin. Jr. Mrs. apt. Mrs. C. J. McClain of Louis- dent of tile Murray .branch. had
Euple. Dunn. Mrs. Bettie Phillips. ville was an out-of-town guest.
charge of the program whicff was
Mrs. Carrnon
Wells, Miss._ Zera
for the purpose of introducing 'the
Parks Miss Marjorie Crass,. Miss
picture loan library which is being
Bea ‘Purdom, Mrs. Nesbitt and Maiden-Underwoid - Marriage
sponsored by Ahes,AAUW in MurIs Announced
daughters. •
ray this year.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert A. Mahieu
.. Thsse sending gifts' Were Mrs.
A beautiful display of prints was
Ruth Parks., Mrs. Victor Jeffry, of Long Beach. Calif... announce shown and the details of the sysMrs. Rob Lamb. _Mrs. Gertie Far- the marriage of their daughter, tem by which this project is to be
ris, Mrs.'Lloyd Wilkerson. Mrs. Juanita Adele, to Charles Mal- carried out were discussed. The
L. D. Hale. Mrs. Mary Barkley. coim Underwood. also ef Long final arrangements for this library
Experience.
Mrs. Codeti Williams. Mrs. Uel Beach. on November 2.
Perfect
system will be completed at the
Mr. Underwood. the son of Mr. next meeting on December
McNutt. Mrs. F. B. Outland. Me.
12,
and
Mrs. - Dunn. Min " Temple an..Mrs. W. Lowry •Und'erwood after which time announcements
of this county, and a graduate of will be made concerning memSe4rbrou,gh. Mrs. Ella Grant.
.
and Mrs. Walter Lassiter, Miss Murray High school where he bership in the library club which
eonsiitation ,
MEAN WINTER COMFORT
Ante Bea Roberts: Tremon Beale, wag an outstanding back on the is - expected to be opened by
JanMrs. Mir Lassiter. Miss Katie Tiger eleveit is en emplcrge of the .uary I.
.
Martin, Mrs. 'Connie- Ford. Mrs. Unions -Oil Company in Long
Miss Suzanne Snook, president
MadiesValters, Mrs. Emmett Mc.- Beach. Sena I ,I. s6Your
of the Murray branch, presided at
Nutt. Mr. and Mrs. Purdom Lassithe brief business session follow, All these are necessary
SUITS
Miscellaneous
DRESSES
Shower Honors
ter. Mrs. Wells Purdom, and Mrs.
ing the program.
for a GOOD Prescription.
Styles for every woman who wants to look like
OVERCOATSFUR COATS
lin. Cranford MeClure • Marx._ Ctuuchill.
HTSATS
On Tuesday afternoon. NevemYou get all .three here—
GLOVES
.1 fashion-photograph in Vogue. Comfortable as
, ..............--• • • • •
LEATHER JACKE
F
ber 7. Mrs Crawford McClure was Martin's Chapel Society Meets
down underfoot. Foot-resting Arch Cushion Pad
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e.s. C. H. Redden opened!. her Morris by Miss Morris and, Mrs. vember 14, with Mrs. Will • Edzi
Wraps fir, smartness and a _."
PHONE 234
home to the .Wear-Helm class of Louie and Jewell Phelps.
Whitnell.
4a-.First Christian Church Friday
quality-look into the smallest
The afternoon was spent in cqnThe meeting was- presided. over
k s:t .u.yrf:
night, and it gave a- handkerchief versation. The honeree was the by the president. Ws. C. B. Ford
price that e.c;erlYou'ght fine shoes. .- . !.I
1.
/ /.t,,,., .ei6-_er.
Dale &'81tubblefielsi
showee to Mrs., Lola Jones who is recipient, of many lovely gifts. Scripture was read by. Miss Dena
• a loyal' Member and.'will be: away •After the gifts Were .opened.
re- Padgett. The topic, "The. Enlargall the Winter.' .
freshmeitet were e;rveci the 'tot- ing , Horizon, of. the ..ProtestInt
Your Corner Drug Store
Games Were •enjeyed and reattach," was given by Mrs. IL La
freshments Very' served to twenty- I"
Mirrs
i.g:G. W
.. McClure. -Mrs 'Aline Lax and Mrs. Henry Andre,wso
South Side Court Square
one. '
Holland, Mrs.'Vera Adams, Mts.
After a short business session,
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Mrs. T. 0. Turner Has Birthday
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If my memory serves me right,
three years and one month ago,
October 15, 1936, Cedar Knob
column made its first appearance
Itt the good old Ledger & Times
and it still is peeping around the
corner I have aura -enjoyed t
three Years' work with you all,
as a column writer and hope I
haven't been too
much worry.
With this little column I have
whiled
away a few
lonesome
hours. Now, folks, I am not getting tired of this column; I am
right here every week until the
Editor gets 'worried and says "go".
I want to thank each and every
one for the news you have handed
In to me during the three years
and I still thank yuu all for more
news in this late column.
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Duncan of
near Cedar Knob were Thursday
night visitors of Mr. and Mrs_
Jess Dick of Macedonia.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ellis and
Hobert Ellis were in
Murray
Tuesday.
Pete Wfsehart and "Uncle Jeff"
Stubblefield were in Hazel Thurs-

Mr. and' Mrs. Billy McClure and
Mrs. Mary McClure were in Murray Thursday afternoon.
Johnnie Simmons was in Murray Monday.
Miss Mary Lucille Simmons and
brother. E. H.. spent Tuesday
afternoon with their uncle, Wayn
Williams. and daughter, Miss Nan-

*Etna the Wednesday following.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Byars were in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
Kuykendall Sunday afternoon.
0. T. Paschall had a lot of
grinding at his mill at Taylor'
store Saturday.
Leroy Key has a very sore
thuraiVarter cutting ItTao thelsone
on a crosscut saw While cutting
wood.
Tosco Bedwell'S' -horse threw
him Saturday. Mr. Bedwell has
a very sore arm from the accident. Hope he improves soon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Stone and
family went visiting Sunday. Gold
weenLock
nt.
didn't learn where_they

ter Marine, Jesse Key, Mr.' and
Mrs. Glathen Windsor and daughter, Verdie Lee. A large crowd
and good singing was enjoyed with
good class songs, quartets, trios,
duets and Solos. The following
people left directly after the services at Boydsville for a singing at
Dresden: Rudolph Howard, Miss
Opal Blalock, One Key, Jesse
Key, Chester Marine, Mrs. Modell Taylor. Barber Edwards and
Raymond Edwards.

Sinking Spring
News

dant,
se_ be
faster
take
estate
1. and
gainst
their
said
bember,
from.man-k of
No'

CourtD. C.

and made individaul picterres of
the students.
Mr. Lassister, sponsor of the
senior class, with the assistance
of its members is giving a scavenger hunt Tuesday night.
We lost the first team basketball
game to Lynn Grove last Friday
score of 264°- ()Lir
nigsecond
htservd
team won their
game by
a 20-9 score.
The Almo Warriors will meet
the Kirksey Eagles Friday night
on our floor.

Sweet Pea gets blue over losing
livestock, and can't get her brain
to working enough to gather news.
We regret very much losing our
old family mare recently. She had
us faithfully and was quitea loss as money isn't very plentiful
around this place.
A few people around have killed
some nice porkers. Sausage smells
fine sizzling in the pan these mornings, although I haven't seen any
suffer from Colds?
lately.
Charlie Adams and wife have
For quick
moved to Mr. and Mrs. Manlif
relief from
Wells' in rooms at their home for
cold symptoms
another year. They lived with Will
Hughes and made.a crop near Five
take 666
Points this year.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Adams have Liquid-Tablets-Salve-Nose Drops
moved into the house with Monroe
I
.
Peeler.
"Aunt" Sallie Burton is staying
now with Charlie and Martha Adams.
Osie Grubbs visited Susie and
Gloria Ann Oliver last week. She
was also a visitor of -Mrs. Edd
Norsworthy and daughter, Heine
Mrs. May Downey visited Mrs.
Alice Trevathan recently and they
worked in the poultry house making a new hen nest.
Rubie Fay visited her uncle and
aunt Sunday and attended Sunday
school and preaching at the Christian Church of New Providence.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar' Trevathan,
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Oliver and
Gloria called to visit Mr. and Mrs.
Clovis Grubbs Sunday. They were
not at home and they motored
to Will Morris'. Mr. and Mrs.
Reldon Norsworth were there with
their two boys, Gerry and Larry.
Mr. and Mrs. Huse Webb and son
We can save you money
called later in the afternoon. Sunday was my first time of meeting
on any electrical need—
Mrs. Audie Webb. She is a friendly
a new wiring system, new
woman.
Charlie Adams, Oscar and K. fixtures, or any repair
Trevathan and Truman Oliver
work. We guarantee our
baled hay for Truman Oliver Monservice for quality and
day.—Sweet Pea.

Mr. and" -Ws. Trenton Miller
and daughter, Ina Fay, spent Sunday afternoon with Mr. and Mrs.
nn Spencer.
Miss Pernie Mae Sirnsions was a
Mr and Mrs. Bill Hill. Mrs. ReWednesday afternoon guest of
becca
Rogers and Miss Belle Miller
Mrs. Ada Ellis and Mrs. Monnie
have moved to the. Bill Laseiter
Mitchell.
farm near Taylor's Store.
Mrs. Alma Stall and children of
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Guthrie
Murray spent a part of last week
visited with Mr. Guthrie's sister,
with her mother, Mrs. Henry Ellis,
Mrs.
Ona Wertrnell of near Murand Mr. Ellis of Macedonia.
ray Sundey afternoon.
Clyde Mtiebell of Detroit arMr. and Mrs. Clarence Erwin
rived
Wednesday
morning t o
and sun, W A. were Sunday dinOur pie supper last leriday night
spend a few days with home
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. John was a success in spite of' bad
folks around Macedonia. Joe An"Warren
and sun, L. D.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Holley were
weather. The proceeds will be
derson of Detroit, came with him
Mrs. Shellie Enoch and daugh- spent for library books in the
guests in the home of Mrs. Holto make friends in this county. It
ley's mother, Mrs. Rachel Cole, re- ter from Paris visited with her elementary grades. The pupils are
was his first trip to Kentucky.
sister,
MIS. Robert James and looking forward to receiving new
Several persons of near Mace.
Cently.
and attended church here books to read.
dcnia went to Coneord Tuesday
The old train is whistling loud Sunday.
to vote. Kentucky Bell was one
We received our report cards
like we are aiming to have cold
Mr. and Mn. Coallr Taylor and
of the number there.
weather.
baby spent the wir"is-end with his today for the second six weeks'
Clifton Mitchell and Brent Willterm.
The honor roll is as follows:
Theme —
I'll close this arid wait and see parents. Mr: and Mrs. Floyd Tayiams were at Freeland's Store
First grade: Josephine Younglor, and family. "Books Around the World" what the weather does.
Thursday at noon.
blood, Dorris Adams, Clystia FinUncle Ceorge Windsor was not so ney,
Those who visited the Macedonia
!ma Jean
—Golden Lock
Kirkland, Ernie
well the past week.
school this week were Mrs. John- November 12th marks the opening
Sheridan.
Mrs. Miller McReynolds is a panie
Simmons
and
Second
grade:
daughter,
Dwain Adams,
Pernie
rs. Cleve Lay was a Tuesday
date of the 21st anniversary of Book
tient at the Clinic Hospital. She Evelyn
Lou Kirkland, Juanita
a rnoon caller of her sister, Mrs. Mae, Berline Wisehart. Clyde and Week, a nation-wide, crusade for
is doing nicely and is expected
Hargrove,
Decey Mitchell, Hubert Dick, Joe youth, books and reading that reLinda Sue Stone, ClifLinda Simmons.
to return Monday.
ton Finney.
Mrs. Aylon McClure and daugh- Anderson, Bernice Wisehart, John turns each year with new life, new
Mrs. Cheslfe Farris underwent a
Third
grade:
Martha Sue Kirkter were Thursday guests of her Williams and, Robert Ellis.
Mr.
and
Noah
Mn,
Critleton,
of
major operation for goitre at the land.
E. H. Simmons was a Saturday emphasis and new importance to near Martin. Tenn., were
•
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jess Dick.
Sunday Clinic Hospital three weeks ago.
young and old throughout the nation.
Fourth
grade:
Jean Evelyn DarDr. E. D. Fisher of Murray guest of Hafford Brown.
..Many orgaaisationswith an influ- dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ed She returned to her home Thurs- nell, June Carlin Adams, Charles
Hatters Lewis and Bob Williams
Is spending a few - days in Louisday.
Mrs.
Ferris
is
the
daughter
Mitchell.
e
ential
national
membership
Rob
Adams,
share
were
Donald
in
in
Murray
lianefine.
Friday
afternoon.
ville:of Mr. and Mrs. John Cathcart.
Elmus Mitchell and son Clyde promoting Book Weeke anning these
Fifth grade: Robbie Lee Easley,
Mr. and. Mrs. Luna Dickerson
Mrs. Cassie Hendon was a TuesDr. Nona Ellis of Blytheville, Harry
Richie,
and
Joe
Charlene
Anderson
Cloys,
were
in
Mur- are: The American Library Asso. visited William Wilson and famday afternoon . visitor of "Aunt
k., visited his mother and sis'Lloyd Darnell.
ray Wednesday morning.
- Nora" Wilson. ciation, The Boy Scouts of America. ily Sunday.
ters, Mrs. Alice Ellis. Mrs. Dennis Harold
Sixth
grede:
Verline Cude, ReMisses Pernie Mae and Mary Lu- The General Federation of Women's
Boyd, Mrs. Ermine Hay, and Mrs. becta Youngblood,
cille Simmons, were Saturday_ din- Clubs, The Girl Scouts, the Parent.
Mr. and Mrs. Lon .Shrader spent Faith
Dorothy Mae
V.
Doran over the week-end.
Morgan, Ruth Carter, Bernice
ner guests of their uncle. Wayne
Thursday
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
HenD.
Warren
L.
.will
speak on a Easley.
Williams, and daughter, Miss No- Teacher Associations, the Young ry Sykes of Beckhanan, Tenn.
subpeet of his own choice Sunday
Men's and Young Women's ChrisSeventh grade:
vette of near New Providence.
Adams.
night after
the BTU at
this Toy Marine, Ray Lowell
Mrs. Paul Jones and
Miss chuech.
Clyde, Decy, and Clifton Mitch- tian Associations.
Broach. Treva
A cordial invitation is Mae Darnell,
National radio networks will carry Weatherly of Milan, Tenn., visite
Frankie
ell and Joe Anderson were in
Richie.
to all to come and hear
the story of Book Week into your ed in the home of Mr.- and Mrs extended
Etghth grade: Belle Jo Benet!,
Murray Saturday afternoon.
him. An unusually large crowd Mary
Nell Morgan, Hilda Tidwele
Miss Mary Mitchell was a Sat- home. Plan to share in the nee, Chil- L. W. Cosby recently.
attended
Sunday
nigh, and a good
Ninth grade. Cody Adams, Dean
urday afternoon caller of her sis- dren's Crusade!
Mrs. T. L. Bowden visited' in program was given.
Bazzell,
Rogers.
ter, Mrs. Beautun Osbron of Hazel.
Beu. and Mrs. C. W. Lawrence .Tenth Violet
Paris Thursday.
grade: Faye Adams, RobMr. and Mrs. Clifton Hutson of
service
attended
at
the
ordination
Youngblood.
Shady Grove moved this week to
"Aunt Jennie" Jones returned
Mrs. Lee Myers is improving the First. Baptist Church in Mur- bie
Don't forget our play November
the farm of Orlie Simmons, near to her home 'Monday after spendray Sunday afternoon.
after several days' illness.
25: It is to be given by the high
Freeland's Mill.
Mr. Tommie Shrader was in
The Women's Missionary society school students. The name of it
_Mrs. Maurrelle Williams of near ing the wek-end with her son
met at the church Wednesday af- is "Always in Trouble". It will
New Providence, was a Friday and family, Mr. and Mrs. Commo- Paris Saturday on business.
ternoon
and gave a very interest- keep you laughing for the full
dore
Jones in Lynn Grove.
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
-Mr. and Mrs. Homer Farris were
ing program. The following mem- two hours. The east is as follows:
Elmus Mitchell of Macedonia.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Nathaniel Orr in Murray Thursday.
bers were present: Mrs. Cozy Misery Moon. a hoodooed coon.
Mrs. Ada Ellis was a Saturday visited
relatives 'n
Kentucky
fair price.
Will add Boyce Wilson were in Myers. Mrs. Nannie Boyd, Miss Cody
Adams; Gideon Blair, a milafternoon guest of Annie Willis. Tuesdady night.
Paris Monday. Wilma
Hartsfield, Miss
Margie lionaire, Walter Grugett; Tom RisClay Wisehart and sister, Mre.
Ben Byars and daughter, Mrs.
Misses Pope send Harrette Erwin Wilkerson, "Aunt Ett" Myers, Mrs. sle, ae slick as a whistle. Junior
Guthrie Weatherspoon and son di
PHONE SOO
Bertha Warren, Mrs. 'Betty Key. Bazzell; Hiram Putt, an awful
Detroli, arrived Thursday night J. C. Paschall, were in. Hazel shopped in Hazel • Tuesday.
We believe that you, like to spend a few days with home
Wednesday morning.
Master Jean Langston Staroler Mrs. Eupha Underwood, Mrs. Sula nut. H. B. Riley; Patrick Keller.
Our second six weeks' tests
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. spent Saturday with Joe Ray My- Key, -Miss Vulene Howard. Mrs. a ticket seller, Charles A. Lamb; are over and all are breathing easy
so many successful farm- folks in this county.
Maudie. Armstrong, Mrs. Queenie Samantha Slade, a poor old maid, again. The report cards will be
Mrs. Mary Wisehart and daugh- Ben Byars Thursday were Mr. ers.
ers will like this friendly ter,
Key. Mrs. Nora Howard, -Mrs. Lil- Robbie
Youngblood; Rosebud
the last of the week.
Berline, Mrs. Ruby Dick, and and Mrs. Odie Morris and daughMr. and Mts. W. S. Jones were ly Jones, Mrs. Eva Lawrence, Mrs. Reese, her charming niece.. Anna out
The freshmen, under the sponstore and our policy. of Miss Maurelle Clendenon, of ter, Mary Katherine. .and sons, guests
MURRAY SERVICE CO:
of relatives in Paducah Sat- Jewell Wilkerson, and Mrs. Jen- Fay Adams: Paula Maleek. a Bol- sorship of Mr. Story.
Macedonia,
were
in
Murray
Satenjoyed a
"straight dealing." What- urday afternoon.
William and Charles, and Mrs. J. urday.
nie Guthrie. Bobby Key, Fay Wil- sheveik, Violet Rogers; Lula Pearl party last Monday night.
callers
a iagtime girl.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Bowden and kersonand Miss Josephine Body.
A photographer came Thursday e
ever your needs, you'll
Glenneth and Berline Wisehart. C. Paschall. Afternoon
A large Crowd attended the
and Maurrelie Clendenon attend- were Mrs. Norton Foster, Mrs. D. son, Philip, visited Luther Farris
find DEPENDABLE pro- ed
1111•1••••••••
funeral services for airs. Belford
Sunday School Sunday morn- J. Wilson and Mrs. 0. T. Paschall. and family Sunday.
Smith at Salem Moneta)
,'afternoon.
ducts ' and ECONOMY ing at the Blood River Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollon Byars gathLon Shrader was in Paris Sat- Mrs Smith was before her marThere Will be a play at Mace- ered corn Thursday afternoon.
prices here.
urday.
riage Miss Lucy B. Hutchens, who
odnia school Friday night, NoHerbert Orr and Miss Bernie
Ab Philips and ^grandchildren. died in Detroit Friday and was
vember the 17th. Every body
come and bring someone with you. Holley were united in marriage Buster and Evon, visited their brought- to the home of her father,
Saturday afternoon. Congratula- daughter and mother. Mrs. Tronie John Hutchens, of near ,Lynn
It is free for everybody.
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Osbron tions, Mr. and Mrs. Orr.
Paschall, recently and found her Grove, Sunday night. 'Bro. Henson conducted funeral services.
and son. Bobbie D, of Hazel, were
We are sorry fo learn of the ill- condition much improved.
Mrs. John Jones remains criticSaturday night and Sunday guest./ ness of little Bobby Nell Jones.
_Marvin parks of near Lynn ally ill at her home.
of Mrs. Osbron's parents, Mr. and She is the
youngest
daughter
of
Let Us Inspect and Fix Your Radiator Before You
was
Saturday.
in
Grove
Hazel
Mrs. Dick Rose of Highland
Mrs. Elmus Mitchell, and Miss Pat
Mr. and Mrs. Hollin Jones and a
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Myers at- Park, Mich., has returned to her
Weatherspoon.
Add Anti-Freeze
Jim Simmons was in Hazel Sat- first grade student of Lynn Grove tended M. E. Conference in Padu- home after a ,three weeks' visit
with relatives and old neighbors
urday.
school.
cah Saturday.
in this county.
Phone 575—N. 3rd
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Housden
Mr. and Mrs. One Key and son.
Mrs. Tom Lampkins is on the
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Armstrong
have a very sick child at this Lowell. Jesse Key. Mr. and Mrs. sick list this week.
and son. Jimmy. spent Sunday
writing.
Boyd
Jones
and
daughter,
Kuykendall
Mr.
Oscar
Catheand
Mrs.
with Mrs. Hera Hart and family.
Eunice Housden and Sip WillMr. and Mrs. Caswell HumIn High Grade Lacquer and Duco Finishes, Also
iams were Saturday afternoon rine Marie., Mr. and Mrs. Curlie has returned to their home in
THIS is a mightv fine
Holley and son. Frank, were Texas after e brief visit with her phreys and daughter, Elsie Jo,
callers of Wayne Williams.
Trimming
were
Sunday visitors of Mrs. MinThe little son of Mr. and Mrs. among the °mil attending the parents. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kuy-.
satand
down
to
sit
place
die Bradley and daughter, FA-ma
Errette Williams. who has been singing at Boydsville Sunday.
kendall.
Lee. and Mr. and Mrs. Lee Mills
isfy that appetite. Whatvery ill for the past few days has
Our sympathy goes out to Mr.
Will Cooper is able to be out and daughters, Laverne and Animproved
and Mrs. John Hutchens anitt
again after a serious
na Franklin.
ever the hour—whatever
Mr. and Met Warlict Hutson
Mrs. Dewey Smotherman shopin their bereavement.
Those from this community atand children spent Friday night,
you want to eat—you'll
tending the singing at Boydsville
Mr. and Mrs. Ants Byars stop- ped in Hazel 'Saturday.
until bedtime with Mr. and Mrs.
PHONE 189-R
Mrs. Lucy McCuiaton has re- Sunday were: Mr. and Mrs. One 'find, lots of GOOD things
ped over for a short visit with
Sip Williams.
a st,
Miss Eva Mae Williams was a their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ben turned to Benton after visiting Key and sore, Lowell, Mrs. Modell
Taylor. Mr. and Mrs. 'Foetus Howhere. You'll find fair!
supper guest of Misses Pernie Byars, Sunday afternoon.
relatives east of Hazel.
ard and son. Voris Wayne. RuMae and Lucille Simmons Friday
Mrs. Will Wilson and daughter. dolph Howard, Miss Opal Blalock.
-he Rev. J. H. Thurman, of
prices, too!
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Houston Lax and Murray, was elected pastor of Opal, were Wednesday .dinner Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wilkerson and
daughters, Rebecca Sue and Iva
children of near Concord, were Oak Grove Church, neer Cross- guests of Mrs. L. W. Cosby.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Moore were Nell, Hunter Wilkerson. Miss MarSunday visitors of Mr.. and Mrs. land, for the coming year, 1940.
East Main Street at N.C.&St.L.R.R.
gie
Wilkerson. Miss Berlene ErStucker Hutson of near BucMrs. Frank Kuykendall visited in Paducah Saturday attending
win. Bearl Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
hanan.
her niece. Mrs. Clyde Scarbrough the conference of Methodist Connie Armstrong and children.
REX TABORS, Mgr.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ellis. Mr. Saturday afternoon in the home churches.
Hanle and Latue
J. C., Ches- lOsmsssm.
Willis, Hatten
Mrs. Bert
and
Lewis, Jessie McClure and Annie of Mrs. Ada Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Paschall Willis were Sunday dinner guests
were bed-time callers of Mr. and
of Mr. and Mrs. Bertron
Ben Byars Saturday night.
Investing in good 'whir- near Buchanan.—Kentucky Bell. Mrs.
Odie Morris and son, Charles,
ance is the greatest thrift
have been doing some work on
the farm to which they mean to
you can practice. You are
move.
building a reserve for that
Othel Paschall hauled corn to
"rainy day." You are prothe
place where he intends to
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Rogers and
tecting yourself and fam- son. Jimmie Darrel. Mr. and Mrs. move, Saturday.
ily against any disaster. Buren Baker and daughters. Fre- Mr. and Mrs. I Commodore Jones
We are featuring Special Values during our First ANNIVERSARY
and, Milta, and Jim Bridges of Lynn Grove 'visited with _ComYou are investing in da
were Sunday night guests of Paul modore's mother. "Aunt Jennie"
in every department in ths,Store. Come in and look through
SALE
Humphreye•
eace of mind."
Men's good quality, med
before you buy.
Mrs. Holton Byars was a din- JOnes, 'and family Sunday.
Plaid Cotton Single
Frank
was
Kuykendall
in
Hazel
nee guest of Mrs. Ben Byars and
`11'
ium weight Union Suits
and Crossland Saturday morning.
family Monday.
Blankets
C9c
Union
Men's Better Grade,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kuykendall
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Paschall
were Monday night visitors of the had the pleasure of their children,
this sale
during
II
Suits,
70x80 Part Wool, Deep Tone,
latter's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ben Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Kuykendall
Our Best Grade Union Suits Mc
Byars.
Solid Colors, Single,
and Miss Moice Kuykendall and
Inez
and
Paschall
Omie
Misses
New York Life Insurance
a real value at
Pair
a pleasant call with Faye Miller visited them Sunday
had
Bears
8:30 to 10:30
8:30 to 10:30
Company
Boys' Good Weight Union enc
Misses Ella and Vada Paschall re- week. Mr. Miller and Miss Kaycently. We are glad to learn their kendall returned to their home in
Suits specially priced at JJ
16 yards of our Best 36 Inch
10 Yards of our Best 39 inch, 10c 66x80, Part Wool, Plaid
Murray
Ky. little pet dog, "Bobby". is improv- Union City Sunday afternopn, and
Boys' Heavy Weight Union A9c
Sr"
Blankets, Pair
ing nicely after a recent illness. Mr. and Mrs. Kuykendall reDomestic
Island
Sea
Domestic,
$1.00
Gratitude to Miss Laurine Paschall turned to their home in TexarA
't
Suits while they last
yds
16
for
10
75c
Yards
for her kindness and nice favor
70x80, Fine, Part Wool, Heavy
Men's Winter Weight Ath- A9c
she rendered last week.
Weight Plaid
Odle and Charles Morris sawed
Shirts, a good buy at It
letic
,$1.98
wood Wednesday.
Blankets
Men's Winter Weight Knit
SO pieces of 19c 80-Square
Odie Morris killed a nice hog
rcently. We enjoyed it too. The
Shorts in Short or Knee
72x84, 25 Per Cent Wool, Solid
sausage was wonderful. "'"
Length
Mrs. Ben Byars and Inez visited
Colored Blankets, 3 in.
FRIDAY
and
SATURDAY
Children's Button Weight Union
Mrs. Terry Smotherman Monday
Silk Binding
$1.98
afternoon.
Suits, long sleeve ankle
We are offering in this ANNI- For
Wheat in this vicinity 'looks
VERSARY SALE in Ladies' and
length
Yard
72:84, 5 Per Cent Wool, in Pairs,
good since the rain. Several of
Short Sleeve, Knee Length 39c Misses' Dresses, Coats and Mil
a Real Heavy Warm Blanket.
the farmers here have finished
linery.
gathering corn.
a real value
_A:Splendid
$5.00
Heavy
Boys'
3-4
and
74-15e
Mrs. Mary Simmons returned, to
Better Grade, Long Sleeve,
Value
25c Golf Socks, Pr.
her home near Springville Wedankle length
Children's $6.50 to $7.50 $4.98
nesday after spending a few days
Men's Heavy Weight, colored
Children's Union Suits, Detachwith her sister, Mrs. Eva Guthrie.
Coats, now
top Boot Socks,
Miss Lucille Carrell was in the
able Pants in sizes 2, 4, 6 49c
home of Mrs. Terry Smothgrman
Pair
25c
and
8
Monday afternoon.
Ladies' Fine Tailored, All- $8.95
Children's Elastic Back Union
Hollin and Robbie Jones hauled
Heavy
Men's
Part
Wool
Wool Coats
Wednesday morning.
Suits insizes 2, 4, 6,
1 Oc
Work Socks, Pr..
We repair, refinish, reup- corn
The many friends of Mrs. HamWe are offering in this Anniver59c
and
holster, or remodel old lin were glad lo learn- she got the
Men's Nelson's Seamless Grey
sary Sale some exceptional valOne
lot
Dresses
of
Good
board
switch
position
Harris
at
furniture and make it
Mixed Work Socks,
You'll save money and trouble
ues in work shoes in the famous
priced at
look "brand new" at Grove to operate another year.
by having lubricant in transPair
:VERY reagonable prices.
Star Brand All Leather
mission and differential changed
Ladies' Hats, Big Stock to 88c Children's 15c Fine Combed
right now Stop here for a comShoes, boys
$1.69
Symptoms of Distress Arising from
Pants, Overalls, Sweaters, LeathYarn
Stockings,
Select From
Our ,work is guaranteed.
plete and dependable job done
er Jackets, all priced very cheap
1
Pair
0c
and
We use cmly thg finest
promptly.
for this sale.
DUE TO
Mens
materials. May we 'give
Washington
Fr.,.Book Tells of RomeTreatmentthat
you an estimate?
98c
Overalls
st Help or it Will Cost You Nothing
Boys'
Os,r one million bottles of the WILLARD
TitEASMI1141, have tern miettartAeftor
Overalls

Coldwater Jr. High
" School News

Hy

666

Hazel Route 1

Ile of
uid
ble

-Locust Grove'News

COMPLETE
ELECTRIC
SERVICE

If It's
for the Farm
SEE US!

Almo High School

R. H. ROBBINS

•

When You're
Hungry ...

Purina Feeds

Radiator Repairing

EQUAL
WILLIAMS

I

AUTOMOBILE PAINTING

••

o

FENDER AND BODY REPAIRING

\

MURRAY AUTO BODY SHOP

Just Count
the
Benefits!

tent
1SY
iere
laty
you
Try
ap-

DAY & NITE CAFE

1st.

Around Paschall
School

Men's & Boys' Underwear
A 9c

R. H. THURMAN
Agent

1

SPECIAL
Saturday Morning Only

49C
39c

Furniture
Repairing
Costs Little!

•

-

Ready-to-Wear
Department

49c

SPECIAL
Friday Morning Only

PRINTS

15c

Time to
Change Oil
for Winter!

Men's & Boys' Work
Shoes

12c

Men's & Boys' Work
Clothes

STOMACH ULCERS
EXCESS ACID

Door North Love's Studio,
Rear of Alley
"THE KEY MAN"

98c

49c

QUICK RELIEF FROM

-RAY MADDOX

BLANKET SALE

symptoms co distress arising from Stomach
and 1.1madesssi Ulcers due to Isom Add—
Peer bisestiew. Sour or Upset litionsacti,
Classinsse. Klartburn. Alositsissassms, its.,.
CVO la) Assess Acid. Sold on 15 days' trial,
Ask for "Willard's filismass" which fully
szpLains this treatment—fres-40

s1-79

Hendon's Texaco
Station

Flrechlef & Sky-Chief Gasoline,
Texaco & Havollne Motor Oil
.PHONE 52

Men's 8 oz. Sanforized
Overalls
Men's and Boys'
Pants

85c
98c

. E. SPARKS-VO.
North Side Square—Successors to Ryans Since 1880
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_Rubber Boot Special

Men's and Boys' Rubber Boots,
Guaranteed by Ball Band, the
Biggest Value Ever
$1.98
Offered at
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CHICAGO. — How Midwestern
farmers can produce more meat and
milk at lower cost by a well-managed pasture improvement program
Ii described in a bulletin -issued here;
Other important advantages resulting from such a program include
conservation of the sod, control of
erosion and increased fertility.
Immediate Results
"Practical tests on hundreds of
Middle Western farms have established the value of pasture improvement through a program of fertilization.- says the bulletin. "Because
they cover the land, pasture crops
utilize added plant food more completely than row crops. The return
from the increased pasture growth
is immediate when dairy and livestock products are marketed.
"Results of experiments in Ohio
reveal that a dollar invested in fertilizer to improve rundown pasture
land, may be expected to return
from $3 to $6, depending upon managernent and the kind of livestock.
Bow Fertiliser Pays
Lush Pasture Promotes More Milk and Meat.
"In Indiana, 81 pasture improvement demonstrations were under"E. N. Fergus, state agronomist twos are prepared to cooperate
with
taken this year in 40 different coup. of Kentucky,
summarizing four farmer& in providing recommendaties. The results front 26 such fer- years'
results of fertilizing perma- tions covering the- use of
fertilizers
tilization demonstrations in 1938 nent pastures, states
that each dol- on pasture crops in a rotation. For
showed a 89 per cent increase where lar expended for
limestone and su- permanent pastures, farmers will
a complete fertilizer containing ni- perphosphate
produced an income find that s-top dressing of a comtrogen, phosphorus and potash was of $5, measured in
terms of the gain plete fertilizer this fall will pay
tot
used. - Where phosphorus alone was in weight of beef cattle.
itself many times over in producing
Used, a gain of 36 per cent was re"The amount and analysis of fer- earlier and succulent grass
for
corded. For phosphorus and ma- tilizer to use, will depend on
a num- spring grazing as well as a more
nure it was 48 per gent; for phos- ber of factors.
Agronomists at the sturdy root. system encouraging a
phorus and potash, 47 per cent.
state colleges or experiment eta. heavier growth."

GOES AT FAST RATE
AS DIRT REMOVED
Milliestei Yard of Dirt Is Taken
From Lock and Approach
Channel
CONCRETE WORK TO BE
COMPLETED IN YEAR

related activities incident to the KEY ANNOUNCES SONG DATES
completion of the dam and reserSinger Julia Key announced tovoir will coat approximately $96,- day there would be a big tinging
000,000
at the courthouse Sunday, November MI at 1:80, continuing through
the afternoon. He asked all singere
bring their books and help in
.
the song service.

HEAVY PLANT FOOD
LOSS CAUSED BY'
HARVESTED CROPS

innamLigtztornam
PARKERS

CHICAGO.—More than 8,500,000
tons of nitrogen, phosphorus and
potash—the three major plant foods
—are removed from the soil of
American farms every jeer by
pds,nblilecchoerrdag
inrg
nupe
owtin
s
o ga cbro
bulletin mademalladkine
Parkers Jewelry Store has a
by the Middle West Soil Improvebig line of Christmas presmeat Committee.
The bulletin listed the fertility ents. Many are taking adlosses front harvested crops as fol. vantage of Parker's
laylows: 4,600,000 tons of nitrogen, 700,- ;
000 tons of phosphorus and 3,200,000 i away plan. Parkers will let
tons of potash,
i you make small payments—.
"The fertility of the nation's soil
is further depleted by erosion, leach- buy your present now—you
ing, livestock and livestock market- will have it paid for befose
ins. the oxidation of soil organic
you need it. See Parkers at
matter and tire, to the extent of
11,400,000 toile of nitrogen, 1,800,000 once—you will save money
tons of phosphorus and 33,000,000 by trading with
Parkers
tons of potash. These factors, plus
the drain from harvested crops, re- Jewelry Store,
stilt in a total annual loss from the
soil of 16,000,000 tons of nitrogen.
JOE T. PARKER, Mgr.
2,500,000 tons of phosphorus and 36,200,000 tons of potash.
Jij
-How pressing is the need of sell
conservation in this country may be
understood from the fact that at the
present rate of application on American farms, chemical fertilisers and
manures restore only about 2,900,006
tons of nitrogen, 1,10,000 tons of
phosphorus and 2,300,000 tons of pot11 acres, 2 miles east of
ash.
Restorations front "ler
sources reduce the annual net lom Murray; 3 room house, 3
to 2,700,000 tons of nitrogen, approxstall barn, good cistern,
imately 1,200,000 boas of phosphorus
good woven wire fence.
and over 30,000,000 tons of potash.
"The surest means of combatting $650the,depletion of our soils lies in an
56 acres, 8 room house,
intelligent program of fertility restoration by the adequate use of coin- hardwood floors, good 8
mercsal fertilizer."
stall stock barn, tobacco

igamu
nf putt

T CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

The Retirement of Dr. J. W. Carr

ZYL
TeX.

end.
• TI

JEWELRY STORE

GILBERTSVILLE, Ky., Nov. 16
—The millionth cubic yard of
earth has been removed from the
site of the lock and the approach
AITIVE
channel of the 8700 feet lung TVA
Kentucky Dam located 22.3 miles
above the Tennessee River at
Paducah. George P. Jessup, project manager of the Kentucky
r secas/77,J,7,.77.
Dam
h
Reservoir, . announced
today,
The 1,000,000th cubic yard repreSubscription Rates:—In First Congressional District and Henry and
sents approximately one-third of
Stewart Counties, Tenn., $L00 a year; Kentucky, $1.SO4 Elsewhere $2.00.
the total earth excavation required.
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market
The construction schedule calls for
furnished upon application.
cempletion of the concrete work
of the 110 by 650 lock within 12
We reserve the right to reject any advertising, letters to the Editor,
months. This means that not .only
or Public N'ofee Items, which in our opinion is not for the best interest
will the remainder of the yardof our readers.
age of earth but that a portion of
the 320,000 cubic yards of rock at
the lock site will have to be removed before the concrete work
gets well under way. The construction in the lock area will be
followed by the successive stages
of the power house, spillway and
Announcement from Murray State College officials that William
earth embankment sections, all
G. Nash. at Present ti-orking on his Doctor's degree at the University
planned to complete the entire proof Kentuckya will succeed Dr. J. W. Carr as dean of Murray State
ject exclusive of any power instalsometime next year. brings us regretful realizatioh of the latter s imlation, during the first half of
1915.
minent retirement from active educational work at this college.
Earth and rock excavation now
_ It in difficult for Western Kentuckians to think of Dr. Carr in
going on is only a part of the varani Activities extending ." over a
conncelion„with retirement_lie_ has been so vigorou.i, and so forceful
wide area. The grading of nine
as a state and national f
- igure in education that we have thought of
miles of standard gauge railroad
him as a tower.of strength imbued always with the indorniteble spirit
together with half of the steel rails
Of courageous youth. His has been a -great service to Murray. and to
in,place, has been completed to
ii
transport rock from the AuthorKentucky. Murray State College with the aid of his inflifenee has
ity's quarry near-Birmingham, Ky.,
made great progress. The whole program of education in Kentucky has
to the construction plant at the
felt the steadying influence of his wise and kindly counsel.
Dam. Some rock already is being
taken from the quarry. Produc" Murray State College belongs to the people of Kentucky—but
Equine Sleuth Is Advocate of tion of rock for the -lock concrete
mores° we think with pardonable pride to the people of the region it
Pasture Improvement.
• will not get under way until the
barn, 20x24; several nice
early part of 1940.
serves. It is their program and their instrument for perpetuating the
outbuildings; good well
GEORGETOWN,
OHIO—Believe
The temporary railroad relocameans of growth and leadership for eureyouth. It ts their expression of
water; stock water, creek
it or not, a Brown county farmer tion of the Illinois Central tracks
INETY-ONE cents out of evwhat is best in culture and academic training for the young manhood
and•well; 20 nice fruit trees;
owns a blind horse that cen unerr- has been completed an.d steel pilery dollar which the manuand young womanhood of our own state. While its roster of,students
ingly pick out the part of-his pas- ing cells are being diven around
1 mile from church and
facturer of commercial fertilizer
the present railroad bridge piers
ture that has been fertilized.
contains names, from many states. it is nevertheless •edistinctively a
school;
school bus by door;
his
sale
the
of
from
receives
I munized between six and nine
How the sightless equine sleuth to prevent erosion during the conWestern Kentucky institution. Its spirit for the present and its possi- Dear Folks:
2 miles from Hazel on good
product is used to defray the
The doctor and I have lived to- :months of age- Children not tm- accomplishes this feat was de- struction of the dam. Eventually
bilities for the'future are inextricably woven into the fabric of this.
costs of producing that fertilizer.
gravel highway. Priced to
gether many years in this little I munized in Infancy Should be pro- scribed by G. H. Pulliam, county the railroad willebe rerouted across
area's life. For these reasons the man who succeeds Dr. Carr to the brown
the top of the dam. Steel piling, is
sell.
thatched
The remaining nine cents has
cottage frq.tected during the preschool peribd agricultural agent here.
being driyen in, the river for the
-the earlier, the better. 7'bese are
deanship Trust abooe„ all know the spirit of the people of the region. which my letter comes to you—
to take care of taxes and insurMr. Pulliam assisted several
the years in which children.. in
cells to arm the cofferdam which
160 acres,"mile north of
ance, of depreciation of the. factheir reverence for its traditions, their dreams for its future. Citizens a cottage that has been filled to
Brown
county
farmers
laying
out
in
will provide dry land for the
overflowing with the laughter of whim the disease is most deadly,
tory and equipment, of interest
City; black top road;
Bell
improvement
pasture
demonstraof this area want their dean, ranking in the same academic Circle as our children—a
construction of the power house
. cottage that has are most apt to develop diphtheria.
and profits.
120 acres clear, 154 acres in
tions last season. After the grass, section and part of the spillway,
their greet president. to be among the best in scholarship, in person- echoed to the distressed call of Three months after they have bete
be
A survey of the cost of produchad time to respond to the fertilizer the second stage of the construc, given the toxoid they should
bottom; good 7 room housed
citizenthis
ality, in scholastic prestige, and in demonstrated administrative skill almost
ing mixed fertilizer in repretaken
back to the family physician treatment, the farmers noticed that tion program. Driving of the pilt
2 room tenant house; 6 stall
-They want first of all. an educator ,whose record has been immilied by snunity—the call of "Come 'quick, for ,the
throughout
sentative
the
plants
ing
for'
the
Schick
livestock
cells
go
will
test.
would
directly
This
to
simple
continue
the
this
doctor,'my Sally is sick" or "Docbarn; 2 tobacco barns;
divided interests. And then they want a man who can aid the presi- tog, quick, our baby it dying", test will determine whether they improved areas to graze and move winter as long as river, conditions.; United States revealed that of
stock water, spring and
dent in envisaging the problems of the institution in theit_bqoadest as- Such calls- throughout the years, have received_ full protection. Or- only to adjoining' ground when the permit and will be resumed again ' each dollar received by the producer at the plant, 67 cents went
creek; nice large orchard;
pects and the function. of the Whole program .of education in its effort coming daily, nightly, as they chnarily well over 90 per cent oi grass on the treated soil Bad been in the Spring. On the west side
of the river, sheet
to pay for materials. Labor costs
piling is
beautiful country h o m e.
Q. children areadequately 'protected eaten down.
to solve abase problems. They would-rike to have a man Who could have, made the call that carne wit
being
driven for the cut-off wall
, after- two doses of Alum Precipitattook another seven "Cents and
night no less terrifying. It
Priced
Know Their Pasture
to *ell.
help largely in fitting Murray Slate-College into the pattern of the twelve o'clock when I heard efr. ed Toxeid. And, remember. year
of the earth embankment. Apother direct manufacturing Costs
This was not regarded as unusual, proximately 20.000 tons of sheet
expanding life of Kentucky.
Peterson's voice outside. I woke family physician or your County
took 17 cents more.
Lots
the doctor and in juet a few min- Health Officer can give your chil- for agronomists have noted the ea- steel piling will be used many
All things considered, commer4 nice building lots en
gerness of livestock to graze ferti- times in the construction of cofIdeally. this man shoold be a Kentuckian—if not a Western Ken- utes after he had answered the deco this protection.
cial
fertilizer
about
lowest
the
is
South 6th -St Price and
There is still no word from lized areas, or spots where the soil ferdams and for the cut-off-walls.
tuckian—one who knows Kentucky. her schools, her farms, her markets. door, he rushed back upstairs.
priced commodity the farmer
The approach road extends seven
terms right.
A man who has seer. and participated in her slow but steady march arid as he dressed told me the Johnny Peterson. Fee stirred my was naturally more fertile. Limed miles from the Behton-Paducah
'
buns.
distressing news. Mr. Peterson had fire again and strained my ears arid fertilized pasture produces a
highway to the dam and the contoward higher educational goals. -Be Would know the genius and the said that his boy was choking to for the familiar chug. Chug of the
darker green grass, of more luxuriHouses and Lots,
spirit of Kentucky's educational system. the resources which are avail- death! Yes, his throat had been ,doctor's car—but everything is ant growth and greater succulence struction camp. The camp includes'
4
room
house, 2 nice
personnel.
'community,
adminisHardin county farmers have orable for its support, and:the relation of his college to the whole picture sore for two or three days. We quiet outside except the gentle than pasturage on untreated soil.
tration, school, medical center, barporches, all modern convenboth felt at once that Johnny rubbing of the maples against my
But one farmer reported that he racks, mess hall and other employee dered a total of. 745 tons of triple
of the state's progress • and prosperity.
Peterson. starry eyed Johnny. just window pane.
iences on Pine street; FHA
owned a blind home which could go housing and service buildings. Nec- superphosphate.
turned five years old, had diphWish 1, were a modern Paul Re- alone to the improved pasture as essary public utilities have
loan. Priced right.
, To be sure there are many men who are not Kentuckians who. as
theria.
vere. I'd ride right to your home unerringly as animas with normal practically completed. Fifteen been
More than 300 Breck inridge
hun13r. Carr has done'in so masterful a fashion, could fuse themselves
I got up, found my old bath tonight to tell you of the dangers
6 room house, grist mill,
dred worleers now are employed county farmers are planning to
into the life of the state so they would be part and parcel, of all its robe, stirred the fire, and, with an of diphtheria and how important vision.
The peak of employment of approx- tion electricity.
blacksmith
on
small
"Ifei
horse
find
blind
a
can
growth and development, but thi; progress of futicrn might require unexplainable fullness in my own it is for your children to be proimately 2200 workers at the darn
black top road; 11
plot of improved pasture in a good
/
2 miles
,many years and could conceivably delay the progress of both the throat, heard the doctor drive teceed. I hope my letter will sized field," Mr. Pulliam observed., proper will be reached early in
east of Murray. Nice profitaway in his faithful automobile. reach you before diphtheria does.
1940.
school end its territory.
”then it seems it's time human beYours for good health.
I just knew he wished, as he
able going business.
The Kentucky Darn Reservoir
ings admitted the values obtained with its controlled .flood
drove along, that his car, tonight,
The. Doctor's Wife
storage of
Western Kentuckians have every confidence in the ability and in- had wings instead
improvement.
pasture
from
4,570,000 acre feet will reduce flood
of wheels.
tegrity of the board of regents of Murray • State College. upheld by the
"This is the first time in history heights on the Mississippi by at
_ This was not the first of like
anywhere that a blind horse has least 2 feet from Cairo to the mouth
splendid adVice,of prenrieni James H. Riehmonde-te- eelect -a- eempetent distreesing calls to come to our
been a leader toward a better agri- of the Arkansas and by at least
PHONE 249
successor. They have every confidence that Dr, ,Nash will b&_a worthy house this fall. Just when the
1 foot between the Arkansas and
cultural system."
Offices in Peoples Bank Building
addition to the college. They know full well that Murray's trustees will leaves had . turned to a .beautiful
the Red Rivers, according to studies
burnished -gold and the children
Soil Improvement's Values
maintain theepresuge of the'institution for which they represent the were bidding vacation days goodof the Authority. •
The advantages et pasture imIn addition to the . control of
people and will preserve the _dignity of the cause of , education, and ley, a boy of. just six months, and
provement not only in Ohio but else- water for flood protection purthree little girls, ready this' fall Internationally
have chosen a man who will be dei7oted to sincere service through
Famous
Pianist where was pointed out by the Middle poses, the Kentucky Dam and conthe ,for school—all neighbors. The
docavenues of educational statesmapenne. •
Will Present Program
West Soil Impreleement Committee. nected projects are designed to protor told Inc sir hushed tones, then,
December 4
Not only does improved pasture pro- vide a nine-foot navigation channel
that it looked very mech like an.
In se, many words, they-feel,confident the- regents have chosen
a epidemic. Of course.- he reported
duce grass richer in minerals, but the entire length of the river,
The Kentucky Dam
man combining the abilities and virtues of the man he
project.
Mieczystaw Munz, international the fertilized grass grows more rapsucceeds—Dr the cages as they developed to
W Carr. twice president arid twice dean, of Murray State College. our County Health Officer, just as celebrity and listed among the idly than grass on depleted land, a which includes the dam without
power installation, purchase of land,
all communicable diseases should great pianists of the world, will bulletin says. Thus it provides a the
clearing of approximately 58,be reported, and t he County play on December 4, at Murray diet essential to healthy growth and., 000.acres, the relocation of 330
Health Officer had written a let- State College.
prevents, the occurrence of deficien- miles of highway and of 30 miles
ter to all the doctors in the counlivestock.
among
diseases
of
cy
railroad,
together with all other
Munz is famous ire Pero. Vienty telling them that, in view of
- "A program of pasture improvethe fact that we hadn't had much na, Berlin, Rome. Warsaw, and
commercial
diphtheria in our community for Budapest. He has just finished an ment through the use of
recernmended Rade:
four or five ,years and tne addi- eleven consecutive concert tour in feptilizere
.
•
says
r
,"'
tional fact that there were . in the the United States, including such ad
ADMISSION—I0c and 16e
community quite a number of cities as New York, Boston. San .an investment that returns valuable
dividends. It helps conserve the
young children' whose parents had Francisco.
Los Angeles, and Chi- soil, prevents erosion and adds to
neglected to have them protected
cago.
wiz
soloist
at
symphony
against the disease, our county
the long range Value of the farm."
could reasonably expect a marked concerts under the famous batons
of
Lambert°
Balde
Albert
Coates,
increase. in the -number of cases
the, fall Our County Health Of- Water Darnrosch, and Fritz Feiner.
ficer said, too, that diphtheria - Munz has been praised by man/
e_
Titre
daring The newepaperr.'-_The New. YorkHer..
months of December and January.
CHICAGO—Only 21
/
2 cents out
He .sent out cards to parents ask- aid-Tribune: -fie is an outstandof every dollar ef farm cash 4e,
ing figure_ among pianists". New
INING WELL" ii quite a different
ing
ttrem
Of
they'
had
consulted
Starring
corn* received each year is spent
their family physicians about hav- York Sun:' "Munz's playing was
thing from merely having' your
for fertilizer, according to a sursomething to remember with deing their children immunized.
MIMS
•
GYM,
hunger
satisfied! Good dining is an
vey_
by,,
made
the
Middle
West
light".
Herald:
Boston
"An unThinking of it all i couldn't
Soil Improvement Committee.
experience in real
... Here at the
brilliant
performance",
sleep; so I thought I'd write you usually
"Small as this amount may
Also
about all these happenings. I do I Chicago American: "A master,
Rrown
Hotel
we
hale
four splendid,
seem, it represents one of the
hope if your children have not giant-peet, a young Parerewskin
cosmopolitan restaurants which serve
most , profitable investments a
been protected from diphtheria
entinz's concert will be the first
farmerecan make, returning him
that you, Niii+1- -rtykI them this pro- of a group of three concerts
IT IS THE OLDEST
such bort as (we sincerely believe) is
to be
tection right away. Diphtheria is
a better than three-to-one diviLENGTH
MEASURE
e vaibible nowhere else in the State. Our
OF
give& by the Columbia Concerts
ATTENTION ALL WESTERN FANS!
themost dreadful ahd dreaded of
dend." says a bulletin Issued by
ORIGINALLY IT WAS
Corplbration, at Murray State ColBluegrass'Room also offers truly excellent
OH the childhood diseases.
the committee.
In
BASED ON THE LENGTH
Here's big news for you During the next few months we few other diseases done-death fol. lege.
"Purchases of fertilizer repremusic and entertainment. Prices? Well,
OF TNE HUMAN FOOT
are going to show some of the greatest western stars in Idw so quickly illness in a previsent an outlay of only 533 per
ten
can dine and then dance all evening
ously well childi. It is comfortiing
farm in the United /Rates every
their best pictures ever to be brought to the screen. Her.- to know that every chile can be
fr asiittle as two Cr three dollars! And
year. -Yet records on the use of
You will find a courtet7Os atare just a few of the many big westerns to be shown at protected from diphtheria. Modfertilieesr On farms throughout the
that's the most"expensive' restaurant in
tendant ready at all times
i • nn Grove Telephoto: (urn-this theatre soon: "RENEGADE TRAIL," with William ern medicine has given to humanMiddle West eitie that every dola wonderful, protection called
show
you
.
to
through
pans Will Hold Its Annual
the Hotel!
our
Boyd, "WESTERN JAMBOREE," with Gene Autry, ity
lar spent for fertilizer results in
Alum. Precipitated
Alum
distinctive Funeral Hirme.
"SHINE ON HARVEST MOON," with Roy Rogers, Precipitated. TosseidToxoid.
an average increased value of
will pre•er.'
Drop in soon-411_54a be
crpf aern°Ktin.g tn stkoii.t
"OVERLAND STAGE RAIDERS.,." with the Three Mes- dl.2.1.1.
_
1 1fOrSa__Lkelergetigallg.-ell L
-Lyrtri -Grdve,- Ky.,
'and a hall dollars.
glad-n-077F you.
quiteers, "HOME ON THE PRAIRIE," with Gene Autry, if given a sufficient length of tine
before exposbre. It is given pre- SATURDAY,
spend less annually
DECEMBER 2 for"Farmers
"ROUGH RIDERS ROUND UP," with ctoy Rogers, "PALS ferably
in._ two doses infected in
fertilizer than for wages for
, 6
l•
at 2 p. m.
OF THESADDLE," with the Three Mesquiteers, "MEX- the arm one month apart It caueee
hired help, feed for their stock,
elieted. bids re- farm . implements, gasoline or
ICALI ROBE," with Gene Autry and many others to come little or ter- discomfort in young 'Officers ..411
children and within a period of Teived and an operator empleyed. taxes. Yet the price of fertilizer
soon.
Haiso...o E. I ARILR, Afar:ogee
from three weeks to three months Eiery Stockholder is. urged to atI.. lower thai practically any
AMBUX.ANCE SERVICe
an immunity to diphtheria de. tend this meeting
commodity the farmer buys."
.velope. Infants should be imREX' BROWN, Sc,',
I.
Phone I9 ---Murray, !(.y.
•
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FARMS FOR
SALE

BLIND HORSE PICKS
FERTILIZED PLOT
FOR BETTER GRASS
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shop, garage,

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

MUNZ TO APPEAR
AT MURRAY STATE

CA P I T

C3"he

Stranger From Tens
CHARLES STARRETT

Actrtory::

(-44efinhinr

SATURDAY and SUNDAY

r

A.L RHODES

21/zje OF FARM DOLLAR

S_F_ENT.FOR FERTILIZER

LORNA GRAY

DINE Ord/
IN LOUISVILLE!
D
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Stella Gossip
I was in town Armistice day. I
saw "Jes" Sexton and Hiram Finney —"optitnististii," and
Hallet
Stevens, ex-sub mail toter now in
sunny Tennessee and he reads
"Ole Eagle".
Yelser Dodd, enroute from
Evansville, Ind., to Rio Grande.
Tex., was the taloa of Ceylon
Myers and family over the weekend.
• The sheriffs' pictures in The
Ledger & Times
of last thirty
years was exaordinary. I
was in Sheriff
Fox's office telling
whom
I
voted
for
to
quite a bunch.
Finally I referred to Ira
as the "gospper" which
caused a big laugh especially by
Bill Patterson.
Do you know who conveyed me,
Jimy Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs.
Alexander on the Will Hughes
farm, and many others to the Kirksey precinct to vote in his fine
auto? It was the handsome Artell Magness and it was his 23rd
biethday. I also bought stamped
envelopes in the Kirksey post•,t/ice of Miss Magness. granddaughter of the lamented
Joe
Magness. What a coincidence!
Terry Cochran, Kirksey merchant, took me to Murray Saturday. Charged a "buck", but
alas. I was minus of the buck.
We received another rain November 10, however, it was too
late for grass and turnip seed that
were sown In September and October
perished in the
which
drouth. Did you know that water
is very essential?
The apostle
Peter, ."floor leader", said that 8
souls were saved by water. After
Punch and others came up out of
the water, they went on their way
rejoicing.
Did you ever try "Bill ,Hays"
Campbell's vegetable tomato soup?
Willard Warren tgrandson, of
Las Vegas, Nev., sent us books of
Nevada Highways and Parks, illustrated maps of Boulder Dam and
environs. Willard is engaged by
the Government as Engineer for

nice
yen-
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Lynn Grove High
School

Lana Turner, Artie Shaw, Ann Rutherford in "Dancing
Co-Ed," Sunday and Monday at the Varsity.

S. Pleasant Grove

Clinic for Cripples
To Be Conducted in
Paducah Tuesday

Some real posing was done 'Tuesday when the photographer came
to 'take our pictures. We hope
our pictures are good. We'll find
out_ next week.
We congratulate Fairali. WW1
winning the $50 on election day.
We. wish to take this opportunity
to thank the people of this district for their fine cooperation in
our. attempt to win the money for
our school_
All the students were more or
less "shaky" the first of last week
because of the six weeks' tests,
but were breathing easier at the
end of the week. Everyone seemed
to bave dene good work this second
six weeks.
Last ye forget, we want to again
remind you of the annual fiddler's
contest to be given here Thursday
night, November 30.
The agriculture. bees did their
good deeds for the' week by tapping some trees, which were obstructing the light from the roams
on the west side of the grade
building.
The pupils of the grade department cleaned out the fish pool
that was constructed last year. They
fouod that th,e fish had grown
considerably. The students take
much interest in seeing that their
aquatic friends have a clean habitat.
The students in Miss Swarm's
room invited the students of Miss
Miller's room to a picture show on
"Books I Have Read." They reported a very interesting and educational. visit.
Approximately 100 men will enter
the beauty pageant sponsored by

the P.T.A. which will be given
here Friday. evening, November 24.
The revue will consist of six groups
of contestants who will display to
the audience their costumes, which
will consist of formal dresses, bathing suits, pajamas, rompers, hunting suits, night-gowns and caps.
Prizes will be awarded to two contestants who will be chosen by
Judges from Murray. A program of
special numbers will be given between the eliminations.
Honor roll for part of the grades
Is: second grade: Bobby Eaker,
Jackie Myers, Hugh Thomas Wilkerson, Anna Jean Byrd, Isabelle
Kelso, Janet Key, Geralene Lassiter, Barbara June Parker, Doris
Wrather, Caroline Stone.
Edna TInsley, Dortha Hutsen,
Billy Paul. Howard. J. D. Howard,
Dams Hugh Howard, Conrad Willie Annette Butterworth, .Bonnie
Sue Hall, Anna Jean Jones, Martha Lou Orr, Mildred Rhodes, Nella
Jean Workman.
Fourth grade: Junior White, Jimmey Crouch, Marion Alice Workman. Lyda Sue Butterworth, Jessie
Marie Ford, Mildred C,octu-um.
Fifth grade: Wanda Sue Howard.
Bradley Miller, Milton Lee Lassiter.
Sixth grade: Naomi Broach, Anna
Mae Lanun, Hells Rhodes, Joette
Rogers, Gene Miller, Charles D.
Butterworth.
Athletics
As we predicted, there were two
good games of basketball here Friday evening, when the Almo Warriors played the Lynn Grove Wildcats. Our first team won by 2
points, the scores being 30-28. Our
second team lost by a score of
10-20.
Next Friday night, November 17,
we go to Hazel-The next game to
be played here will be with Kirksey, Tuesday, December 5.

Though a big frost this morning, the sun Is melting it. This
fall is more lovely than some of
The annual clinic for crippled
the past seasons and recent_ rains children, held at the Guthrie Avehave been of much help to farm- nue Methodist church in Paduers more especially the many cah, will be held at the same lowhose ponds had dried and they cation Tuesday,.it was announced
were having to draw water from today by Dti. J. A. Outland, counwells for their stock.
ty physfcian, who urged every
English Club
Several fine porkers have lately crippled child to attend the clinic.
Those students of Kirksey High been butchered, hence many are
Although it was 'hoped parents
school who are interested in bet- enjoying_ fine country sausage.
of all crippled children would be
ter ' English met, November 10,
Ds. N. B. Ellis of Wilson. Ark., able to 'find transportation for
and organized an English club un- was a week end visitor of his their children, Dr. Outland said CHILDREN
10e
der the leadership of Mrs. Out- mother and sisters and their fam- those, who positively could not
BALCONY, Nights, Sundays, and
land. 'There were 58 students ilies at the old home near Baker's find a way to go should send their
Holidays
870
present. The slogan of the club Cross Roads. Mrs, Ermie Hays names to his office and ways
LOWER FLOOR, Nights, Sundays.
Is "To Promote Better English." and son, Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. A. H. would be provided.
and Holidays
33e
Officers of the club are as fol- Doran and son, Harold Glen, joinlows: JimnlY Jones, president; ed his' mother, Mrs. Alice Ellis,
Irene Morgan, vice-president; Eva and sister, Mrs. Dennis Boyd, Mr.
Pearl Hargrave, secretary; Mary Boyd and Hazel Lee, in the famHope every one feels fine this
Elizabeth Jones, treasurer; Fran- ily reunion. Several other relacool morning. Quite a few killed
ces Coleman, reporter;
Martha tives called Sunday afternoon.
hogs
yesterday (Monday). We
Perdue. Sue Johnson, Jackie
Sympathy to Mt. and
Mrs. didn't, but have fresh pork just
Treese,. and Herbert Herndon, pro- Dewey Grogan and sons whose 5- the same and
it sure tastes good.
gram committee. The club will year-old daughter and sister, Bet- Wood cutting and quilting are
meet once a month.
tie, passed away last Monday ev- also the order of the day.
Sad colds are prevalent in this
ening near here. Mrs. Zetta GroSaturday night, November 18, gan, Bettie's grandmother, and community.
All es• sno•ici, mend,!aught.,and
Cunningham
built
a
the basketball team meets the her Aunt Ruth. both of Clarksville, • Cleon
ap•ctach•
th• groat Broadway
for Dave Harmon last
Sharpe Green Devils on..their floor. and Mr. and Mrs. Toy Phillips, chimney
stag* hit! Greater than over
week. He is building some rooms
on du stamen!
Murray, and many other relatives to his house. Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Plans are being made for our from the county together with Harmon are moving from Hazel
CAST OF HUNDREDS!
annual fiddler's ,Contest which will many friends attended the funeral out here.
Mr. and Mrs. Reldon Norsbe held Saturday night after services at Hazel Tuesday where
worthy and family have moved
Thanksgiving.
Eld. C. L. Francis, of Murray, to
the Carlton Buchanan place.
First and Second Grade News
read the 23 Psalm and made a
Mrs. Hill. Miss Betty Myers,
The honor roll for the third consoling talk.
Mrs. Lois
Mrs. Ramon Tidmonth of school is as follows:
Several from this vicinity at- well, Mrs. Ralph Tidwell, Mrs.
Shackleford,
First grade: Beauton Suiter, Sue tended the funeral services of Edd
Mrs.
Solon
and
Patsy
spent
Glass. Euva Nell Parker, Zane their relative and friend, Miss Shackleford
Cunningham, Pat Irvan Usrey, Mary Fiances Pool at Martin's Thursday with Mrs. Joe Tidwell
helped quilt.
.
Harold, Jones and Charles Pat Chapel Wednesday week after- and
Mrs. Sue Salmon was a guest of
Ross.
noon, among whom
were her her parents from Thursday 'till
Second grade: Jeanette Wals- grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Thursday. Mrs. Mabel Stom and
ton, Norma Jean Crouch, Betty Jo Langston. Besides her father. Roy children, Leola and Michael, and
Bibb,) Zarin Patton, Linda Helen Pool and brother, Billy, she Is Mrs Bess Linville carried her
paternal home. enjoying the day with Mr.
Swift, Eddie Riley, Joe Pat Glass, also survived by her
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Ben and Mrs. George Salmon and famand Harold Lloyd Dunn.
Pool of the home, also her great ily. Mrs. Amy Taylor also spent
Those having all perfect reading grandmother, Mrs.
Langston, of the day with them.
lessons were: Pat Irvan Usrey, near'Hazel.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Falwell and
Beauton .Suiter, Sue Glass, Zane
Funeral services for Stewart Jackie were week-end guests of
Cunningham, Linda Helen Swift. Arnold, of near Lynn Grove who Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Linville.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Nix Wilson
Betty Jo Bibb, Joe Pat Glass, and lived with Mr. and Mrs. Ed Carter was held by his pastor, the spent Monday night with Mr. and
Samuel Workman.
Earl Storn and family, •
Those having all perfect spell- Rev. J. Mack Jenkins of Murray Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Wilson
ing lessons were: Linda Helen at Pleasant Grove Wednesday af- spent a day last week with Mr.
ternoon.
He
is
survived
by relaSwift and Norma Jean Crouch.
tives of his late wife, Martha and Mrs. Darrel Wilson and BobATHLETICS
Cooper Arnold whose body rests by.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Noah and
by his side); also their daughter
The county champions, Kirksey's and son had been sleeping in this Mrs. Mary Milner drove up from
afternoon.
Eagles, who lost their opening cemetery some 25 years. Thus in Union' City Sunday
basketball game of !he season Fri- life we are reminded that we Mrs. Thula Buchanan and Miss
Simmons
Sybil
home
returned
day night to Hazel 22-14, will take know not when death will come with them.
on their second test of the year but Jesus is the great burden
Mr.
and
Linville
Mrs.
L.
and
D.
bearer.
Friday night at Kirksey.
T. A. and George LinThere will be an Epworth children,
went
The Kirksey second team bit the League
father's
to
ville
their
last
union meeting next Mon- Wednesday and Thursday. Sevdust to the Hazel seconds 23-10. day evening, November
20, at eral men from the neighborhood
in
The Kirksey squads played with- South Pleasant Grove, The Murout the advice of their coach, Lur- ray League will present a playlet. were there cutting his winter's
group
wood
and
of
supply
a
win Swift, who was at the bedside
The Rev. K. G. Dunn and his women were quilting.
of his father, Tom Swift, during his fine family) has been assigned' to
Mrs. Ad Farris of Cherry spent
the Hazel charge for another year. part of last week with
I illness and ensuing death.
Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Make Erwin at- Mrs. Zelna Farris and Dot.
The Adventures of Henry Aldrich . . . Radio's Hard-Luck Kid!
tended the American Legion proTtanksgiving will soon be here.
gram at Mufray Saturday morn- Wonder if we are all as thankful
John Howard Janice Logan Lionel Standar • Hid& Hopper
ing and at Paducah Saterday af- as we should be.
ternoon.
Seems like this year has slipped
A Parantouni Picture - Produotd aed Directed by Joy Theedreee 11•••
Tom Nesbitt happend to the away in a great hurry with all its
misfortune of losing a barn by joys and sorrows.
fire Sundaynight.
The loss is
We sympathize with Mr. and
quite heavy to Mr. Nesbitt as it Mrs. Dewey Grogan. and Mr. and
was a double barn and the ma- Mrs. 011ie Stubblefield upon the
jority of the tobacco of his and loss of their little daughters.
his sons went up in flames.
Mr. and Mrs. `Logan Harmon
Mrs. Bert Moore and Mr. Moore and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Harmon
were Sunday guests of her aged were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dave
With 1939'sitir
father, also her brother. Calvin Harmon and James Lee Monday.
sauce in etertli-iiMal
Wilson and Mrs. Wilson, near
Bro. Jewel Norman preached at
Mason's Chapel.
Pnovidenee Sunday afternoon. SevflInnde Baulk
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon James of eral visitors were present. Bro.
Crossland have erected a beauti- Norman
LAN* TURNE
bad been _away since
ful home.
June.—Poop-Deck-Pappy.
and 200 storpj
Mrs. Emma Miles who since the
death of her husband, Milt Miles,
Ing honied With
3 weeks ago, has been ill with
19joyous ARTS
flu and complications, is now
some better.
SHAW th ytions I
Sunday's ,Golden - Text • was
"Seek ye _,/first the kingdom of"'
*cm and His righteousness."

Kirksey High School

f you're planning some
furniture or floor
covering this winter, be
SURE to come in and look
at our big showing of new
winter stock.

PHA

We'rejeaturing UNUSUALLY LOW PRICES
this month. We can save
you money!

31111,
, on
Mies
ofit-

BE SURE and get our
prices on Estate HEATROLA.

PAGE FIVE
RUSSELL CHAPEL SCHOOL

All parents and friends are Participating.
We miss those who are out of
school and laCtoe. they will be
studying hard is we baek soon.'"
about ten more . weeks
We all hope to make a It
pays to read our CLASSIFIEDS.
°dr studies this year.

By Dorothy Gewrin

We are
only have
of school.
success in
Our school went on a marshmallow roast last Thursday afternoon. •
All seemed to have a nice time.
We are glad we won the $10
in the election contest. We want
to thank our friends for their cooperation.
We are having an old fashion
spelling bee at our school tonight.

RADIO SERVICE
You'll get much more enjoyment from your radio if it's oc09400Any inspected and adjusted by an expert. Our thorough understanding of all types
of seta, plus our scientific testing
equipment, means finest results
at lowest cost.

Murray Route 5

TODAY AND FRIDAY

IIE IG SHO
OF ANY YEAR!

PHONE

Phone 92-J

23

SUPREME
RADIO SERVICE

LOVE'S STUDIO
107 N. 4th St.

CHILDREN
iSS
ADULTS—Baleony, Matinee Exeellt
Sundays and Holidays
leo
Lower Floor, Matinees, Except
Sundays and Holidays
ale

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

'IF I'M GOING TO BE BLOWN TO
KINGDOM COME... LET ME GO WITH
YOUR KISS STILL WARM ON MY LIPS!"
•Spectacular new
thrills with "Little
Caesar"..as he battles
the perils of roaring
oil-field fires ...for a
woman who gave him
his one glimpse of
heaven ... and to
"get" the man who
framed himt

EDWARD G.
ROBINSON al
Ruth HUSSEY
Gene LOCKHART
Bobs WATSON

"WHAT A LIFE"

lding

Screen Fila DY
David Herta & William Ludwig

Cook Your Thanksgiving Dinner On a New

SUNDAY ANI5 MONDAY

Frigidaire Electric Range

Directed by is. C POTTSR

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

"I Knew It Was CLEAN ...and SAFE!...But
Never Dreamed It Combined Such
-a
LOW COST. HIGH SPEED...
SURE RESULTS!"
-

New Concord High
School News

Minim
MEMO

fi

BEAUTIFUL NEW BASE MODEL

FRIGIDAIRE
ELECTRIC- RANGE
- JOHNSON:FAIN APPLIANCE CO.
ri

Sou h Side

REMEMBER, Christmas will be
here almost befere you knew
it now. Let us make a distinctly*
photograph for yon—one
be proud and happy to give.
Our rates are very modem.
Phone for an appointment NOW
or just "drop in."

Jackie Cooper • Betty Field

'West Side Square

.

Give Your
Photograph!

SATURDAY ONLY

Lassiter-Ragsdale
Furniture Co.

Ili

CHRISTMAS!

Upstairs at Holland & Harts

RSIT

ROONEY

FURNITURE
BARGAINS!
new

en
and

Highways in the American desert.
Noah, his "dad". is an expert
painter, also employed by Uncle
Sam for the farneus Boulder Dam
on the once turbulent Colorado
River. My daughtef, Mary, out
there. is bragging on these two
"gents," so is Paw and Ma. They
are permanent subscribers of The
L.edear 4$ Times, from their Old
Kentucky Home. Yes, and so are
Capt. and Mrs. W. M. Pickets of
San Antonio, Tex. Fine!)"Ole Eagle's" and Tifttsy Ross'
U. S. stars and stripes was waving on the highway Armistice day.
Twenty-one years ago, Osco Patterson and Carl Kingins after complete training in the army camps,
were expected to go to battle on
the battle front in France. But
"glory be" the Armistice, just before they embarked on the big
war ship, was signed. Mothers
and fathers and sweethearts, rejoiced as never before.Did.you ever hear tell of a black
widow spider biting a woman?
Just one only, Willimay.
I note that most church denominations have passed resolutions
"Not to go to war" under any circumstknce, not even in self defense. Well, if war is declared on
United States by some foreign
country, just sit still, eh? like a
helpless set of cowards and ugly
mugs, eh? Conscientious objectors,
eh? I say no!! But take aim at the
aggressors coco-nut just above his
two lamps and knock their trotters from under them on the first
round. That's me all over.
—"Eagle'

AND TIMES, MURRAY,KENTUCKY,THURSDAY

Square—Phone 55

The looked-forward-for-night of
music and fun will arrive Saturday night. There will be two
hours of fun and laughter that no
one wants to miss. Come and
laugh with the endmen—Mason
Canady as Mose, Earl Steel as Alexendar, Charles Stubblefield as
Rufus, and Richard Herndon as
Rastus and J. C. Dunn the Interimter—enjoy the filusic sung by the
chorus composed of 30 Negroes
and a negro quartet and trio. .The
minstrel will begin at 7:30 and
will have a small adraission,charge.
Don't fail to come and enjoy the
jokes,- gags. - crossfire and music
offered at thia program.
The Concord Redbirds were victorious in their first game Friday
night by, defeating Faxon with a
score of 34-29. 'The second team
lost their first tilt 'after playing
an exira period by a score of 1844:• Oar nertganw witrift-NOPRI-ber 24 at Kirlorey.
The teachers and entire student
body want, to offer their sympathy to tilt families of those Who
have lost loved - ones. 00r hearts
are with each bf• you In your sorrows.
Recreation arid music appreciation are parts of the homemakers'
programs in Boyd county.

TODAY—This Way to the
Big Fun and Music Show!

BROTH RS

ME CM

Don't Buy Until You
Compare!

Memo Later Prodrctios WIth

Kenny BAKER • Florence RICE
Eve ADEN • Miami DUMONT

ATTENTION
HUNTERS!
We are prepared to serve
you with a complete stock
of shells in 12, 16 and 20
gauge with afferent
loads. We also have guns,
h untnatg coats, vests, etc.
The HUNTING SEASON
*ill soon be on and you
Will be wanting things in
this line.. Yo v411. find complete stock at our
store at right prices.
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Mr. and ;t1rs. Elbert Lassiter visited their daughter, Miss Martha
Lou Lassiter, in Columbus. Miss..
over the week-end. Miss
Is an instructor in M.S.C.W. there.
Mr. and Mrs. Shannon A. Webb.
Detroit, are Visiting Mr. Webb's
mother, Mrs. J. M. Orr, and farnily in Pleasant Grove. They will
leave Sunday, returning to Detroit via Chicago, arriving at their
.
home about December 1,
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Boone at
tended the Kentucky state cleaners' convention in Louisville Sunand Monday. The cleaners and
laundries of the state are cooperating to pass a la's which will
protect both the dry-cleaning and
laundry Putste's emir—with- the
operat Ors.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Freeman
End children. Barbara Ayajean and
Melba Sue. Calvert City, spent the
week end with Mr. and Mrs. Edward Freeman here. The Fseemans ire brothrs,
,
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad tie, ne
Leitchfield, Ky.. spent Tuesdsy
with Mr. and Mrs. Rex Diusuid
on South Tenth street_
Miss Mary Lou Waggoner. Ps
ducah. spent the weekend

little miss has been named Wanda
Lee.
W. E. Gilbert. Almo, who has
been in poor health all fall, is impraying considerably, it was reported here today. During the
last - week, he has been able to
visit old friends quite extensively.
Mrs. Joseph Resiroat, Lebanon
Junction. Ky., will arrive Fridfiy
to spend the weekend with her
father, the Rev. J. H. Thurman,
and Mrs. Thurman.- Last weekend. Mr. and Mrs.s Ben Grubbs,
son-in-law and daughter of the
Reverend Mr. Thurman. and Mrs.
Thurman, and their little daughter. Barbara
Ann.
Buchanan,
Tenn., were guests of the Thur.
mans while the child underwent
an appendectomy at the Mason
hospital.

I

HAZEL

Puryear Route One

NEWS

Mrs. John Valentine llossored
With Surprise Shower .
Mrs. Ted Latimer was hostess
to a surprise miscellaneous shower, at het- home last Friday afternoon: in honor of Mrs. Johnnie
Valentine. •
Fall flowers were used for room

Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Wilson
and baby and Mr. and Mrs. Brooks
Jackson visited Mr. and Mrs.
Hershel Skyes Sunday.
Marshall Clayton and daughters.
Brenda Mays., Dortha Jean and
Tommie Faye spent Friday night
with Mr. and Mrs. James Lloyd
Jackson.
Several in this community kill— -"ed-hogs- Monday.
Will Rowel is sending his wife
to Memphis for treatment.
Mrs. Mabel Jackson and daughter,Dorothy, were Sunday guests
of Bob Jackson and family. -Little
Robert
Earl Jackson
returned
home with them and spent Sunday
night.
Clarice Boyd of Sulphur Well
spent Sunday with his mother,
Mrs.,Alice Boyd, Sunday.
The big Jack Frost this morning
will make farmers think of their
wood Plies.
Miss Dorothy 'Jackson visited
Monday night with Virginia Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. James Lloyd Jackson. Brenda Maye Clayton and
Mason Barnhill visited Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Morgan and Mr. and
Mrs. Barber Carrell and daughter, near Murray, Saturday and
Sunday.—Whipper Will.

Kirksey Kinklets
Well, we sure are having a fine
fall and the farmers are making
use of this fine weather; our
wheat crops are not doing any
good from some cause. No tobacco
season yet to amount to anything
and very little of the weed has
been stripped up to this time.
Geie Beach is still working on
his new house. It will be very
nice when completed.
Mrs. Bob Marine is on the sick
list at this writing.
Every thing in the political arena
is quiet at this time, however,
many are wondering wheather
President Roosevelt will make the
face for a third terns Many are
hoping he will, too.
Otis Patton has just remodeled
his old home and he is making a
nice improvement on it. also it
adds to the beauty of his place.
A high respected citizen of
Kirksey Route 2. Thomas E. Swift,
departed this life Thursday, evening at 7 o'clock. He was taken
very ill about one week age with
kidney trouble. He lingered for a
few short days and then the death
angel came and wafted his spirit
to the God who gave it. 'Tom
was a fine citixen, a good neighbor. a kind father'', and a beloved
husbands..(He, leaves his wife, one
son, Lurwirt. who is teaching at
Kirksey; three brothers and two
sisters to mourn his death.' He
professed faith in Christ in middle life, joined the M. E. church
and lived a devoted life. His remains were laid to rest at Mt.
Carmel cemetery after services
by Revs" Marvin Vaughn and
Gilbert Smith, old pastors of Kirksey eirceit. We surely will miss
Tomin this community and at the
church.
Luther Carson of Paducah was
in this section last week and attended funeral services for Mr.
Swift Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Claude Lawrence is no better at this writing.
.Mr. and Mrs. Jim Lawrence
have given up the notion of going
to Detroit this tan.-=1..aty• Ned.

homefolks and attended the Murray-Louisiana
Normal
football
game Saturday.
. --Afternoon was
W.
-4ts thespent in playing games and conWoman's Club in Arlington last
tests.
Winners of the contests
were Mrs. Rex Davenport and
Thursday. She was accompanied
Miss Louise Lawrence.
bY Mrs- C. A. Bishop and Mrs. E.
Those assisting Mrs. Latimer in
A. Tucker. • entertaining were Mrs. Ivy Bucy,
Mrs. C. J. McClain of Lottisville
Mr. Jack Newport. Mrs. John Mcspent several days the first of the
Cullough, and Mrs. David Valentine.
week with her sister. Mrs:. C. C.
Delicious refreshments of cake
Farmer. and Mr. Farmer.
and hot chocolate with marshJohn W. Wear of Sturgis spent
mallows were served to the folSunday and Sunday night with
lowing guests:
his sisters. Misses Emily and
Mrs. Ted Latimer, Mrs. Ivy
Faxon High School
Oneida- Wear.
Huey, Mrs. Lewton
Robinson.
Mrs.
John Ward, Mrs. Ernest
Miss Frankie Holland and Miss
Faculty Play
Ward. Mrs. William West, Mrs.
Mary Holland Jackson of Paducah
Our faculty play, 'Lighthouse Connie Moody and baby Peggy
were__weeksend. guests of Mrs. Nan.- will'
giyen next Saturbtrs: Jisr-'Me€ullough,
Lola Jones. They were accompa- day night. November 18, at 7 Jorle,
Mrs. David Valentine, Mrs.. Jack
nied home by Mrs. Jones who will o'clock. Be sure to see this in- Newport. Mrs. Herman Bucy, Miss
spend the winter with them in Pa- teresting play; fial of humor, Emma Hooper, Mrs. Edd Rey.
quick action, and nithusiism.
Mrs. Cullie Turpin and son, G.
ducah.
The cast is as follows:
W., Mrs. Willie Turpin,
Jim
Miss Audie. Falwell of Calloway
Hen. John Enlow president of Wilcox. Mrs. ,Johnnie Mrs.
Hodges.
county and a graduate of Murray a
banking company, Rheuben Mrs. Amlarie Latimer and
chilState began work November 6 as Dpnelson; Ned Blake, from the dren.
Hill Billy Rambler
Gerald and Don; Mrs. Pink
English and Latin teacher in the city. Jack, Dodd; ,chabod Buzzer, Curd, Miss Marjorie
Hankitsr
e
Miss
Dasher Bible School. Valdosta. Ga. old keeper of the light house. Mr. Ethel Bucy, Miss Clara Ray, Mrs.
Mrs. Lindy Simmons of MaceSir 'Author Choke. a Brit- Autman . Newport, Mrs. Fleming
On Wednesday. November 8, the Jones;
donia is' visiting :ler daughter,
ish aristocrat. James -Chaney: InBili Lawrence. Mrs. Tilman Lamb of New ProviSoutheastern
Chapter
of
t he jun Jim, a bad man. Mr. Hur- Lawrence, Mrs.
Alumni Association of the College ley; Nan. a- litlle roustabout, Mrs. Miss Louise Lawrence, Mrs. Jess dence.
Latimet and baby
Lee, Mrs.
Miss Pernie Mae Simmons and.
of Medical Evangelists of Los An- Dodd: Wall Buzzer, the gentle Rex Davenport andJerry
daughter, Ann,
Miss
Brandon; Hon. Mrs. C. T. Valentine. Mrs. T. G. sister. Lucille, were Satter-day call'Om Calif.. met at the William antelopa.
Miss Noreta . Williams of
\fason Memorial Hospital with Sarah Choke. Arthur's sister. Mrs. Curd and daughter. Carolyn. Mrs. ers ofProvidence.
_ bout thirty ih attendance. Dinner Webb; Hortense Enlow, a city Charlie Douglas and the honoree. New
Saturday night. callers of Mr.
Miss Futrell..
Mrs.Johnnie Viientine.
served by -the hospital after a belle.
and Mrs. Cleve Lax were Decy,
This play is bein' coached by
Those sending gifts were Mr. and
get-to-gether and busineas meet- Mrs. Hubbard, our English teachClifton Mitchell of Maceand Mrs. Wayland Perry, Early donia, Guthrie Osbron of Hazel,
rig, and in the evening.'Dr. Har- er.
Douglas. Mr. and Mrs.
Brent Williams, and Raphael Mayo':,
Boyd and Dr. C. C. McWe want to express our appre- Douglas. Mr. and Mrs. Otis Garvice
Wilson,
Reynolds of the Willis Campbell ciation to the patrons of the school Mrs. Will Cannady, Mrs. Noble nard, of Cedar Knob, and Miss
Clinic lectured on orthepedice Sev- and all other voters of this dis- Cannady, Mrs. Bond Lax, Mrs, Swan Lax of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Osbron_
eral of the local physicians attended trict fin- the loyal support in help- Jake Perry, Mrs. Will Alton, Miss and son Bobby D., were Saturdaying us to win first place in the Lottye Alton, Mrs. Andrew Johns,
the lecture.
and Sunday guests of Mr.
night
vote-getting contest, sponsored by
Miss Elaine Ahart. accompanied the Democratic -eurnmirtee. This mtd,scharlie Newport. and Mrs. Elmus Mitchell of Mace•• • ••
donia.
by- Reeenishey C
III' -rnake-possible a new stove
Mrs. Cleve Lax and daughter.
instructor .in home economics at for our home economics depart- Hazel P-TA Meets Thuriday
Afternoon
Velma. have been quite busy quiltthe Murrayraining Sehool—and ment and other necessities for ow
The
November
meeting
of
the
ing
the past week.
school.
five of Miss Codell's students;
Hazel P-TA was held Thursday.
Bob Williams of Cedar Knob,
.
Athletics
Misses Mary Virginia Hoffman,
November9,
as
2:45.
in
the
school
,
butchered
a nice hog last week.
The Faxon Bobcats met ConDorothy Nell Johes. Oneida Ahern
DON'T neglect your eyes! If you
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lax and
cord on their floor Friday night auditorium with the president.
Dorothy
Broach. and
Dorothy November 10. In the first quar- Mrs. D. C. Clanton, presiding. Houston Lax of Concord. were
are subject to headaches or ey. Kelly, left. today f, r Lexington to ter, our boss were leading by the After the business session the fol- Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and New Concord Takes Faxon into
Cam* by 34-29 Score at Conatterid the state tome" economics score- of 8-2: at the half Concord lowing program Was given:
Mrs. Stotey Hutson of Wennesirritation. the chances are you
cord Friday Night
Reading. Macon Miller. Jr.; Cir- see.
convention. They 'iU return Sun- was. ahead by 6 points. In the
cUs,
by
the
secOnd
grade;
to
musical
come
invited
to
is
Every
one
third
quarter
Faxon
came
back
day.
Deed glasses or changes in your
Redbirds opened their
Concord's
number.
Cyrus
reading. a program at Macedonia school
Mrs. J F. Jenn.ngs of Murfrees- to tie the score. In the final guars' Olga Bailey: talkMiller;
1939 basketball season at home
on art, Mrs. Friday night.—Curley Top.
present ones. Come in at once.
boro. Tenn_ visite:I her -sister. Mrs. ter. however, Concord drew out Macon
Miller;
Friday night taking a well-fought
Parliamentary
in front and Faxon was defeated
A W. Willard, last week. Mrs. Wil- 34-29.
The
game from Faxon 34-29.
rules. Mrs. C. D. Paschall and
defensive
14rd and Mrs—Jennings visited in
game, though not a
other members.
Faxon's
second
team
defeated
JOE T. PARKER.
both
teams
masterpiece,
proved
The
membership committee had
Paducah and Mayfield -last Friday. Concord's second team, in an
have good offenses.
Registered Optometrist
Dr. and Mrs Hugh McElrath, over-time period, by a score of charge of the social hour.
s, • • • •
Coach Ernest Fiser's men will
Misset Miriam and Mary Frances 16-14.
the
Hospital
Mason
go
to Kirksey a weey from toAdmitted
to
Mrs. R. B. Chrisman, of Paris.
McElrath. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett. Mr.
morrow night for a game with the
Tenn.. spent Tuesday in Hazel past week:
snd Mrs.. Tom Rowlett. Mrs. W. W.
Eagles. They have
once-defeated
visiting her mother. Mrs. Wm.
Mrs. Johnnie 0. Edwards, MurM.Elrath. Torn McElrath. Mr. and
Puryear Route 3
date this weekend.
Mason. and other relatives.
Mathis, Dexter; an open at
Emma
Mrs.
ray;
the
Mrs. John. Rowlett were among
Score
close ni ..the first
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Guthrie Mrs. George Grogan, Murray; Mrs.
11.10 in --favor of
those from Murray who attended .,gunday was a beautiful day Detroit, left for their
home] Charles F. Caldwell, Birmingham, quarter stood.
George Hurley's" Faxon i squad.
the, marriage of Miss Dorothy Ate- although it was rather cool.
Thursday after spending severali
Ala.; Barbara Ann Grubbs, Buc- but by half time Concord had
Elrath, daughter of Mr. and Mrs:
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker days in Hazel visiting relatives hanan Tenn.; Mrs. Wilson Miles, climbed to a 19-15 margin and
P. McElrath. and Mr Duncan, and daughter, Delores, visited in and friends.
lead to 29-20 at
J. M. Marshall left Sunday for Murray; Josephine Redden, Mur- had increased the third
which was an event of Tuesday the home of Mr. and Mrs. Othel
period.
C. Deason, Union City, the close of -the
Mrs.
B.
ray;
a
week
or
10-day
vacation.
He
week.
Paschall
Sunday
morning. November 14. at Grace
The lineups:
Delmus Paschall and sons. Cal- will go to Akron. 0., to visit his Tenn.; Mrs. 0. D. Garrison. Mur- Concord 34
Faxon 29
Pps.
sEpiseopal church in Paducah.
vin and Billie Gene. visited in brothers, Fry Rose, and Robert. ray.
Clark ID
Pittman 4
' Ralph Charchill Mr. and Mrs. the
•home of Douglass Vandyke re- and their families:the „past week:
Discharged
Elkins 6
F
Hamlin 8
Ronald Churcthleand Mist Emily__ vent's.. The Paschalls also visitFinis Clark, who for several
Lee Brock, Sharon, Hendon 9
Nova
Ross 11
Miss
C
Wear spent
years has been making his home
y
.in
Ward
Nashville.
T.
T.
and
M.
ed
Rev.
McClure 2
A weak,run-dow-n, undernourished
G
with Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Morris, Tenn.; Carroll William Sperry, Steele 10
! Mr. an 'Mrs. Jack Markwell Sunday week.
Carraway
G
Oliver
3
Harding,
Louis
condition calls for attention:
Lonnie north of Hazel. died Monday after- Memphis, Tenn.:
and
Louie. Trenton
had as their week-end guests her
Concord: s Lax.
Substitutions:
Murray; James W. Gasho, Bowlvisited Charles 'and Doyce noon while gathering corn.
Walker.
Such a 4:audition often enables .brottser, W. K. Hilliard and. Mrs- Ward
Jake Mayer weut to Mayfield ing Green; Barbara Ann Grubbs, Faxon: Vance and
recently.
.
Morris
Murray.
Covington,
Referee:
Pat
Hilliard,
and
Miss
Helen
Leigh
,faactional dyrmenerrhcs to get its
Estelle-. Charlton Tuesday to visit Mn', Mayer who Buchanan. Tenn.; Rudolph FreeMrs.
Mr.
and
of San Francisco. Sunday guests are the proud parents of an 11. is a patient in. the Mayfield hos,
land, Buchanan, Tenn.: Miss Mary
„foothold. -That's one thing which of Mr.
coopefarmers
Pulaski county
and Mrs. Matkwell were pound boy; he has been named pital.„
Farmer. Murray; Josephine
*leads- to much of women's suffering her parents. Ile. and Mrs.
rating in the agricultural conserMr. and Mrs. William Osbron, Nee
James Rodgers.
Paul
CampMrs.
Murray;
Redden.
from headaches, nervousnealli'flutse Hilliard of Martin. Tenn. . 'Mr. and Mrs. Puron Coats are Mr. and Mrs. Guy Caldwell spent bell. Benton; Mrs. Johnnie Ed- vation program used 600 tons of
Sunday afternoon visiting
phosphate, 8,000 tons of limestone
cramp-like pains. A gosad way to
Elliott Wear left today for Louis also the parents of a girl.
Mnand Mrs. ' James Evetts are Hose 'Caldwell, who is a patient wards, Murray; Pirs. B. C. Deason, and 2,000 tons of marl.
*relieve such pains, women by thou- ville to attend a state meeting
Union City. Ter"; Baby Boy
baby born last in the Mason hospital.
parents
of
a
the
- Mand.s have found, is by the proper of the Metropcilitan Insurance week.
Mr. and Mn. 0. H. Turnbow, Campbell, Benton; Mrs. Buell
._s_.
ust of CARDVI. It stimulates a. agents.
- Mary Catherine Morrvtrated Frank Vaughn. Mr. and .Mrs. H- Stroud, Murray; Mrs. Wilson Miles,
Mrss John W. Carr was, a guest Mrs. Charlie Wiciter and Miss I. Neksly attended services at the Murray, Mrs. 0. D. Garrison, MurJagging appetite, assists digestion
Murray First Baptist Church Sunrecently.
ray.
'and assimilation; thus helps build in Arlington, Ky.. last Thursday Emma -Hdoper
Mrs. Chesley Farris is doing day afternoon,
where she spoke to the Wornan's
physical resistance to perlodic pain. Club
Charles Bowen and friend, Mr.
on' "Character Education." nicely after undergoing an ope- Edwards
of Dallas. Tex.. were
to her
Taken just before and during "the
•
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Mr: and Mrs. Daniel Wear of ration. She has returned
here over the week-end to visit
'time," many women also report , Nashville announce . the .- birth of home.
Mr.
Bowen's
grandfather,
Mr
home
.01a Wicker visited in the
You enjoy music--all of
Lord's Day Bible study at 9:45
that CARDUI helps to ease the a daughter on Tuesday. Noeember
of her brother, Charlie Wicker, Chunn.
us do. Go to Parkers
lpain and discomfort of the period. 14. at a Nashville hoSpital. The and Mrs. Wicker Saturday week.
Mrs. Docie Outland Tyler was a. m.. worship at 10:45 a. m. and
Jewelry Store and see the
Odie Morris, Estelle Charlton in Murray Saturday visiting rela- 7:15 p.
Young People's meeting at 6:30
and T. T.a. Ward. Clyde Scar- tives and fsiends.
large
line of guitars, banGrubbs,
Mrs.
Gertie
Miss
Maude
Grove
p.
brough from around Oak
Walker and Mrs. Lois Waterfield
jos and violins they have.
killed hogs Lett week.
Wednesday, prayer meeting at
Mrs_ Wess Spann add Miss Eu- visited in the home of Mrs. Lucille 7:15 p. m
You can select any kind
nice Orr visited Mrs. Odie Mor- Jones Sunday afternoon.
Thursday. Bible class for ladies
music you want. ParkMr. and Mrs. Geo. Cavanah of
of
ris recently.
- A large crowd attended the fid- Murray and girlhood friends of at 2:30 p. m.
ers will take your old inC. L. Francis, Minister
soothe coughs from colds quicker, dler's contest at Puryear Saturday Mrs. J. R. Miller, came to see
• struments on the new
her Thursday. Mr. Cavanah is
Quickly Ease That Cough Due' and thus ease resulting nervous night.
Rudolph Key and Elmer Pas- connected with TVA.
It pays to read our CLASSIFIEDS. modern ones they have.
to Cold With Amazing
tension, and help prevent those enMiss LaVerne Hill and friend.
were in Crossland Monday.
chall
• ergy destroying sleepless nights.
We all buy our supplies
—Humming Bird
A.' W. Fisher. of Nashville. Tenn.,
Medicine.
Your children will like Menthoand
Mrs. K. B. Osbron and
Parkers and we recfrom
daughter Jean of Paris. were week and charitable affairs in addition
Muisidn, too,'and don't forget it
31entho-Muo
ii- works so f
emrnend Parkers Jewelry
_BARNES STARTS BUSINESS
end guests in the home of their to their church work.
-no opiates nor eat:corks. - bring relief for that cough due to
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Miller
mother. Mrs. Josie Hill. and Mr.
Store to you.
were in Memphis, Tenn., last Sata cold because it contains nine inMINISTER TALKS.
Dean (Red) Barnes. well known and Mrs. Claude Anderson.
Sunday
visiting
relaurday
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Macon
Erwin,
Mr.
has
nadients to help _soothe and ease. - 'An.Ohio•minister made the folautorriebile mechanic, who
and friends.
The erat 4rsoonful of delightful lowing unsolicited statement: "I been in the business for the last and Mrs. Claude Anderson were" tives
The State President of Kentucky,
in Paducah „ -Saturday afternoon
tasting Mentho-Mulsion, will show recommend Menthe-Mulsion to my
le years, has resigned gis position ahd night attending a program Postmasters Association, called on
you the DIFFERENCE. Natte how entire congregation for the treatwith the Porter Motor Company given by the • American Legion Postmaster D. N. White last week
quickly you feel it start working in ment of cold coughs."
and also visited in the home • of
and has started in business for him- post.
the throat. Feel how the medicated
Mrs. Ed Phillips and Mrs. Elbert Mrs. J. R. Miller who is a cousin.
self . doing regular motor repair
Mentho-MulsiOn must rive you
Mrs. Gertie Grubbs, Miss Maude
building
Lassiter
of
Murray
spent
the
Monday
vapors go into the bronchial and absolute satisfaction or 'your full
work. He is located in
Walker, Miss Pearl Thompson,
* nasal passages.
with Joe W. Hoifiton's Filling Sta- afternoon with , Mrs. Mattie
purchase price will be returned.
JOE T. PARKER, Optometrist
Mrs.
0. B. Turnbow, Miss Eva Pertion and Rex Tabors' Murray Body,
RELIEF.
Mentho-Maltion is endorsed by
Miss Rubene Graham of Almo ry and Mrs. H. I. Neely shopped
and
the
Main
Street,
East
on
Shop
No wonder people by the thou- your neighbors and guaranteed by
spent last week in Hazel as the in Paris Wednesday.
guest of her cousin, Mrs. -Annie
sands turn to Mentho-Mulsion to leading druggists everywhare.-aciv. railroad.
Smotherman Cooper, and - husDALE STUBBLEFIELD & COMPANY
band.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING
Mrs. Amanda White and son of
Murray were Hazel visitors Sunday
afterrioon:
Mrs. William Mitchell, the former
.Mrs. D. C. Clanton, Mrs. Owen
Miss Nettie Quava Russell, who was Brandon.
Mrs. Leila Ellis Erwin,
married only recently in St. Au- Mrs. Conn Milstead.
Mrs. C.0.
gustine. Fla., is the granddaughter Paschall and Mrs. It. I. Neely atof D. L Jones of Murray route 1 tended the 'First District P-TA
and is the niece of Preston Jones meet at Heath last Friday.
Charlie Caldwell of • Bitmingof Hits city
Ala.. spent a few days- recently visiting his brother, Guy
Caldwell' and family, and his sister. Mrs.. Grate C. Wilson. Mr.
Caldwell brought his wile', to the
Mason hospital for treatment. She
will be there several days.
Hazel people, regardless of religious affiliation, are happy to
have the Rev. K. G. Dunn returned to, his work as pastor of the
Freshly, neatly trimmed hair
church here. He and FOS family
work earnestly in school, social,
will make all the diffeeence iii
bills, stationery,
Hand
the world in your appearance.
wedding announcements,
Why not stop by right away,
Eaperioiced travelers io
"Si.Louis
blotters, menus, booklets
New Method
Mister, and enjoy an expert
Km solved the. hotel Problems
—whatever YOUR need
The American provide/ m bubo*
haircut?
SOLE
coo.enieui toil poimb 011008.00.
—large or small—bur
SHOES
We'll be waiting for you!
sod toil tromportosioli.*4 teamodern Shop is ready to
Half Soled and Heeled
I's hot occommod•Oora ruicus
Jumpers, H a t s, Hunting
We especially invite all College
handje,the job with caretkot do set isivot,e ooy socraice
Caps, etc. Big Bargains in
and TVA people to try our shop.
of comfort sanku.Abuoys flu
ful skill at modest cost.
New and Used Clothing at NEW LOW PRICES_
food the Ante:krt.

, DON'T!

Red Birds Open
Season With Win

Hospital News

Parkers Jewelry
Store

Murray-Transy Game To Be
Saturday; Tigers On Road
Freshmen Meet Western Here;
Lynn Grove, Hasel Lead
County Net Teams

COUNTY STANDINGS

Won Lost Percentage
Lynn Creme 3 0
1.000
Hazel
3
0
1.000
Concord
1
0
1,000
Kirksey
0
1
000
Almo
0
2
.800
Faxon
0
3
000
This week's vanes: Friday night
, Lynn Grove at Hazel
Kirksey at Almo
Water Valley at Training
ess
School
Saturday night
Kirks
.
ey at Sharpe

Highlight of the week's sports
activities in Murray is the MurrayTransylvania college football genie
scheduled to take place at 2 o'clock
Saturday afternoon in the college
stadium. About as much interest
is being taken, however, in the
Murray freshman-Western frosh
game to be played here Friday
afternoon.
The Tigers, the interest of Murray high school fans, are on a
'rued trip this week, playing in
Russellville Friday.
With basketball getting under
way fast in the county, much local
interest is being shown in the
North Lynn Grove county net races. with Hazel add'
Lynn Grove meeting tomorrow
We had some rain out here last night at Hazel in a game • which
Saturday but as yet tobacco is not- will decide which of the two teams
ready for stripping.
will be in the lead in the county
J. C. Paschall spent last week race. Both up to now have won
week with his brother, Cratic Pas- 3 gamei each without a loss.
chall, and sawed wood for J. C.' Concon3 and . Faxon have open
and gathered corn for Cratic.
datts. Kirksey at Almo Friday
Mrs. Anna Jones spent Sunday night and goes to Sharpe in Marwith Mr. and Mrs. Mart Hedgers.
Accompanied
by
Miss Belle shall county to oppose the 1938
Enoch, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Enoch state champion Green Devils Satwere guests last Tuesday night of urday night. Coach Clifton Thurtheir aunts, Mrs. Anna Jones and man's Murray' Training School
Belle Enoch.
Colts engage Water Valley in their
Carmon Rodgers and family, Mr. •opening game of the season Friand Mrs, Herman Rodgers and day night in the college gymnasMr. and Mrs. Lebert Jones were
•
afternoon callers of Mr. and' Mrs. ium.
Hazel and -Lynn Grove are at
Mart Rodgers Sunday.
•
Our deepest sympathy goes out present in the lead in the county
to Mr. Hafford Smith in the loss race with three .ssictories each
of his wife and baby, also to Mn. against no losses. Concord is next
and ,Mrs. John Hutchens and fam- with one victory and no defeats;
ily.
Kirksey has won none and lost 1;
Mrs. Luther Rodgers and Mrs.
Earl Miller visited Mrs. Anna. Almo has..kW, two saisithseass-avisteiJones rind Miss- Belle -Enoch MPS,
. arid-Faxon Tils been defeated- thrice
day.
Mrs. Etna
Hanetine and against no wins.
Miss Laurene Paschall visited in
the afternoon.

Hazel High School

MUSIC

NIGHT COUGHS GET
"ONE DOSE" RELIEF

CREOMULSION

It pays to read our CLASSIFIEDS.

for Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchitis

4

THE ELECTION IS OVER
Calloway cast the largest Democratic vote in per.
centage of the 14 counties in the First District.
The vote was light in all counties, many wish they
had voted.
Redlitricting of voting precincts is needed in Calloway—Some precincts are so large some will mot
vote because of the congestion.

Single Coats
98c to $2.98`
Overcoats
$1.98 to 85.98
Suits
$3.49 to $5.98
Socks, Pr. 9c

All Times.-

ROOM WITH4ATHP
WIDOW STRUT AND •
MAMMY SOULIVARD

Kum 14 Cri5OUOAJLA011 AND
WM** fACJAILL

MOST CONVENtonlpor IN

St- LOUIS

Have You a
Printing
Job?

-

We Swap—Bring In Your
Old Clothes . . . Trade
Them in on Others"
HOWELL STARKS
Upstairs Over I. T. Wallis & Son

_

CREPE

ete

•

DUTCH'S
- SHOE SHOP

Basement Elmus Beale Hotel

WILKINSON'S
BARBER SHOP

Phone 55

4 Barbers on Saturdays
306 E. Main St.

Ledger & Times

0 TURNER

HAVE gun
IN LOUISVILLE!
IA THEN you come to Louisville, don't
V V do the same old things Tini do at
home—don't eat the same 01;1 things!
Come to the Brown Hotel—toce and
see the floor shows in the gorgeous
Bluegrass Room-'choose from among the
World's rarest, choic.vst foods in eitl!er
the Bluegrass Room or the English Grill—
have tea or that late snack in our beautiful new Tea Shop—have delicious food
at any meal, economically, in our delightful Coffee Shop!
That's the way to make your trip memorable—and with amazingly little pain to
your pocket•book!

BROWN HOTELLouisville's Largest and Finest
n.RoLD E. Ithrta, Manage'

. . ••.•

•

4k

NOj.
read
very
adju
tery
engi
01

MI
Ph

COME IN EVERY TIME YOU ARE IN TOWN

1.111111111111111111111111111

•

•

Do Not Neglect to Come to Our Store for
Winter .Merchandise Our Stock
Is Large and Prices Are
Held Down
It Is a Comfortable Place to Trade, and
- Early Visitors Enjoy Our Warm Store

JEWELRY STORE

BARGAINS
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_ The F.F.A. boys of Hazel High
are sponsoring a fiddler's Contest
November 18 in the, Hazel auditorium. There will be plenty of
Creetnulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
entertainment. Everyone come.
trouble to loosen germ laden phlegm,
Athletic'
The basketball team of Hazel Increase secretion and aid nature to
soothe
and heal raw,tender,tnflamwon another victory Friday night ed bronchial
mucous membranes.
playing ,Kirksey. The first team' No matter how many medicines
you
scores were Hazel 22, Kirksey 14. have tried, tell your druggist to sell
The second team score was Kirk- you a bottle of Creomulsion with the
sey 10, Hazel 23. There will be understanding that you are to like
another game at Hazel Friday the way It quickly allays the cough
night, November 17. The game will or you are to have your money back.
be played with Lynn Grove. •

•
PARKERS

Look Your Best
Thanksgiving!

FA
spirt
the
Dam
presi
Natig
liana
'en 0.1
Th,
day
Iinda
field
Atte_

Relief At Last
For Your Cough

rH.

-1,/ounen:_"Build-Up"
. To Relieve Pain

St,

•

•

le
rid
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State Democrats to Elect New
Officials at Convention Nov. 17-18

Here:
1

Across the River

PAGE SEVEN.

Some Early History

REA Tells What
Co-op Has Done

By
Perhaps by the time you read
this, I will have answered the last
JOHN WRIGHT HOLSAPPLE
lucky support bqt there Is an cpll to class for another while.
Hopes to Build Wires to 400
Hazel high school's basketeers
undercurrent of flIng interest- an- Yes, I do go to school spasmod!store
Homes by
won their third successive game
other president rom the Fifth ically, but even if it is almost UnCan any of your readers rememYear 1940
Friday night when they licked
ber when a 2-story frame buildDistrict at this time in view of possible to ever finish by just atKirksey's Calloway champs 22-14.
ing stood where the Bank of
the fact that this district has al- tending a few weeks each
The Rural Electric Cooperative The game was played at Hazel.
year,
Murray now stands? It was occuready furnished two recent presi- there are the advantages
Score at the close of the quarter
of meetpied by Strow Brothers from Ben- Association, with almost 200 miles
dents—Eugene Mosley,* Jr., and ing the new acquaintances, and
Coach
Vernon
ton who ran a drygoods store. I of line existing in Graves and was 7-3 with
Tom Logan, Covington
new teachers, besides brushing
helped haul that building from Calloway counties, is busy map- James' men on top; at the half
15-5;
and
at
the
third quarter 2rDugan is expected to be a can- the accumulated cob webs off the
Pool Town to that corner. It was ping proposed lines to serve neardidate for a third term as Nation- brain more often than I might had
no uncommon thing in those days ly 600 additional members includ- 10.
Hazel
will entertain
Lynn
for us to haul houses from one ing a
al Committeeman_ He has two op- I gone to college four consecutive
portion of Marshall county Grove's undefeated netters tomorplace to another. We did not roll
ponents for another two-year term years long ago.
row
hitherto
night
on
the
untouched,
Hazel
it
was
There's
anfloor.
always
a
tinge
of
rethem
as
they
do
now; but put two
in this jpb--Dr. -A. Y. Lloyd, head gret at the last class
The lineups:
hour, for
wagons under them, side by side, nounced today by Robert Usrey,
of the old-age pension division of after all, the friendships formed
Pos,
Kirksey 14
,put a team to each wagon and superintendent of the cooperative. Hazel 22
the Department of Welfare, and and the lessons learned are usualF
Billington 3
dreve along ae we ,did with any
The engineering firm of Broad- Alton -8
Miller
2
F
Van D. Hicks, Frenchburg, head ly( worth the efforts exerted and
Russell
others load. By the way, Pool dus and Sullivan, with headquarCochran 10
C
Ezell 4
of the Eighth District Young Dem- the sacrifices made.
Town was the little town which ters at Bowling Green,
is
in
charge
Dunn
G
The last weeks have been very
Story 6
Judge Crowder has the solid ocratic 'organization.
stood jitst, south of the spring
G
Copeland 1
while some
reacross troth'. the 'present mill in of the work, and project officials Hendon
backing of all 14 county delegaMr. Louise Morancy, Lebanon, eventful, tbo
Substitutions:
Hazel,
Owens.
had cause
for
Murray.
Pool_ Town antedated said today actual congtruction will
eons in,. the First Congressional National Committeewoman, would joiced, others
Scruggs 2, Littleton; Kirksey, PasMurray and walsebsorbed by the begin before many days.
District and substantial backing in like to succeed herself in that grief.
chall.
We spent last Saturday night at
county seat when lessees removed
The
present
project,
with headlies other Congressional Districts office. Powerful figures in the Mrs. Gertrude Spiceland's.
Referee: Joe Brown, Murray
We
from Wadesboro.
quarters at' Mayfield, within three
the State, including the good organization will britig Out a teamed
that "Uncle
Lemmie"
There were only three oe four months after energizing, is serv- State.
e ishes of powerful figures in the Northern Kentuckien for this office Sills, the poor old man who had
brick buildings in Murray in those
days and they were all on` the ing nearly 40 farm homes whose
state administration, and also of
There is strong sentiment among broken his hip and had been bedtwo
ridden
months,
about
had
north
side of the square. As I res average use for October was 35
CARD OF THANKS
Eugene Mosley, Jr., Bedford, past the membership to select some
call they were: John C. McElrath's kwh. But at the end of Decempresident, and Chairman of Young officers who are not State employ- died.
We returned Sunday to hear
We wish to express our heartfelt
drygoods and clothing store, T. R. ber, 1939, it is estimated that the
Demcserats for Keen Johnson in ees, and also against perpetuation that Mr. Jim Bell had shot himJcnes' hotel, Ellison at Godwin's average kwh consumption will be thanks to the friends and neighthe recent primary and general of the same officers in their posi- self only a half-mile from our
two stores- (one drygoods and one more than 40 per person, *and in bors who were so kind and helpelection.
Concord garage.
tions.
ful during the sickness and death
grocery), Wear's drug store, and 6
months' time refrigeration, elec- of our daughter and granddaughThen we heard of the death of
possibly one or two others.
Other Candidates include WillThe Convention also will adopt
Judy
Mickey
Garland
and
Rooney
tric
in
brooders,
Arms,"
"Baba'
In
portable
motors
and
the
later
Crouse
ter, Mary Frances Pool We especher
girl
and
I
well
remember
that there was
iam K Natcher, County Attorney resolutions in support of the adfather. and Tuesday, a neighbor,
a vacant lot or two on each end regular addition- of small appli- ially thank Dr. Butterworth and
l,f Warren County, who was pri- ministration
of Governor Keen Laverne Ratteree, the father of today and Friday at the Varsity,
of the block. Also remember ances will place practically every Brother Lax. May God be with
mary campaign manager for Rodes Johnson.
three small children, died in Conwhen brick buildings were erect- home on the line in a -.position to you all through life.—Her father,
K. Myers, Lictutenant Governorcord.
Roy Pool; brother. Billy Pool; and
ed on them. In fact I helped haul use from 40 to 60 kwh.. •
Fleet: Luther M. Roberts, LouisSo tragedy has followed tragedy,
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
the brick that went into the Metill my conscience smote me when
dile, and Omer H. Stubbs, LudElrath & Barber building on the
Pool. - East end of said block. When the
sive
Preaching by the pastor morns we enjoyed plays and football
games while others were in such
Corner drug store was established
Natcher is reported to have the ing and evening.
Subjects: A. deep sorrow.
igg county farmers have a
on
the west end it was in a woodASHEVILLE,
N.
The
C.
cast
Nov.
for
16—
Nicking
senior
the
annual
of
retiring
President M:. "GOD'S CHALLENGE IN
I wish there were some way to
en building. Billy Eiourland estab,dark tobacco crop and a'
g
eharles Epperson. Pikeville, while FOUR WORDS"; P. M.: "BIG insure world peace, and before The $22,000,000 Hiwassee Dam, the play, entitled "He Was a Gay lished that drug store
but
soon
fair
cron_of burley. Drouth damSenorita", has
Contributions to this column
selected ana
Roberts' friends are claiming the GATES WIDE OPEN".
that is done, there,, must be in- Tennessee Valley Authority's only is working hardbeen
aged the burley.
on the play. The sold out to Dale & Martin. There
upon topics of interest is alsupport of John k.. Dugan, Nationmajorereelect in Neeth- Carolina. play.- an uproarious farce-conaedy were only a few wooden buildings
Church School every Sunday dividual peace.
ways welcome. They do not
I have stood on a secluded cor- is beim; rushed to completion is concerned with the
on the other three sides of the
al Committeeman.
Morning at 9:30, with classes for
views
express
the
necessarily
efforts
of
ner and watched people go by—
Larry. played by Hal Kingins, who square. I recall the Cherry Corof this newspaper.
Stubbs has strong Northern Ken- all ages under the care of faith- some rich, some poor, and often months ahead of schedule.
"My Skin Was-full of
a Spanish senorita ner Hotel (where the Methodist
ful officers and taught by teach- wondered just how many really
Originally scheduled to be built impersonates
church now stands), a livery
in
order
Pimples and Blemishes"
to
save
his
pal
from
marers who are students of the Bible; happy, contented ones could be in 1941, the huge project will be
stable
THANKSGIVING
on
the
oppositecorner
east,
rying a girl he doesn't love. At
says Verna S.: "Since using Adle• .
each class meets in a separate counted.
finished early next February.
prepent the plans are that the play Josh Sledd's wagon factory, John
It
has
been
318
years since the rika the pimples are gone. Ma skin
Some have better ways of conroom for the study of the Bible
Completion of the electric power will she presented December 8, in Churchill's coffin factory and an- first Thanksgiving was eelebratiN1 is .smooth and glows with h.,t,h."
lesson with distractions shut out. cealing their feelings. Really, seme plant had been expected within 12 the Murray High School audi- other little building or two on in America
by
a
little group at Adlerika helps wash BOTH bowels,.
inever
without
life
through
go
the
south
side.
Billy Stubbletorium.
Training Union meets , every.
and relieves temporary constipation", sympathy, tho they may months after the last of the conmeeting of tne class. Mr. field's law office and a few other Pilgrim farmers who met and made that often aggravates bad complex- '
Al
a
Sunday evening at 6:15. There. is a curring
4.
crete
had
been
poured.
But,
accourse,
carry a breaking heart. Of
little -wooden buildings were on a great feast, sang songs and offered
us
on
school
talked
to
Moser
union for each age beginning if we could only understand, we cording to .present estimates, it
ion.—Dale & Stubblefield, DrugVarious members of the the east side. Dire Schroader's prayers to God for His loving gists.
with the Story Telling Hour for would, no doubt, love each other will be finished by •next August spirit.
class joined in on a round table blacksmith shop stood where the care and protection and for giving
the smaller boys and girls, the more, and much sorrow and re- and turbines and generators will discussion on the subject.
post office is. A little frame build- them a bountiful crop that year.
Juniors, the Intermediates. the gret could be averted.
Subscriptions to worthwhile and ing in which the Baptist church Just think how little comparatively
begin turning at that time.
entertaining magazines are being met stood near or exactly where speaking, those people had
Junior Adults. and Senior. Adults. . And if we only knew the many
to be
TVA officials said Hiwassee Dam sold by the school children in an the present Baptist church stands.
for love and appreciYou are cordially invited to be- Who starve
Alois, undoubtedly we would be- was being finished ahead of sche- effort to raise money for new uniIn those days there was a tan thankful for. yet their hearts overcome a member or an associate stow an occasional rose rather
flowed
with
thanksgiving.
yard
where the mill now stands.
dule, because workmen - and -tech- forms for the band which is soremember of the Union to which than carry the truck load when
We must remember too, it was
th In need of them. The. senior Water for the tanyard was piped
nicians, trained in dam building
you belong.
they're dead.
ass is backing this campaign. across the street from the spring. their bravery, their heartaches,
on other - Authority projects, had
By
'-the
" Mid-week meeting every Wedway,
the
tan
yard
had
comliberal
a
suffering arid privation, and their
become more proficient and there- The school secures
nesday evening at 7 o'clock. This METHODIST CHVRCH NOTES fore
mission on the sale and also the different 'buildings with water untiring unceasing toil that laid
were able to finish the work salesmen
receive valuable prizes'. flowing through them, vats in the the foundation for
meeting is supplying g long felt
our nation and
far in advance of the original esti- In the next few days you may be floors, etc.
These furnished a
need in the lives of all Christians
Sunday, November 19, 1939
mate.
visited by loyal school children fine places for us boys to get cool- step by step our forefathers have
that they may become better
bUilt
upon
that
foundation.
Ote
off
on
used
hot
nights—and
ed
Jenkins
we
render
Mack
best
to
Mrs.
doing
J.
their
At present, 1.150 men are em- who are
Rev. and
workers for the Master and fill look forward to another happy ployed
on construction. Two hun- the school a favor and at the them at least on Saturday nights. what a price has been payed to
a larger place in His vineyard.
obtain
There were no water works, no secure for us the wonderful things
to
year as they begin the work of dred are completing clearance of same time enable youconsiderable
running water in homes, and few we enjoy today. We have been the
The brief but vital Bible study
magazines at a
the church with the Murray con- the basin of the lake. Four hun- the
if any bath rooms. I never saw most wonderful blessed
saving.
follows immediately upon close of gregation for the year 1939-40. We
people of
dred are working on road and
The program on "Better Speech" a bath tub there in those days.
the mid-week meeting, this study hope this will be a prosperous railroad
relocation projects and waS postponed to next meeting Most residences had wells. Those all nations.
NOW is the time to get your car
is the Bible lesson - for next SunNow,
today
most
especially,
our
another
cisterns.
which
did not had
year not only for the Methodist sewer and water jobs.
arsce ,will be given with
ready for colder weather. For
day.
John - Churchill (father of Hor- hearts should melt 'with feverent
program on "How to. Study."
congregation but also for every
The
invitation the church ex- church in our little city.
very little gest we check and
The senior class 'possum hunt ace Churchill) was jailer in those thanksgiving to God for still granttends is cordial and' earnest to
will be on Noble -McDougaes farm idays and was custodian of the ing to us the privilege of worshipFIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
adjust distributor points, batIt has been a delight to work
one and all to attend all the seras soon as weather conditions per- court house. I remember how ing Him in Spirit and in truth, and
tery, valve clearance, manifold. vices of the church whether you with Rev. and Mrs. H. L. Lax and
very nice he was to let the young in giving to us a ruler who permits
A. V. Havens, Minister
- mit.
we are happy to be associated
people have their public dances
engine head, air cleaner. Do it live in Murray or elsewhere. Come with them
"Then.
the
Dawn,"
will
be
the
there. I once took his wife's sis- freedom of speech, and press, the
for another year. All
RESOLUTIONS
THAT'S OUR POLICY!
*NOW and save future trouble! whenever - it is possible for you the Methodists a Calloway mut. sermon subject of A., V. Havens,
ter to a dance when she, like Lae right to work and to ,,have indiid'ftd.
of
other girls, wore a trail and I got vidual homes and comforts of He,-'4 Ask your neighbors,
.w
ty should work together for the minister of the First Christian
and
a
right
to
Sans Pt. Martin, Pastor
it
have
so
tangled
a
up
in
feet
voice,
my
big
by
Church, at the Sunday morning
STEWART A. ARNOLD
glory ,of 'God..
have used our service.
many times she had to pin it up. popular vote, to say who shall
worship
service,
next
Sunday,
At the morning worship hour,
They'll tell You that
in I never took her to another dance make and enforce our laws. We
Father
WHEREAS, Our
Approximately 13.000 pounds of 10:50 o'clock. the
pastor
will which will be the second Sunday
has seen best to call home —there or elsewhere. I was too should sing songs of praise and
whether it's a minor reItalian ry grass seed were sold preach on "The Necessity of Pro- in the ten weeks loyalty cam- Heaven our
mem- much humiliated by my awkard- offer prayers of thanks to God 365
true
and
loyal
of
one
by Hopkins county merchants.
pair job or a big new ingress in All Human Affairs" from paign. now being conducted in the bers to dwell with him where ness. What a contrast between days in the year for
such
wonderthe length of dresses then and
the text: "Ye have dwelt long church. The new organ will be pain and suffering is ended.
stallation,
we do prompt,
ful
blessings.
played for the first time for a
feleD WHEREAS, although we, now!
Beef cattle expansion plans in enough in' this mount". Deut. 1:6.
Phone 233-512 W. Main
We should go to the Ruler of expert work—at "fair and
of tanyards
When speaking
regular service, with Charles Farm- the' Methodist Church and the
Martin county include the pur- Certainly we go forward in all
er at the console. The organ-dedi- Men's Bible s Class, are deeply above all I should have said that ell the universe in earnest prayer square" prices.
chase of several registerd sires.
other things. Why not in the afcation service has been arranged grieved over the loss we humbly all the leather used there in those day and night, beseeching Him to
fairs of the Kingdom of God?
days was locally tanned. direct the hearts and minds of the
for the following Sunday. The submit toeour Father's divine wile early
At the evening worship hour, service will ,begin at
RESOLVED, that we lament his There were several uriards in people into whose hands the guidPHONE SOO
11:50.
people
county.
In fact
the
softened
is
sorrow
our
now 7:15 o'clock instead of 7:30,
ance- of this nation has been inThe College Band, directed by going. but
by th,e memory of his true Me— made their wagons, bug& , plows.
the pastor will preach on "Sow- Prof. Wm, H. Fox, will play
Sun- lee only in his loyalty to his furniture, etc. I never had a pair trusted, that they may be able to
and Reaping." All of us ought day night. The band and the footso conduct the affairs of this nachurch and Suhday School. but of store bought shoes until I was
to know that whatsoever a man ball squads of the college will be also
My grandfather tion as to keep us out of war; for
in his prompt and active ser- about grown.
Like
shoes.
our
all
sows, that shall he also reap. but the guests of honor.
made
Wicker
it's now as it has always been, the
his
during
Murray
vice here in
MURRAY SERVICE CO.
most children I had two grand- nations who forget God shall fall.
in spite of this clear truth, hun"Pa. of the Game," will be the active life.
"Grandpa"
called
one
fathers.
I
of
RESOLVED. that a copy
dreds ad thousands still are sermon subject for the service,
Mrs.
Carl
Christenberry
It was
one "Grandpap."
sowing death and disaster in their which will begin at 7:30. Everyone these resolutions be kept in the and
Bible class Grandpa Holsapple encl Grandpap
own lives and in their own homes. is urged to arrive on time in order minutes of the Men's
was
Wicker
Grandpap
Wicker.
a
and
MAN
of
a
memory
in
Our young people will please to be seated.
my mother's stepfather. Her fathCHRISTIAN.
was
He
Wright.
meet at 6:30 instead of 6:45 as the
was
name
er
s
Respectfully submitted
The Sunday School, led by SupDixie Hospitality in the atmosmurdered in Arkansas when she
days are now so short.
By Comnlittee: Men's Bible
erintendent R. L. Wade and showClass, Murray Methodist was a little girl. I may tell you
Why not determine during this ing a splendid increase in attendphere of the
South. Canthat murder some time.
about
Church.
year to take up your full task of ance, will meet at 9:30 Sunday
fortable beds —SPeciOuS rooms
the Christian life and do some morning.
r
IN APPRECIATION
good as you go along the way?
ATTEND P.T.A. MEETING
The Young People's Society of
Our Sunday-schools in Murray Christian - Endeavor, led bet Misses
We wish to express our thanks
are for the benefit of all the Ruth Ashmore, director of Wells ot our friends, neighbors, and all
Murrayans attending the eleventh
people and you and your home Hale and Ruth Nall, student work who have been so kind to us dur- annual fall conference of the First
our
of
should make its contribution to director,"willmeet at 6:30, in the Me the illness and death
District Kentucky Branch of the
dasling little daughter, Jeretta.
Parents and
this great' institution, not for the young people's parlor.
deeds have National Congress of
words
and
kind
Your
The Junior Christian. Endeavor
sake of the Sunday-school, for
at Heath high school
made this great sorrow more bear- Teachers held
that will continue, but for your Society, led by Mrs. ,0. B. Boone able. and have made us more Friday were Mrs. Joe Baker, presiown sake. They are here for and Miss Imogene Bailey. will meet. understanding
Jesus dent of the Murray P.-T.A., W. B.
what
of
at 6 o'clock, in the children's de- meant when he said. "Inasmuch Moser. Mrs. Loren Adams, Mrs. A.
your spiritual growth.
VISIT THE
Mrs. Ruth Egger, who has done partment. The Intermediate Society as ye have dope it unto one of D. Butterworth, Mrs. Clifford MeSpend o pleasant hour in this
such fine work with our young will meet at the same place at 6:30. the least of these,, my brethren,. lugin, Mrs. Graves Hendon. Mrs
The mid-week meeting Will be ye have done it unto me".Knight
L. Fee,Owens, Mrs. George Hart,
people in other days, has kindly
justly famous Bavarian Bar
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
consented to meet with the chil- held Wednesday night at 7:30.
-Stubblefield and family and 101ess Ruth Ashmore.
and Cafe Lounge—thoroughly
dren from 9 to 13 years of age
AIR CONDITIONED—always 70'
..
Members of 4-11 clubs won more
at 6:15 each Sunday evening.
Alfalfa and crimson clover sowThe Thanksgiving service will FIRST PRESETTEBIAT4 CHURCH ed in Montgomery county ifi late than $200 in cash prizes at the
lath
and Main
Carroll County Fair,
be held on Wednesday night, NoAugust are doing well.
vember, 29, at the First Christian
Howell
M.
Forgy,
Pastor
Church, with Dr. Howell Forgy
Sunday services-10 a. m., Sunpretiching the iermon. Come and
day Sehbol.. for all ages; College
be thankful with us.
Bible Class. 11 a. m., Worship SerJ. Mack Jenkins, Pastor
vice
7 p. in., Westminster Feltoo;
lowship.
Who makes quick use of the
A hearty welcome is eritended
moment, is k genius of prudence. to all.'
--Lavater.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Nov. 16---A
spirited fight is in prospect for
the coming convention of Young
DeITIOCraLiC
Clubs when a new
president will be chosen, also a
National Committeeman and National Committeewoman and Reeser officers.
The convention, to be held Frilay and Saturday at Louisville,
ends four active candidates in the
field for the presidency. The Inde track is generaliy conceded
County Judge W. H. Crowder,
, Mayfield, 33 years old, long
sctive in Young _Democratic cir-
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Hazel Wins Third
Straight, Taking
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PLUMBING
AT
FAIR PRICES!
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WINTER
TUNE--UP

chitis

•
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MURRAY MOTOR
COMPANY

I
.

TuckmeioIN MY OLD

BENNY MADDOX

KENTUCKY
HOME
OW

A Lesson in Health

HOTEL

SEELBACH
500 ROOMS fronl its

DERBYROOM

What the Service
Shall Cost You
Firm in the belief
that the family knows
better than we could
possibly know, we suggest that they make
their own decision regarding the cost of the
funeral.
We'serve within the
family's means always.

Sincerely,
OTHFR
' )(),THW E ST Heiress
,
vuosence. Hot 5ormas14•11
.nal Dark_
•OffOf•:•

HOTEL
so.Ch

.

.r.

Arkansas
Clock . Arkan.r..,

•

Dieeti;on-SOUTHWEST HOTELS IN,.
FRANK M. FANNIN. Vice Pros. end Gen. Mgr.

BRING
WORN SHOES
HERE!
We use only the finest.
long-wearing
materials.
Our work is expert and
eir
'Make
your worn out shoes as
good as new. Our prices
are R MILT!

Telephone 7

LUCAS
SHOE SHOP

Murray, Ky.

North 5th Street

J. aChurchilf
Funeral Home

Vitamins a plenty,
Calories,
Drink Sunburst Milk,
It's Good for you!

HAVE
YOU
CONSIDERED tH I S?

Decide for
Yourself ..

In purity ... in richness ... in taste .
and in Vitamin Content

Pasteurized grade A milk is unsurpassed!
For your health's sake—drink three
glasses daily—Order a quart for each
member of your family, per day.

Frazee & Melugin

•

INSURANCE AGENTS
:

Casualty
Telepharie

First Floor

331

'

•

„C-u4ditia-t-

To insure is to be thrifty, far-sighted and wise, to
be able to enjoy "peace of mind." Why not resolve
right now to carry ADEQUATE protection? Let
'us help you work out a plan suited to your particular needs.

Fire

•

Phone 191
Bonding

Murray Milk Products Co.

Gatlin Building

"It Does Make.a Difference Who
Writes Your Insurance"

•

••••••

COPY FADED
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Behind the Scenes in
American Business

p.

to tire dealers and motorists. Undoubtedly it's a "break" for the
constuner, and should 'stimulate
"oft-season" sales, thereby aiding
employment in rubber factories.
Whither tire prices at such low
revels 'can be sustained. however.
Is indeed questionable.

RHODE ISLAND HOUND WINS I
FUTURITY IN PADUCAH RACE

PADUCAH. Ky., Nov. 18—adaukise men states that he has no doubt
Alexander, a slender Rhode Wand that his new team will be as
hound,
turned in an all-around ex- strong as the preceding
one; yet
THINGS TO WATCH FORNEW YORIC. Nov. 14—BUSI-1 ter domestic demand and increased
hibition of foe hunting Wednesday
NESS- -For most of the country's export of meat 'was forecast for -Lipstick Plus." a new device to amass a record that gave her they will have harder battles to
citizens, business and financial 1940. Capacity operation of auto- which has interchangeable car- the championship of the Futurity fight.
Three of last season's regulars,
flewe last week continued to spell mobile plants was seen at least tridges for the various colors that Chase of the National Fox Hunters
Secretary of until February. True, the stock women seem to require, day and Association
aetter times ahead
Gene Graham, guard; Oliver Hood,
market
declined
during
the
week.
night
. A radically different
Agriculture Wallace' predicted a
At tile conclusion of the third centers and Wade Graham, guard;
sharp rise in cotton prices next a powe danger sign, but must type of toothbrush, still in the and final day of the chase, the are with the team this year. Other
•
•
IAers observers attributed the drop to experimental stage, the head of judges awarded the coveted title
spring.
members of the squad include:
topped the $200,000.000 mark . Wis- sales of securities 14 Great Britain which is al at sharp angle an the to Mamie Alexander (Henry Clay
Joseph Robinson. Hugh Perdue,
et-man utilities are planning the to obtain cash for purchase here end of a metal shaft, styled after K.-Queen A.) Her owner. E. A.
largest . expansion in 10 years. of materials and manufactured a dentist's light, thus facilitating Fiske, of Rumford. R. L. also re- Guthrie Thurmond, Richard Armthe brushing of the back surfaces ceives the cash prize of $500, which strong, James Hopper, Wells LovCalifornia's credit improved ell
of the teeth . . . To facilitate car- however, is described as second ett. Wain% Gordon, John Nanney,
voters defeated "ham 'n eggs," the
WAFUNGT,ON — Masadacturers rying electric razarsein your pock- consideration among fox hunters
$30-every-Thursday plan for folks
to Charles Kennedy, Robert Lee
over 50. The state's warrants sold with small shops in the less heav- et. some models are now being the honor that came to his youne Waters, J. H. Theobald, Charles
at a 3 per cent rate compared to il y industrialized sections of the packed in cigarette cases, tobacco hound.
Clark, Dicky Wilcox, and Paul
4 per cent demanded by investors country may stand a better a-pence pouches and vanity boxes . . .
Mamie Alexander not only re- Alexander
of receiving orders from tha Al- "Telephone Hosiery," new idea in corded the best average but
nrior to the election,
also
The following schedule is anRailroad carloadings declined less lies for war materials than larger merchandising silk stockings—an piled up the largest total in points
observers Indianapolis department store scored, mainly as the result of her nouneed:
than seasonally. Department store manufacturers,- some.
Nov. 17—Water Valley at Mursales for the year will be about here believe. It is pointed out prints its telephone number On fine performance the last day.
six per cent ahead of 1938 i t was that small companies can more every pair sole to make reorder- She finished with a total of 2e5 ray.
Nov. 24—Bardwell at Bardwell
predicted, with further gain in readily convert their plants te ing easy. Colors are nemed after points. That did not give her the
Noss 28—Hickman at Hickman.
prospects for 1940. The RFC and war production and ,concentrate other city telephone exchanges, title. however. since it depends upattention
on special orders. The making them easy to remember.
•FIba launched a program for
on excellence in all four departDec. 8--Paris (Tenn.) at Murtiutlathg 50.000 to 100,000 homes poUtibility of British loans for
ments of fox hunting. Mamie Alex- ray.
plant
expansions
is
foreseen,
by
- costing only $2.500 a piece. Betander scored 35 in speed and drivDec. 12—Arlington at Arlington.
means of large advance payTREES
ing and 60 in endurance.
. Dec. 19—Cadiz at Murray.
7
- -ments aecompanying initial orders
Placing
second
in
the Futurity
By Gee. R. Trevatbs.n
Jan. 8—Clinton at Murray.
The British Embassy last week anTheir leaves are falling, falling was Sun Dial Red Blood (Sun Lafal
Jan. 19—Cadiz at Cadiz.
nounced creation of a central orCord Blair-Jennie Lee k.). owned
fast
Jan. 26—Fulton at Murray.
ganization to coordinate Great Saying summer time is past
by Bert Dial, of Wellston, Ohio.
Britain's purchases in the United Trees- still standing almost bare
Jan. 27—Hickman at Murray.
In third place according to the
Stater-and-eanada, indicating that Showing winter time is near.
4inal scoring was Fleetwood (SingFeb. 2—Reidland at Reidland.
the time is fast approaching when
ing Wood-Lady Bristol), owned by
Feb. 15—Benton at Murray.
Twas
just
a
little
while
ago
,,sabstanUal orders for food and
John R. Kane. of Springfield. Ohio,
Feb. 17—Bat-dwell at Murray.
Buds began to grow
reaterials will be placed.
Topsy Heels (Big Sam W-Skesici,
Some games with other teams
What teacher taught the trees to
_0--owned by Charles Medley and Lu- have
know
been arranged but dates are
begin their summer ther F. Carson, of Paducah, the big not definitely settled.
I PRICE -TREND—With the Bu- When to
Show?
hound that placed first during the
relay - of - Agriculturail EConomies
openIng. days of the chase in total
predicting That commodity priee*
About the same time each .new points sabred. failed to produce a
' will average at least slightly highyear
er in 1940 than this year, con- These certain signs of spring steady performance in all departments and was given fourth posisumers can expect little relief
ap'pear
Come here for delicious rolls, front the higher levels etsablished Did Mother Nature back some: tion by the judges. Topsy Heels
led
all hounds in the Futurity in
where
sine the war's outbreak-. ,..Already
breads, trait cakes, mince and
her children
what to speed and driving, scoring 125
in Detroit. motor 'car manufac- Teach
wear!
pumpkin pies for your Thankspoints alone in that division.
turers are talking about raising
The hunters were loud in their SPECIAL SALE ON Evergreens
giving dinner. We'll have an
automobile prices in the Spring. And did she choose each one `a
praise of the results of the ,,Fu- and Shrubs—November 17-30. ExIn steel circles it is considered
unusual variety from which to
dress
turity chases. Each morning they tra special on fruit trees—Novemlikely that first quarter prices So they were left no room to
choose, all specially priced. Let
were greeted with a bright sun ber 27. Buy now
guessl
and save
Will be upped somewhat despite
and
as help make YOUR dinner
efforts of the administration in But don 'the .things grandmothers houndssnappy weather, and the money. Come to 301 South 8th
were
off
on
wore
-fresh
fox
trails
easier, better. economical'
St.. near Mason's Hospital. Alton
Washingtcn to restrain steel prices. In all the eras
within ten minutes after each cast. K Barnett,. Call
gone before?
142.
The one exception to the gradual
lc
Entries in the all-age chase which
upward tendency of all prices is Alas' how soon their costumes started with
the first cast being WANTED—Seasoned
oak
stove
' automobile tires on which three
fade
made on the Nellie Ray farm three wood. See Setts at Ledger &
; leading manufacturers- last week Or else assume a somber shade miles from Melber,
neared the 200 Times.
anneenced reductions ranging from But this occurs each passing fall mark at 9:30 p. m.
Wednesday.
12ke to 14 per cent. In view of In answer to a mother's call.
Deadline for entries was. set for FOR RENT—Furnished 2 room
the
more
than
20
per
cent
increase
N. 3rd St.—Phone 79
But 'in all this 'tis dearly
apartment, furnace heat, College
shown micinigat Wednesday.
in crude rubber prices since the Just as the trees, so we have
Of the 104 hqunds that started Addition, W. R. Jones, Phone
a war, this action came as a surprise
grown,
the Futurity Chasse Monday. only 77
If
Our summer robes we soon lay 89 scored at the end
of the third
down
FOR
SALE—Pure
and
bred,
bloodfinal
slay.
To await a spring time coming on.
tested AAA
Rafted
Plymouth
Rock elloosters. Minnesota stock.
Is there some where a fairer
climes
Mrs.
John
See
L.
Jones_
two miles
Feed With Your Own Corn for Fine Pork at a Reasonable
A land of endless summer time'
south of Harris Grove, Route I,
Cost for Home Use, and to Make Market Hogs
Where scenes of beauty ne'era
Hazel. Ky.
1123p
grow old
Show a Profit
Ncr fear the touch of winter's
WREN you need Coal. call for
cold?
Paradise Coal, for it is lower in
Training School Will Have Strong ash and higher in heat units. If
you don't find it, call L. F. ThurCARD OF THANKS
Cage Team, for 1939-40
MAKES HEALTHY THRIFTY PIGS
Season
We express our deepest appreciation and gratitude 'to ffhtise
who were considerate and sympaProf. Clifton Thurman. athletic
thetic- during our recent bereavement in the loss of our daughter coati-11'ot Murray Training School,North 3rd Street
and sister. Mrs. Raiford,(Lucy B. announced early this week that he
Will Pay Delivered
Hutchens, Smelt-has arranged a basketball schedMr. and Mrs. John Hutchens
ule for the coming season whi*
and family
Hens
11c
will furnish
more competitialis
11c
South 4th Street
than. ever before experienced in Springs
9c
the history of the Training School. Stags
In spite of the fact that G. C. Roosters
6c
Calloway Circuit Court
Miller, forward last season: who Eggs
25c
Bert Wells Admr. of The Estate graduated in the spring. and Willof Holds Hardin. Deceased, Bert iam Dunn. highest scoring forward
Wells and his mire Fannie Wells. during 1938-39, who was
married
Plaintiff
last summer, will be absent from
. Vs. Order of Reference
Lottie Mae Hardin Littleton and the squad this season. Coach Thurher Husband Tosco Littleton. Ella
"We Lead, Others Follow"
Mae Farrow and her Husband Less
Farrow.
PROMPT DELIVERY
PHONE 12
Defendants
It is ordered that this cause be
BREAD, 1 loaf 10c, 3 loaves
25c
referred to George Hart. Master
Commissioner of this Court to take
SUGAR, 10 lbs. Fine Granulated
54c
procf of claims against the estate
COFFEE, we grind it, lb.
10c
1,of Hulda Hardin. deceased. and
CRACKERS, 2 lb. box
13c
I all persons holding claims against
saac estate will presene their claims,
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS, 10 lbs.
48c
When the Best Is Wanted Call 37
duly proven.' before said Master
TOILET TISSUE, rood quality, per roll
3c
Corrunissioner
- before., the
CORN or HOMINY, 3 cani" 25-c
Florida, D
zenSize
20
December
16
Monday
Fourth
(Dein
TOMATOES. 2 No. 2 Cans
cember 23. 1939). or be forever
15c
barred from collecting same in
PEANUT BUTTER, Quart
25c
any other manner except through
Texas,
SALMON. Tall Can
14c
this suit.
3 for
BABY LIMA BUTTER. BEANS; lb.
6c
Witness my hand as Clerk of
said court this- the 14th day of
ORANGES,'nice size, doz. 15c
Lynn 2
G4rolv
b.
e bBaegst
November, 1939
OATS. 3 lb. box size
15c
C L. MILLER.
LOUR
TURNIPS, 5 lbs. nice
10c
Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court

THANKSGIVING
BAKERY
SPECIALS!

—
N23e UNEXPECTED CHANGE makes LOANS on Desirable Real Estate—
available fine Rawleigh Route In Smallest loan $2,000.00. No red
FOR SALE--I0 pigs, weighing se Calloway County. Nearby Dealer tape. Convenient terms. Marto 60 pounds. Clifford Melugin, Noble Burnley reported Sales Of shall Love, agent, Jefferson Stanphone 548-M.
lp nearly $00 last week. Good time dard Life Insurance Co., Guthto start. Write Rawleigh's. Dept. rie Bldg., Paducah, Ky.
N30p
YOUR
DOLLAR
WILL
BUY
PIANO, not overhead, at W. E. KYR-181-201, Freepert, Ill. D7p SAW DUST for SALE—ReasonDye's Piano Store, Maplewood WHEN you need Coal, call for able price. Southern Star
Luna
Terrace, Paducah. We sell Mason Paradise Coal, for it is lower in bett Co., McKenzie,
Tenn. N29p
di Hamlin. Kimball, and other ash and higher in heat unite It
very fine pianos.
D2lp you don't find it, call L. F. Thur- XMAS Personal or Businese Greetle23c ing Cards-50 for $1.00.
Your
FOR RENT-8-room brick house, mond, 388-J, he has it,
e mime imprinted and choice (sr
newly decorated, 1 block from
RENT—Apartment.
ElectriFOR
assorted
designs,
if
desired.
Also
square. J. D. Sexton
le
cally equipped. Mrs. J. D. Row- box assortments. KIRK A. POOL,
STREAMLL'ir.D 1999 WRECKER lett, 711 West Main. Phone 157- Office Supplies, 505 West Main
tic St.
SERVICE. New equipment 24- w.
NI6c
hour, fast, dependable Wrecker
FOR SALE: Baldwin pianos, BaldService. Charges reasonable. Day win Acrosonics,
also good selecphone 97; Night phone 543-W. tion of used pianos—McLaughlin
Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales & Smiley, 618 Broadway, Paduaod Service.
NI6p
tf cah.
mond, 388-J, he has it.

PERFECT

WAYNE 40`—c HOG SUPPLEMENT

L

THURMAN BOOKS
STIFF SCHEDULE

WAYNE PIG STARTER

111111111111110111111111111111111111
November 1748

- „ROSS FEED COMPANY
MURRAY HATCHERY

Order of Reference

MurrayFood Market

Boggess Produce Co.
4MIDEIDEMEEECO

TOLLEY & CARSON
FOOD MARKET

I

COFFEE, Chase and Sanborn, lb24c
MEAL, 1-2 bu.
45c
MEAL, 10 lbs.
20c
MEAL, 5 lbs.
, 10c
POST TOASTIES, 2 boxes
LETTUCE, nice size heads
Sc
CABBAGE. nice. lb.
2c
COCOANUTS, nice size, each
6c
MATCHES, 6 boxes ....
17c
BORDEN'S MILK. 3 small cans
10c
PIMENTOES.-regular size, 2 for
15c
POTTED MEAT, 3 cans for
10c
JELLO. all flavors, box
5c
SOAP P&G, Octagon, or O.K., 7 bars .....
25c
Get Our Prices on Flour and Syrup
• RUDY HAS IT
Allbritten's Special
PURE PORK SAUSAGE, lb.
FRESI-1 PORK LIVER, lb.
SALT BUTTS. lb.
SUGAR CURED BUTTS, lb.
OLEO. 2 lbs.
BOLOGNA. 2 lbs.
BRICK CHILI. lb.
,
BEEF RIB ROAST. lb.
CHUCK BEEF ROAST, lb.
4 lbs. PURE LARD
VEAL CHOPS.
K-C. STEAK. lb.
•
HAMBURGER, 2 lbs.
BACON, sliced, no waste, 113.

..

Paying 32c in Trade for Eggs
•

10c
10c
61 =c
9c
25c
25s
23c
105'
12c
38c
16c
22c
25c
22e

Swann.'s Grocery
24-7hOnes---25
Oranges. California, doz.
s lie I
. Large Fla.. Dos.
.__ Lae or 2fee
Grapefruit. 7 to 8 for
25e.
Cabbage, lb. Zr; Fresh Dutch
-Cabbage. lb.
Sc
,1-2 bushel Turnips
30e
Hill Onion.s. lb.
Something Nest'. National AllBran. Free package with 8 ots. lee
I Qt. Jar Marco Mustard ._ 10c
f'ocoanats. each
Sc to 7e
English Walnuts, lb.
17 or lie
Large Paper Shell Pecans. lb. Vie
Large Peean Meats, I lb. .
1-4 lb.
15c
Onions. 4 lbs. 10c; 10 lb. bac Ve
Cranberries. ak.
rfac
Pure Lard, bulk. 4 lbs.
25e
lbs. •
65e
Staley's Golden Syrup. gallon 47e
Gallon White
Sir
Lynn Grosre or Murray Flour
24 lbs.
lbs. RA Rose Flour
Sir
'Tockahoe Peaches. 2,, size can 10e
2' size can pumpkin
Navy and Cranberry Beans,
1 6 lbs.
.25c
' f,reat Northerji Beans, lbe. _ 23r
Pork Chops
20c
Sliced Bacon, not rased, lb. ._ 17c
Pork Sammie': Country Sausage
,
Zest Tender' Beef

lier24

15c
'ORANGES
GRAPEFRUIT
10`
68c
F
.20`
MATCHES 6Carton
boxes
39c
LARD Pure Hog, Best Grade
18`
GRAPE JUICE Top=
1Se
TOILET TISSUE
PEACHES FNion.e204nCa;:tnyR2edfoRrobe 35e
MINCE MEAT Arm°7;s14.
25c
dbaPingdinger
COFFEE That Goolbs
25c
.
YANKEE DOODLE DINNER 10c
PORK CHOPS
19c
.FilienzterSTEAKS Fron1B__rthaen_d___a_eef,
lb. 30c
;
Ft:1 t:R
SLOP JARS White Enameled
68c
DISH PANS GrayEnameled
35c
ENAMELED DIPPERS
13c
4 lb. carton

4 for

S
PZIrid
l Loins

You Will Always Get Highest Prices for Eggs and
Cream Here

IN BARELY
1 MINUTE

WITHOUT
COOKING

big
tuc
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viii
"ge
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A
pat
. Sta
ler
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Nel
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Jot
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sen
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anc

KROGER
THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

(MASSIF-A IEM

Murray Baking
Company

HOTSTARCH

FOR SALE: 7-room modern home
SPECIAL SALE on Circulating beyond campus on Main street.
Heaters—We have a large stock Will finance to suit you. Call or
that we want to close out at see Nat Ryan Hughes
N23c
greatly reduced prices.
Come
and see!
Sexton Bros. Hard- FOR
SALE—Medium-sized
cirware Co.
lc culating heater. First class condition. See H. E. Wall, 400 South
FOR RENT: Furnished apartment. 4th. Phone 328-J.
lc
3 or 4 rooms. Steam heat, electric
stove and refrigerator. Good large IF YOU WANT a Thanksgiving
rooms: near college campus. Phone Turkey. see L. H. Pogue, Penny,
276. Me J. G. Glasgow.
tie or telephone 3304.
lc
—

SOS'

25 lb. bag $1.47 BULK
C Powdered or Brown
Cc
100 lb. bag $5.49 10 lbs %I°
Bulk, Lb.

We
anc
six
mei

SUGAR
PUMPKIN
Kr°ger'a C.
3 No, 2'. Cans
25c
CAN
COVE OYSTERS
10`
Club Vac.
lb. A ac French 3 lb. ttc Spotlight 3 lb. dInc
COFFEE C.packed
2 1cans
114 Lb. 19c Bag ..1e1 Lb.
JU
Pure
Cane

Club

15c

CRANBERRY

S

AUCE

pre
Kn

and
mapro
pro
eye

Bag

spe
in
re(
and

Fancy Long Thread
2 17 oz. cans

Pound

25c COCOANUT

19c

.

SWANSDOWN

Finest Brand

TV
to
for
V IS
onl
vie

MATCHES 6 Boxes 13c CAKE FLOUR Box 20c
Staley or Penick White or Golden
Extra Fancy Genuine Blue Rose
c
RICE
25 SYRUP 10 canlb. 45c 5 lb.n 23c
6
SODA .
„ CRACKER
S
PRESERVES 2111. jar 25
13°
Painds

Raspberry. Cherry, Black.

PURE FRIarT

Vt'escbo Brand
2 lbox
.
C. Club. 2 lb. box 23c

bearriYh. P
le
al
eeh
De
Strawberry,

Kroger's C. Club

PINEAPPLE 2 N°c... 39c

Thi
ges
tod
era
dis
"ya

ICroger's C. Club
CHILI CON CARNE 3 No, 1
19c
cans or 2 No..2 cans Li
Wax Rite Self Polishing

Red Cross Brand MACARONI or

SPAGHETTI 6

,
41

'
z
tes 25
71:i

LIFEBUOY SOAP 3 bars
17c
RINSO large box 19c, small box 9c

FLOOR WAX

of
Boi
aut
tric
era
res

39c

Pint Can

Waldorf Brand TOILET

TISSUE

Lipton's

6 Rolls
Scott Towels, roll be

25c

Baked Beans, 2-12 oz. cans 15c
Catsup 14 oz. bottle 19c
Cuc. Pick. 24 oz. jar 19c

1-4 lb. 9Ac
box LAU

TEA box 39c
HEINZ
Forequarter Cuts
Pound
1 2c
MUTTON
7/
SQUARE CUT
Pound 61
/
2c
DRY SALT JOWLS
2 POUNDS
PORK SAUSAGE
25c
LARD 50 Can S3.75
3 Pounds
23c
BACON
Large
Pound
SQUARES
1 Oc
2 Pounds 25,

COT

ent
est
ati

•

mi
tia
ust
of
in)
thz

Lb

1
1st
14
in
mi
tie

Brand

BRICKS Pound 23c
PORK CHOPS Pound 19c
CIII
FT
i
S
s
I

Hickory Smoked

Whole or Half
151/2c
Pound

Co

royT

16c::

CHEESE 2"Box
Kroger's C. Club
wSbuogiaerorCubraed
lf, lb

BACON
BACON
C. Club
Eatmore
BUTTER Creamery,
Lb. 30c
OLEO
2 POUNDS
CRANBERRIES
CALIFORNIA
POUND
GRAPES
FLORIDA ORANGES

gli
Es
Ni
-Ni
of

7
/
1 2c

Cl

111/2c

25c
5c

cc
cc
tii

Each

to
re

Texas Seedless

POTATOES

11

80 size 99c
10 for La

libb hair
j
:
1 9 23
`

Yellow Globe

ONIONS
CARROTS

PAT

ar

Pound

288 Size

Cobbler

WI

15c
45c

White
10 lb. Bag
Large Bunch

19c
5c

Seib

head

15c

BROCCOLI Freflatali?dreen 10c

Choice Hand Picked

BEANS NAVY 10 lb.. 39c

GREAT

NORTHEliiIS

10 um 47c

a:
-

,
,
."110.

•
--

.4 .

